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HOPING
TO THE FOND MEMORY OF MY PARENTS
HAVE FULFILLED ONE OF THEIR DEAREST WISHES
ABSTRACT
The present thesis analyses the extensive utilisation of 
Qur'anic materials by cUnsuri, FarrukhI, Manuchehrl, Abu 
'1-Faraj-i Run! and Anvarl, and seeks to determine the 
degree to which it may be seen as a particular thematic 
development within Persian poetry■ rather than as part of a 
literary tradition developed from Arabic models.
The i n t r o d u c t i o n  is f o l l o w e d  by a c o m p r e h e n s i v e  
statistical survey of Qur'anic references in the, Persian 
poets, with, for comparison, a similar survey covering the 
work of five Arab poets: Abu Nuwas, Abu al-cAtahiya, Abu 
Tammam, al-BuhturT and al-Mutanabbi.
Each of the following chapters covers a particular 
thematic area and, where appropriate, is internally sub­
divided according to the individual episodes. The first 
major thematic area to be treated is that of Paradise. 
This is followed by an extensive survey of the materials 
relating to the prophets, principally Moses, Jesus and 
Solomon. A third chapter considers miscellaneous other 
Qur'anic references.
Each of these three chapters is organised along similar 
lines: an initial statistical survey giving a comprehensive 
listing of the individual citations is followed by general
3
r e m a r k s  on the co n t e x t  of use and a m o r e  d e t a i l e d  
commentary on verses of particular literary and thematic 
interest. Arab and P e r s i a n  usage is compared, and 
attention drawn to aspects of rhetorical technique.
The implication of the findings yielded by the above 
investigation is discussed in the final summary. This 
seeks to e v a l u a t e  how far the the m e s  and t e c hniques 
observed in the Persian poets are also present in the 
dlwans of five major cAbbasid poets who, on the one hand, 
were clearly known to the Persian poets under consideration 
(and hence a model for them), and, on the other, represent 
a period when Islamic culture and, specifically, knowledge 
of the Qur'anic text, had become a standard ingredient of 
literary training, and hence available for exploitation 
alongside more traditional materials of poetic discourse.
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INTRODUCTION
It is a well known fact that early Persian poetry 
remains indebted to Arabic poetry, not merely in such 
technical areas as form and prosody but also for its 
principal themes and for the stylistic and rhetorical 
techniques through which these are elaborated. However, it 
is also recognized that the Persian poets were, at the same 
time, innovators, developing inherited materials in new 
ways.
The present thesis is, in part, a comparative study, 
c o n t r a s t i n g  in a given t h e m a t i c  area the d i f f e r e n t  
t e c h n i q u e s  e m p l o y e d  by Arab and P e r s i a n  poets and 
endeavouring to determine the extent to which Arab models 
w e r e  or w e r e  n o t  f o l l o w e d  by the P e r s i a n s  and, 
consequently, also the extent to which the latter may be 
judged to have either developed in a new direction or to 
have stressed, within the range of comm o n  elements, one 
particular area over another. At the same time, it may be 
viewed as a study of innovation with particular reference 
to Persian poetry, tracing the ways in which new thematic 
elements were integrated into the traditional poetic 
fabric. The first impulse towards an examination of the 
specific subject matter through which these various 
developments are assessed was given by an earlier study by 
the present writer on Abu '1-Faraj-i R u n I , w h o s e  diwan
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exhibited an unexpectedly high incidence of Qur'anic 
reference. It seemed reasonable, therefore, to compare 
Abu 'l-Faraj-i Run! in the first instance with other major 
Persian poets of the same period to see whether the same 
feature was to be found among them, too. In all, five 
Persian poets are examined here in chronological order, 
cUnsurI, FarrukhI, Manuchehrl, Abu 'l-Faraj-i RunI and 
Anvari. The selection of these five was dictated by both 
historical and aesthetic considerations. All are major 
figures, and the close s i m i l a r i t i e s  b e t w e e n  their 
respective diwans ensure a broad identity of approach in 
both style and subject matter. Chronologically they are 
close, but were chosen to provide even coverage of a period 
(from c._4££ to c . 5 0 0 A. H .)  ^^  r ather than the m o r e  
intensive study of a single generation that a different 
selection could have provided.
As a further step, both the statistical incidence of 
Qur'anic references and the study of the stylistics of 
their employment are extended in a broad comparative survey 
allowing similarities and differences to be noted between 
the above Persian poets and a central group of Arab poets 
chosen from a m o n g  their m o s t  p r o m i n e n t  cA b b a s i d  
predecessors: Abu Tammam, Abu NuwSs, a1-MutanabbI, al- 
Buhturi and Abu al-cAtahiya. The works of the first four 
provided models for their Persian counterparts to emulate 
in their major subject area, m adTfr. Abu al-cAtahiya, on 
the other hand, was deliberately chosen for contrast: his
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religious poetry constitutes a totally different forum for 
the literary utilization of Qur'anic motifs, and thus 
stands not only as a model of another possible approach, 
but as a control corpus against which some of the usages of 
the m adlfr poets can be judged. Given that these great 
cA b b a s i d  poets w e r e  clearly, and s p e c i a l l y  in their 
panegyric odes, models for the Persian poets to emulate and 
strive to surpass, it would seem a priori likely that 
matching patterns of incidence and usage would suggest that 
the Persian poets were imitating and prolonging a pre­
existing Arab practice, while significant deviation would 
suggest strongly further development and innovation on the 
part of the Persian successor poets.
A further major attraction of the Qur'anic materials on 
all these poets was the simple fact of the relative neglect 
they had suffered in previous critical literature, despite 
the voluminous amount of published research on the Persian 
as well as the Arab poets. Indeed, no single work appears 
to have been devoted specifically to this subject.
U.M. Daudpota's seminal work entitled "The Influence Of 
Arabic Poetry On The Development Of Persian Poetry" surveys 
the evolution of Arabic poetry, and then discusses such 
topics as the verse forms borrowed by the Persians from the 
Arabs, the Persian qagida composed in the metre and rhyme of 
some well known Arabic g agIdas, and concludes with an 
examination of Persian elements in Arabic poetry. But it
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pays little or no attention to the poets' treatment of the 
p a r t i c u l a r  t h e m a t i c  a r e a s  p r o v i d e d  by p r o p h e t i c ,  
paradisaical and other Qur'anic material.
Such also proves to be largely the case with the other
works covering the lives, culture and dlwans of the Persian
poets under consideration. J.W. Clinton, for example,
w r i t i n g  on the t r a d i t i o n  of court poetry, tends to
concentrate on the technical aspects and style of the 
( ^ )poet. Victor Al-Kik, in his work on the influence of
Arabic culture on Manuchehri's poetry, entitled T a 1thTr-i 
Farhang-i Arab Par A s h car-i Manuchehrl Damghani draws att­
ention to the poet's use of Qur'anic references on 42 
occasions without going into any analysis of the imagery, 
and M.A. Husein in his M.A. entitled "The Influence Of 
A r a bic Cultu re On The Persian Poet Manuchehrl" refers but 
fleetingly to the poet's treatment of Qur'anic material.
Two theses by °Afaf al-Sayyid ZIdan, an M.A. on cUnsurX 
and a PhD on FarrukhI, deal in the main with the two poets' 
lives, their culture, and their relationship with their 
respective patrons, whilst providing a political, social 
and e c o n o m i c  b a c k g r o u n d  against w h i c h  the writer's 
discussions take p l a c e . ^
Among other individual studies of the Persian poets may 
be mentioned those by Muhammad Nur al-Din cAbd al-Muncim on 
Manuchehrl, Ahmad Kamal al-Din M u h a m m a d  HilmT on
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AnvarT, ^  and the present writer on Abu ’l-Faraj-i Runi, 
all of which pay but scanty attention to the Qur'anic 
material.
Islamic themes and the use of Qur'anic references are 
also only rarely touched upon in the critical literature on 
the Arab poets. One obvious exception is the chapter 
entitled "The Impact Of The Qur'an And Hadith On Medieval 
Arabic Literature" in the C a m bridge History Of Arabic 
Literature in which reference is made to works of Abu 
Tammam, Abu Nuwas, Abu al-cAtahiya, al-Mutanabbl and al- 
Buhturi and their usage of Qur'anic material. This survey 
certainly gives a general idea of the extent to which 
Qur'anic themes and vocabulary occur in cAbbasid poetry, 
but does not attempt any analysis of the poetic use to 
which these are put. Also relevant is the article on 
Islamic Kingship and Arabic Panegyric p o e t r y ^  which 
discusses the extent to which madTh material addressed to 
p r o m i n e n t  p e r s o n a g e s  reflects I s l a m i c  c oncepts of 
authority, but does not address itself to the question of 
how far Islamic vocabulary is employed, and to what 
stylistic effect.
Of the r e m a i n i n g  s c h o l a r l y  literature, it may  
reasonably be said that, for all the analytical acumen 
displayed, little contribution is made to discussion of the 
particular issues with which this thesis is concerned. It,
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therefore, relies far less on pursuing a critique of 
previous scholarship than on direct confrontation with the 
diwans of the ten poets in question. It is in this sense a 
prolongation and, at the same time, a widening in scope of 
a previous study by the present writer which was concerned 
with just one poet, Abu 'l-Faraj-i Runi, in whose dlwan the 
incidence of Qur'anic references seemed unexpectedly high. 
Perusal of the other diwans reveals, however, that Abtt '1- 
Faraj-i Run! was by no means exceptional in this regard and 
the general richness of the material justifies not only an 
attempt to qualify the incidence for comparative purposes, 
but also an examination of the attitudes revealed therein 
towards the literary potential of the sacred text, and the 
particular rhetorical techniques through which reference to 
it was articulated.
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CHAPTER ONE
STATISTICAL SURVEY
The P e r s i a n  p o e t s ,  in c o m m o n  w i t h  t h e i r  A r a b  
counterparts of an earlier age, used Qur'anic references 
less for any overt religious purpose than to serve or 
reinforce a particular poetic concept. Such references may 
take the form of a direct quotation of a phrase or key 
word; a direct caique or translation of the Qur'anic Arabic 
into Persian; or may take the indirect form of paraphrase 
and allusion. Mention should further be made of the use of 
words and expressions which occur in the Qur'an but - 
whether through prior usage or subsequent generalization - 
are at the same time so much a part of ordinary language 
that their appearance cannot necessarily be construed as a 
deliberate reference to a particular Qur'anic context: such 
material presents obvious problems for any attempt at 
quantification.
A further methodological problem is raised by the broad 
differences of approach between the Persian and Arab poets 
to the utilization of Qur'anic materials. The Arabs, for 
example, were less willing than the Persians to quote 
Qur'anic phraseology directly, preferring allusion and 
oblique reference. In some cases, consequently, the 
figures given indicate not so much the exact incidence of a
14
specific word as the level of a complex of related phrases 
and e x p r e s s i o n s  and s o m e t i m e s ,  indeed, of a general 
concept. Thus, in the table for Abu Nuwas, for example, 
al-gasam billah subsumes b i rabb yasin, while under 5a 1 ah 
are included references to rukuC and sujud.
Abu Nuwas may also serve to exemplify allusion or, in 
his case, parodic distortion. On numerous occasions, he 
takes a direct Qur'anic reference but changes or, rather, 
paraphrases it in such a way that the original Qur'anic 
text is no longer immediately present, such instances 
n e a r l y  all i n v o l v i n g  par o d y  or d e l i b e r a t e l y  i m p ious  
inversion, e.g. the Qur'anic verse:
'You do not wish for anything unless God 
wishes it.'
is clearly implied by its inverted form in:
'j'j 1 st * 0
(2) i;U L. 'VI u
'The wine is passed around the young men 
whose servant time is - 
(God) only bestows on them what they 
desire.'
Elsewhere, the poet apes or reflects the structure of a
15
Qur'anic verse, substituting certain key words, but retains 
the structure to create a new verse of his own, as with the 
Qur'anic verse:
(3) l VJi aJ V
which is echoed in:
(4) i"  • . - t -"  • .  •** •  "i*". i - * " >" • v i  v t  ’, -
What is largely true of Abu Nuwas1 contribution applies 
to a lesser extent to al-Mutannabi's and Abu Tammam's with 
a l - B u h t u r i  s h o w i n g  a d i s t i n c t  p r e f e r e n c e  for direct 
Qur'anic reference in his dlwan (Abu al-cAtahiya will be 
discussed below). This predilection for indirect allusion 
in the d i w an s of the Arab poets makes for a more difficult, 
less precise quantification of verses into tables and it 
has, in that case, been decided to give separate entries 
for direct and indirect references, the former, therefore, 
providing more clear-cut and objectively reliable data on 
the basis of which percentage figures can be computed for 
the occurrence of a given word or motif.
Also, given that indirect reference is capable of 
assuming such varied forms, allusion, paraphrase, synonomy 
and parody, we have taken the fu r t h e r  p r e c a u t i o n  of
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omitting individual percentages for the tables analysing 
the incidence of this feature among the Arab poets: the 
element of subjective judgement is here too great to be 
relied on for comparative statistics from one poet to the 
next. It was, however, considered worthwhile providing an 
overall percentage figure relating the total of their 
r e s p e c t i v e  d i w a n s  to the total n u m b e r  of Qur'anic 
references in order to facilitate global comparison with 
the equivalent figures for the Persian poets.
A problem of a different nature is raised by the dlw5n 
of Abu al-cAtahiya. Not only is his pietistic or homiletic 
verse saturated with Qur'anic references, but there is also 
an extraordinarily high incidence of what may be termed 
general vocabulary not readily relatable to a particular 
Qur'anic locus. The sheer mass of material, in short, 
verges on the unmanageable, and since his poetry is, in any 
case, thematically and technically so far removed from the 
other materials being considered here, it was concluded 
that no useful comparative purpose would be served by an 
attempt at providing a total quantification of the Qur'anic 
citations and reflexes in his verse.
The Persian poets {for their part) show a high degree of 
direct reference to the Qur'an in their d i w ans at the 
ex p e n s e  of a l l u s i o n  and other m e t h o d s  of i ndirect  
reference, this general unity of approach justifying the
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conflation of direct and indirect reference which makes for 
a more precise quantification of the Persian statistics. 
At the sam e  time, it b e c o m e s  mor e  m e a n i n g f u l  for 
comparative purposes to supply the individual percentages 
for each poet. The overall percentage figures relate the 
total number of Qur’anic references to the total output of 
their respective diwans (i.e. to the total number of 
lines). These serve the dual purpose of providing global 
comparisons between the Persian and the Arab poets' diwans 
calculated on the same basis, and supplying objective data 
indicating differing patterns of utilization between 
individual Persian poets.
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S T A T I S T I C A L
T A B L E S
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P E R S I A N  P O E T S
1) ^CJnguri
Subject
N o . of 
Repet­
ition
Per­
centage
1 . Musa (Moses) 9 8.56
2 . Sadd al-'Iskandar wa Ya'juj 8 7.61
3. Qawm c£d wa al-rlh al-sarsar• • • 6 5.71
4. al-MasIh wa mucjizatuh 
(Jesus Christ & His miracles)
5 4.76
5. Sulayman (Solomon) 4 3.8
6 . I ram 3 2.85
7. Ibrahim (Abraham) 3 2.85
8 . al-Khidr 3 2.85
9. Nuh (Noah) 2 1.90
10. Qarun 2 1.90
11. Dawud (David) 2 1. 90
12. Yusuf (Joseph) 1 0.95
13. Harut 1 0.95
14. al-Janna wa ma tahwlh 16 15.21
15. Asma' Allah al-husna • 6 5.71
16. al-Hasad 5 4.76
17 . al-Qur'an wa 1-Furqan 4 3.80
18. La yumkin al-mafarr min qada' Allah 3 2.85
19. al-Hadld 2 1.90
20. La yakhfa cala Allah shay' 2 1.90
21. al~Lawh al-mahfuz 2 1. 90
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22. Husn m a 'ab 2 1.90
23. Mithqal 2 1.90
24. ulu '1-albab 2 1.90
25. Atlcu Allah wa 1atlcu al-Rasul wa 'uli 
al-'amri minkum
1 0.95
26. Wa jacalna min al-ma'i kulla 
shay'In hayy
1 0.95
27. Sundus akhdar 1 0.95
28 . Nasr Allah 2 1.90
29. Asabic cAzra'Il 1 0.95
30. Allah yujzi al-muhsinln 1 0.95
31. Inna Allah ’ishtara min al-mu'minln 
’anfusahum wa 'amwalahum bi'anna 
lahum al-Janna
1 0.95
32. Kadhiba al-munajjimuna walaw sadafu 1 0.95
,33 . Zilzal al-ard
Total: 105
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2) Farrukhi
Subject
No .of 
Repet­
ition
Per­
centage
1 . Ya'juj wa Ma'juj wa sadd al-'Iskandar■ 17 9.43
2 . Musa (Moses) 12 6.66
3. cIsa (Jesus) 9 5.0
4. 1 Aam 7 3.88
5. ' I ram 6 3.33
6 . Sulayman (Solomon) 5 2.77
7. Qarun 4 2 . 22
8 . Nuh (Noah) 2 1.11
9. Dawud (David) 2 1.11
10. al-Khidr 2 1.11
11. 1Iblls (Satan) 2 1.11
12. 1 Ibrahim (Abraham) 2 1.11
13. al-Janna wa ma tahwlh 22 12.21
14. al-Qur'an wa al-furqan 11 6.11
15. al-Hasad wa cayn al-su' 10 5.55
16. 'Asma' Allah al-husna 9 4.99
17. Man ja'a bil-hasanati falahu cashrat
amthaliha
4 2.22
18. Habl matin 3 1.66
19. Shihab 3 1.66
20. 'Istijabat Allah lil-duca' 3 1.66
21. cIlm Allah bi al-sirr 3 1.66
22. Nasr Allah 3 1 . 66
23. al-Salah 3 1.66
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24. al-'Abtar 2
25. Husn m a ’ab 2
26. Fasubhan Allah camma yasifun 2
• •
27. Thumma yunbi'hum bima camilu yawma 2
al-Qiyamah
28. Mathalu 'alladhlna yunfiquna 2
amwalahum fisablli Allah kamathali 
habbatin anbatat sabca sanabil
29. Iqtarabat al-saca 1
30. al-Mann 1
31. Qul 'acudh 1
32. Inna rabbakum huwa alladhl khalaqa 1
al-samawat wa l-'ard fisattat 1ayyam
33. TUlu 11-albab 1
34. Surat al-Ikhlas 1
35. Surat yasln 1
36. Alam tara ila lladhlna baddalu nicmata 1
Allah kufran wa'ahallu qawmahum 
dara al-bawar
37. al-Wahy 1
38. al-Fatiha 1
39. Qul bifadl Allah wa birahmatihi 1
fabidhalik falyafrahu
40. Qul in tukhfu ma fisudurikum aw 1
tubduh yaclamuhu Allah
41. Man yacmal mithqala dharratin khayran 1
yara waman yacmal mithqala 
dharratin sharran yara
42. Inna Allah la yazlimu mithqala 1
dharratin wa 'in taku hasanatan
yudacifha * 1
43. Yaciduhum wayumannihum wama 1
yaciduhumu al-shaytanu "ilia ghurura
1.11 
1.11 
1.11 
1.11
1.11
0. 55
0. 55
0 . 55
0. 55
0.  55 
0. 55 
0 . 55  
0.  55
0. 55  
0 . 55  
0 . 55
0. 55
0. 55
0. 55  
0 . 55 
0.  55
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44. La ’ilaha 'ilia Allah 1 0.55
45. Yawma tabyad wujuh wa taswadd wujuh 1 0.55
46. al-Batin ghayr al-zahir 1 0.55• •
47. al-Nadam 1 0.55
Total: 17 9
24
3) ManuchehrT
Subject
No .of 
Repet­
ition
Per­
centage
1 . cIsa (Jesus) 21 8.48
2 . Musa (Moses) 14 5.22
3. Sulayman (Solomon) 11 4.41
4 . Muhammad 7 2.81
5. 11 ram 5 2.0
6 . Yacqub (Jacob) and Yusuf (Joseph) 5 2.0
7. Dawud (David) 2 0.8
8 . Qarun 2 0.8
9. '&dhar and 'Ibrahim (Abraham) 2 0.8
10. 'Ayyub (Job) 1 0.4
11. Yunus (Jonah) 1 0.4
12. Nuh (Noah) 1 0.4
13 . 'Ishaq (Isaac) 1 0.4
14 . al-Janna wa ma tahwlh 45 18.7
15. Asma' Allah al-husna 19 7 .63
16. Qul allahumma malik al-mulk 8 3.21
17. al-Shaytan (Satan) wa 'l-cisyan 7 2.81
18. al-Nar wa 'asma'uha 7 2.81
19. al-Salah (prayer) wa 'l-'adhan 5 2 . 0
20 . Tuba 4 1.6
21. Bism Allah 3 1.2
22. Ma' Macin 3 1.2
23. Jibril wa Ruh al-Qudus 3 1.2
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24. Sab° Samawat 3 1.2
25. al-Kazimln al-Ghayz 
• «
3 1.2
26. al-Furqan wa al-Qur'an 3 1.2
27. Ta'yld Allah 3 1.2
28. Subhan AlladhI 1 asra wa l-micraj 3 1.2
29. Allah la yuhibb al-zulm 2 0.8
30. Sarsar 
• •
2 0.8
31. Malik al-carsh 2 0.8
32. La hawla wa la quwwata 2 0.8
33. cAzra'Il wa raalak al-mawt 2 0.8
34. al-minnah lillah 2 0.8
35. al-Fatihah 2 0.8
36. a1-Shukr 2 0.8
37 . Khuld 2 0.8
38. Jarad muntashir 1 0.4
39. wa ma ya°lam ta'wllahu 'ilia 1-lah 1 0.4
40. al-yusr wa l-cusr 1 0.4
41. al-Hasad 1 0.4
42. Kun fayakun 1 0.4
43. Asamm
•
1 0.4
44. cAfw Allah 1 0.4
45. Laylat al-Qadr 1 0.4
46. Inna shani'aka huwa l-'abtar 1 0.4
47. cAynu l-yaqln 1 0.4
48. Habl matin 1 0.4
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49. al-curwat ul-wuthqa 1 0.
50. Dar ul-qarar 1 0.
51. Wa ma kunna cani 1-khalqi ghafilln 1 0.
52. Haqqu 1-yaqin 1 0.
53. Yuctl man yasha1 wa yamnac man yasha' 1 0.
54. al-Hadld 1 0.
55. al-Sirat 1 0.
56. Katayi al-sijil 1 0.
57. Wird mawrud 1 0.
58. al Safa wa 1-marwa 1 0.
59. Shihab 1 0.
60. Nujziya 1-muhsinin 1 0 .
61. Ma' zamzam 1 0.
62. cIdu al-Adha 1 0.
63 . Ayat al-kursiyy 1 0.
64. al-Riba 1 0.
65. al-Talaq 1 0.
66. Subhan Allah 1 0.
67. Inna kaydahunna cazlm 1 0.
00 Qul huwa Allah 'ahad* 1 0.
69. Ramadan• 1 0.
70. al-cId wa al-sawm 1 0.
71. Kafir 1 0.
72. al-Haram wa al-halal 1 0.
73 . al~Fasad fi al-'ard 1 0.
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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74. Allah 'akbar 1 0.4
75. Yawm al-hashr 1 0.4
76. In sha1 Allah 1 0.4
Total: 249
28
4) Abu 11-Faraj-i Runi
Subject
No .of 
Repet­
ition
Per­
centage
1. ‘Adam wa Hawwa1 14 5.03
2 . Sulayman (Solomon) 8 2.87
3 . cIsa (Jesus) 8 2.87
4. Nuh (Noah) wal-tufan • • 7 2. 51
5. Muhammad wal-micraj 7 2.51
6 . Musa (Moses) 6 2.15
7 . 'Ibrahim (Abraham) 5 1.79
8 . al-'Iskandar wa Ya'juj wa Ma'juj 5 1.79
9. Yusuf (Joseph) 3 1.07
10. ' Iram 3 1.07
11. Yunus (Jonah) 2 0.71
12. al-Khidr 2 0.71
13 . Qarun 2 0.71
14. Dawud 2 0.71
15. Lugman 2 0.71
16. al-Shaytan wash-shihab 25 8.99
17. Jibril wa al-ruh al- 1 Amin wa Mlkal 5 1.79
)-■ 00 al-Jannah wa mi tahwlh
m
16 5.75
19. Asma Allahi al~husna 15 5.39
to o al-Hasad 12 4.31
21. al-Qada' wal-qadar 12 4.31
22. al-Islam wal-muslimun 11 3.95
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23. Ya rabb 9 3.23
24. Takbir 8 2.87
25. Sarsar • • 7 2.51
26. an-Nafkh fi al-sur wa 
yawma al-hashr
hal al-nas 6 2.15
27 . Lawh mastur mahfuz• • • • m 6 2.15
00 al-cIqab 5 1.79
29. Mubin 3 1.07
30. al-Tacawwudh billah 3 1. 07
31. Allah damin al-rizq 3 1. 07
32. Ta'yld Allah 3 1.07
33. Daru 1-qarar 3 1.07
34. al-Thawab 3 1. 07
35. Kull man calaiha fani 2 0.71
36. Huwa lladhi jacala al- 
diya'an wal-qamara
-shamsa
nuran
2 0.71
37 . Tabarak 2 0.71
38. Ya-sln 2 0.71
39. cIdu 1-adha 2 0.71
40. al-Rih l-caqlm 2 0.71
41. CI1liyyln 2 0.71
42. Si rat 2 0.71
43. Allahu 'akbar 2 0.71
44. M a ' ab 2 0.71
45. Ashhadu 'an la 'ilaha 'ilia Allah 2 0.71
46. Salsal 2 0.71
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47. cAdhab ' alim 1 0.35
00■^r Wahdaniyyat Allah 1 0.35
49. al-cIlm bil-ghaib 1 0.35
50. Hamda lillah 1 0.35
51. al-Rahmatu 'ayatu Allah 1 0.35
52. Inna al-muluka *idha dakhalu qariyatan 1 0.35
afsaduha
53. Basta 1 0.35
54. Ijtinab qawl al-zur 1 0.35
55. Alam yajidaka yatlman fa'awa 1 0.35
56. al”CAfw 1 0.35
57. Watara al-jibala tahsabha jamida 1 0.35
58. Wa-lladhina kafaru 'acmaluhum 
kasarabin biqaycah
1 0.35
59. Khardal 1 0.35
60. al-Shacra 1 0.35
61. Kiraman katibin 1 0.35
62. Wa al-saqf al-marfuc 1 0.35
63. Allah 'llahdhi rafaca al-samawati 
bighairi camadin
1 0.35
64. Hadithatu 1-fil 1 0.35
65. Maliku al-nas 1 0.35
66. Ghalabat al-rum 1 0.35
67. Fatazawwadu fa'inna khaira al-zadi 
al-taqwa
1 0.35
68. Inna Allah ya'mur bil-cadl 1 0.35
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69. Hal tastawl huwa wa man ya'mur 
bil-cadl
1 0.35
70. Nurun cala nur 1 0.35
Total: 278
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5) Anvari
Subject
N o . of 
Repet­
ition
Per­
centage
1 . Musa (Moses) 53 8.5'
2 . Sulayman (Solomon) 49 7.44
3. cIsa (Jesus) 36 5.47
4. al-Shaytan wal-shihab 33 5.01
5. al-Iskandar (Dhu-l-Qarnayn) wa Ya' 
wa Ma'juj
juj 22 3.34
6 . Yusuf (Joseph) 20 3.03
7 . Muhammad 18 2.73
8 . Jibril wal-wahy 17 2.58
9. Qarun 12 1.82
10. Adam 10 1. 51
11. Yunus 7 1 . 06
12. Ibrahim (Abraham) 5 0.75
13. Luqman 5 0.75
14 . I ram 4 0.60
15. Sahib al-Janna 4 0.60
16. Zakariyya 1 0.15
17 . Yahya 1 0.15
18. I lyas 1 0.15
19. al-Janna wa ma tahwlh 56 8.51
20. al-Hashr wan-nafkh fl 'al-sur 
wahal al-nas fI yawmifi
51 7.75
21. Asrna' Allah al-husna 38 5.77
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2 2 .
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42. 
43 .
La ilaha 'ilia Allah 15
Nar Jahannam wa'asma'uha 13
al-Lawh 1-mahfuz 10• • •
al-Rlh al-sarsar 10
al-Qur'an 9
al-Hasad 8
Summun bukmun cumyun 8
Mubin 7
Tabarak Allah 6
cllliyyln 5
Malaki 1-mawt wa cAzra'Il 4
Huwa lladhl yusawwirukum fil- 5
'arhami kayfa yasha* thumma 
jacalnahu nutfatan fi qararin 
makln
Tahyatu 1-islam 4
al-Hamd lillah 4
Maliku al-nas 4
al-cItisam bihabl Allah 4
Allahu la 'ilaha ilia huwa 1-hayyu 3
1-qayyam la ta'khudhhu sinatun 
wala nawm
Wujub al-ta'awwudh bi Allah 3
Istijabatu Allah li al-duca' 3
Husn m a 'ab 3
Shaca'ir al-hajj 3
cIdu l-'adha 3
2.27
1.97
1.51
1.51 
1.36 
1.21 
1.21 
1.06 
0.91 
0.75 
0.64 
0.75
0.64
0.64
0.64
0.64
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
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4 4.
45.'
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53 .
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60. 
61. 
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
Idha ja’a nasru Allah wal-fath 2 0.30
• «
al-Mann was-salwa 2 0.30
cAdhabun *alim 2 0.3 0
Man yuhil-cizama wahya ramlm 2 0.30
Allatu wa al-cUzza 2 0.30
Wa kitab mastur 2  0.30*
In lam yazal wa subhan 2 0.30
Allahu akbar 2 0.30
La yus'al camma yafcaluna wahum 2 0.30
yus'alun
Hadithat al-fll 1 0.15
Fala 'uqsim bi al-shafaq 1 0.15
Sifat al-zawjat al-muslimat 1 0.15
Anziruna naqtabis min nurikum 1 0.15
Hatta tawarat bil-hijab 1 0.15
Jaradun muntashir 1 0.15
cAla 'amrin qad qudir 1 0.15
'Ummu al-kitab 1 0.15
cAllama al-'insana ma lam yaclam 1 0.15
Wa al-tlni wa al-zaytun waturi slnin 1 0.15
Nurun cala nur 1 0.15
Wala'in shakartum la'azldannakum 1 0.15
Ma 'arsalnaka 'ila mubashshiran wa 1 0.15
nadhiran
Tabbat yada 'Abi Lahab watab 1 0.15
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67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80. 
81. 
82.
83.
84.
85.
86. 
87.
Inna Allaha cala kulli shay'in 1 0.15
shahidun
Dhalika fadl Allahi yu'tlhi man 1 0.15
yasha'
al-Rushd mina al-ghayy i 0.15
Yawma natwl al-sama'a katayi al- 1 0.15
sijilli li al-kutub
Wa law shi'na 1 0.15
Wakafa Allah al-mu'minlna al-qital 1 0.15
Faliq al-'isbah 1 0.15
Allah yubsit al-rizq liman yasha' 1 0.15
wayaqdir
al-Ancam 1 0.15
Ya-Sln 1 0.15
Bil-Cashiyy wal-ibkar 1 0.15
Fastaqim 1 0.15
AlladhI khalaga sabc samawatin 1 0.15
tibaqan
Wal-bahri 1-masjur 1 0.15
Yuhyi 1-lahu 1-mawta 1 0.15
Wakhashacat ul-aswat lir-rahman 1 0.15
fala tasmac ilia hamsan
Huwa lladhi khalaqakum min tin 1 0.15
Man kana cadu Allaha wa mala'ikatih 1 0.15
Qudya al-amr 1 0.15
al-cUrwati 1-wathqa 1 0.15
Aticu ' Allah . . . wa 'ullil amri 1 0.15
minkum
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88. Ulu al-albab 1 0.15
89. Ramadan 1 0.15
Total: 658
37
1) Abu Nuwas
A R A B  P O E T S
N o . of
Subject Repet­
ition
i) Direct reference:
- al-janna wa muhtawaha 15
- dhikr asma1 suwar al-Qur’an (Taha, al-tur, sad, 11
qaf, al-dhariyat, al-Hashr, al-Mursalat,
Hud, yasln, al-Nur, al-Nazilat)
- asma' Allah (dhu 11-tawl dhu '1-kibriya1 wa 10
'l-minan, al-Rahira, al-Ghafur, al-Wahid, 
al-Qahhar)
- al-Qasam bi Allah w a ’ayatih (birabb yasln, wa 6
Taha, wa '1-dhikr al-haklm)
- Solomon and Bilqls 6
- Moses 5
- Noah 3
- David 3
- Muhammad 3
- Yunus 2
- Yusuf 2
- Jesus 2
- Qarun 1
- Dhu al-Qarnayn 1
- Abraham 1
- dhikr huruf al-Qur'an (alif, lam, ra') 1
- 'ara'ayt alladhi yukadhdhib bi 'l-din 1
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X
ii) Indirect reference:
- Iblls wa '1-rajm wa '1-shihab 6
- al-hisab wa jahannam wa al-hashr 6
- khalq al-insan 5
- inna Allah yaghfir al-dhunub jamica 5
- yansur man yasha1 3
- la yakhfa cala Allah shay1 3
- ittaqa Allah haqq tuqatih 3
- kull nafs dha'iqat al-mawt 2
- kull man calayha fanl 2
- Allah calim al-ghayb 2
- cabus qantarir 1
- waslqa al-ladhln ittaqaw rabbahum ila al-janna 1
zumara
- wa ma tasha'un ilia an yasha' Allah 1
- yafirrun ila Alla 1
- bidhikr Alla iqshacarrat qulubukum 1
- in tucadhdhibhum fahum cibaduk wa in taghfir 1
lahum fahum cibaduk
- wa in tucidd nicmat Allah la tuhsuha 1
- innak lamayyit wa innahum lamayyitun 1
- wa yabqa wajh rabbik 1
- al-halal bayyin wa '1-haram bayyin 1
- yumhil wala yuhmil 1
- ma khuliqat al-jinn wa '1-ins ilia liyacbudu 1
- al-'amr bi al-macruf 1
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- wa khalaqna min al-ma' kull shay' hayy 1
- lakum'dlnukum wa ll din 1
- marij min nar 1
- thamud 1
iii) Common usage
- al-salah 15
- al-hamd lillah 12
- cafw Allah 8
- subhan Allah 4
*
- astaghfir Allah 4
- al-siyam 4
- rahmat Allah 3
- al-hajj 3
- khashyat Allah 3
- tabarak Allah 3
- al-salam calaykum, calaykum al-salam 3
- al-isticana bi Allah 3
- macadh Allah 2
- hasbl Allah 2
- hasbl Allah wa nicma al-wakll 1
Total: 198
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2) al-Buhturl
Subject
N o . of 
Repet­
ition
i) Direct reference:
- Muhammad 10
- Solomon and Bilqls 3
- al-Janna wa muhtawaha 2
- Allah yarzuq man yasha' wa yaqdir 1
- Allah yuctl man yasha' wa yaqdir 1
- Fasl al-khitab 1
ii) Indirect reference
- al-sawm wa al-fitr 8
- yuctl Allah bastan wa qabda 1
- wa jacalna baGdakum fawqa bacd darajat
- inna akramakum cinda Allah atqakum
1
iii) Common usage
- 1amin Allah 5
- a 1-Is lam 5
- din Allah 4
- ta'yld Allah 3
- al-qasam bi Allah 3
- din Muhammad 3
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- al-hamd lillah 3
- hasha li Allah 2
- kan sacyakum mashkuran 1
Total: 58
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3) Abu Tammam
N o . of
Subject Repet­
ition
i) Direct reference
- al-janna wa muhtawaha 17
- asma1 Allah (dhu '1-Jalalr dhu ,l-cArsh/ Ra'uf, 9
Rahman, al-Wahid)
- al-Qur'an 6
- shaytan rajim 6
- Ramadan wa al-sawm 4
- dhikr asma' bacd suwar al-Qur'an (al-'anfal, 3
al-' ancam)*
- qarun 2
- al-sirat al-mustaqlm 2
- shihab thaqib 2
- mathal nurih kamishkatin 1
- min wara' hijab 1
- ka tayy al-sijill 1
- al-mu'lafat al-qulub 1
- kafa Allah al-mu'minln al-qital 1
- kun fayakun 1
- al-bahr al-masjur 1
- rabb al-cAlamin 1
- salaqukum bi alsina hidad 1
- khuliqa al-insan min cajal 1
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ii) Indirect reference
- Moses 7
- dhu al-Nun 4
- Joseph 3
- Jacob 3
- Muhammad 3
- al-salah 3
- Solomon 2
- Jesus 2
- al-hashr 2
- wa Allah cala ma ' aqu 1 sftahid 1
- ashhad 'anna lal ilafr Alla Allah 1
- inna al-dln c inda Allah a.l—lslam 1
- ka'annahum 'acjaz n aMx 1 tjil munqair 1
- tattalic cala ad-^af‘'tda 1• *
- al-talaq 1
- innahu kina cahda.rr sh-.ak.ur art 1
- inna al-insana l.a ya±aj!SttL 1
- al-lawh 1
- 11ram 1
- al-zaqqum 1
- wa 1 acti dha al-qu:rfoi haqqah wa al-miskln wa 1
Ibn al-sabll wa la tubadhdhir tabdhlra
- lu'lu’ maknun 1
- luqman 1
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wa iclamu 'anna ma ghanimtum min shayy' fa 1
inna li Allah khumsuh
iii) Common usage
al-qasam bi Allah 8
al-hamd lillah 7
al-islam 6
al-hasad 6
salam Allah 4
tacala Allah 3
racak Allah 2
bukratan wa 'aslla 1
jaza Allah 1
jaza Alla sacyak 1
Total: 143
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4) al-Mutanabbi
Subject
N o . of 
Repet­
ition
i) Direct reference:
-
- asma1 Allah 7
- al-Qur'an 4
- yuctl man yasha' wa yamnac 1
- habl al-warld 1
ii) Indirect reference
- Jesus 5
- Solomon 3
_ Moses 2
- Dhu al-Qarnayn 2
- Joseph 2
- Thamud wa salih 2
- a 1-s awm 2
- calim al-ghayb 2
- al-janna wa muhtawaha 2
- wa'alanna lahu al-hadld 2
- kull nafsin dha’iqat al-mawt 2
- shakhs al-'absar
• m
1
- Allah yaghfir al-dhunub 2
- kharru likhaliqhim sujjada 1
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- Noah 1
- Dhu al-Qarnayn
- Adam
1
1
1
ii) Indirect reference
- Inna al-maniyyata law ja'a fa innahum la
yastaqdimun sac wa la yasta'khirun 1
- Allah malik al-'anfus 1
- al-khushuc wa al-sujud li Allah 1
- al-salah wa al-sujud 1
- inna Allah la yudlcu 'ajr man ahsan camalan 1
- Allah yarzuq man yasha1 wa yamnac 1
- inna Allih wa mala'ikatah yusalluna cala al-Nabi 1
- yalqa al-muslim rabbah farihan 1
iii) Common usage
- al-qasam bi Allah 2
- jaza' Allah 2
- astaghfir Allah 2
- al-hamd lillah 1
- hasbuk Allah 1
- tabarak Allah 1
Total: 62
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GENERAL COMPARATIVE TABLE
Line
Total
N o . of 
Qur1anic 
References
% of total
cUnsurI 3287 105 3% -
FarrukhI 8832 180 2%
Manuchehri 2777 249 9%
Abu '1-Faraj-i 
RunI
2280 278 12%
Anvari 7326(1) 658 9%
Abu Nuwas 4994 198 4%
al-Buhturl 5982(2) 58 1%
Abu Tammam 7174 143 2%
al-Mutanabbl 3660 62 1 .6%
(1) As pointed out above, this number refers not to his whole 
diwan but only to gasldas.
(2) As pointed out above, only one volume has been taken into 
consideration.
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The general tables listed above lump together many 
features of the poetry in statistical form, a discussion of 
which affords us the opportunity to put a little flesh on 
the figures at this early stage whilst serving, at the same 
time, to introduce central themes of the poetry itself, the 
context in which they are expressed, and the methods by 
which this expression is realized.
It will be immediately observed that the total number of 
Qur'anic references in the d l w ans of the Persian poets 
overwhelmingly outweighs that provided by the Arabs, the 
latter yielding an average of 1.7% of their total line 
output, the Persians 7.4%. But the Persians also exhibit 
considerable internal variation (from 13% in Abu 'l-Faraj-i 
RunI down to a mere 2% in FarrukhT) so that one should be 
wary of too sweeping generalizations.
Nevertheless, all the five Persian poets clearly share 
common characteristics in their approach to the use of 
Qur'anic material in the poetry, showing a predilection for 
those Qur'anic narratives which invoke prophet figures and 
associated objects and places, with each poet devoting an 
average 37% of his total Qur'anic material to this subject, 
followed by the utilization of Paradisaical material, both 
employed in the main within the genre of m adih (Eulogy) and 
then, to a lesser extent, in £abl_^a (D e s c r i p t i o n  of 
Nature), ghazal (Love poetry), fakhr (Praise/Self-praise),
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d u _ a  ( I n v o c a t i o n )  and rltha_|_ ( Lamentation). The
relationship between the subject material and the object to 
be praised, d e s c r i b e d  or adored is o v e r w h e l m i n g l y  
articulated through the device of simile.
Farrukhl, for example, eulogises a patron who led his 
army through the (shallow) sea, likening him to Musa 
(Moses) and his miraculous escape from the Pharaohs. 
This prophetic figure is similarly cited by Farrukhl on 
some twelve other occasions as a term of comparison for the 
p a t r o n  (6 .6 % of his cover a g e  of Qur'anic material). 
cUnsuri, for his part, refers to Soloman on no less than 
eight occasions (2%) and Noah seven (2%).
Anvarl's treatment of these Qur'anic narratives roughly 
corresponds to that of Farrukhl and cUnsuri, while their 
incidence is even higher. Musa, for example, is referred 
to by Anvarl on no less than fifty three occasions (8.5%). 
Indeed, of the 7326 verses that constitute his dlwan, 700 
(or 10% approximately) include reference to Qur'anic 
material. Abu '1-Faraj-i Run! shows an even high e r  
concentration of Qur'anic usage, but it is Anvarl who 
employs the broadest range of poetical genres amongst his 
Persian colleagues, including m a dlh, hi j a 1 (Satire), 
ghazal, ritha', fakhr, duC a and f a b i ca, making for a 
greater diversification of poetic style, to which may also 
be related the s u p e r i o r  technical skills d i s p l a y e d  
throughout his poetry.
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Manuchehrl, for his part, cites the figure of Moses on 
14 occasions (5.2%), Isa no less than 21 times (8.5%) and 
Solomon 11 (4.4%). All the Persian poets, through these 
references, seek to associate their respective patron's 
actions with the prophets' divine miracles, for the purpose 
of establishing parity with or, in some cases, placing 
their patrons above, these figures.
We note also that cUnsurx's extensive use of du a , 
using figures like M a* j u j and Yaju j (8 occasions - 7%) in 
order to make supplications to God on behalf of his patron, 
finds an echo in the earlier efforts made in this genre by 
the Arab poets Abu Tamm a m  and al-BuhturT, who use the 
figures of M usa, Solomon and Bilqis respectively to achieve 
a similar objective.
Within a significantly smaller total of references, the 
Arab poets devoted an equal proportion of attention to the 
use of prophetical material in the Qur'an, again utilized 
in the main for purposes of eulogy. But their task, 
principally, was to strengthen and boost the secular power 
of the Caliph or patron by conferring on him a divine 
sanction brought about through his association with the 
prophetic figures mentioned in the Qur'an, as if to justify 
rather than, as with the Persians, acknowledge the standing 
of their patrons. Indeed, the latter, it could be argued, 
viewed their kings rather as the embodiment of a cultural
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ideal. Their ministers, who were depicted as occupying the 
next important rung down in the rigid, hierarchical system, 
deserved comparable if less hyperbolic and oleaginous 
treatment than their masters so that Prophetic reference 
was also customary in relation to them.
With the Arab poets, the attitude towards the patron is 
subtly different. Whether or not it would be justifiable 
to relate this to differences in social structure or 
political ideology, it may at least be noted that the level 
of hyperbole is lower, in other words, that the degree of 
self-abasement in relation to the patron is less. It may 
well be that such a general distinction might not be 
visible from the kind of quantification offered here, but 
it could at least be argued that the low level of allusion 
among the Arab poets to the Prophetic figures so clearly 
used by the Persians to place the patron on a semi-divine 
pedestal ties in with such a difference in attitude. It is 
such distinctions that matter more when comparing the Arab 
dlwan with the Persians than the obvious disparity in the 
sheer number of Qur'anic references used by each group. 
A 1 - M utannabl, for example, devotes only 3 verses to the 
figure of Phil- 1-Qarnayn and 2 to Musa (although it must be 
conceded that when set against the minute size of that part 
of his dlwan given over to the treatment of Qur'anic 
material, this is still, by no means, an insignificant 
proportion). But elevation of the patron to a status above 
that of a prophetic figure is certainly not absent. Thus,
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Abu Nuwas shows no compunction in his eulogy, particularly 
of Harun al-Rashld, in placing his patron above the figures 
of Moses and Solomon to whom he refers on a number of 
occasions. Abu al-cAtahiya composed little if any eulogy 
and is to be considered, as noted above, an exception at 
this stage.
What obtains in the poets' usage of prophetical material 
largely applies also to their e x p l o i t a t i o n  of the 
paradisaical figures, places and objects which appear at 
frequent intervals throughout the Qur'an.
Manuchehrl's treatment of this subject is as diverse as
it is considerable. He cites words related to Paradise
such as houris, gardens and rivers on no less than 45
occasions, c o n s t i t u t i n g  18% of the total Qur'anic
references present in his dlwan. The context in which
C
these normally appear is tabl a (description of Nature): he
may relate a description of wine to Paradise, or portray, 
say, the beauty of spring in the image of the garden of 
Eden. Even where Manuchehri is called on to praise his 
patron, this descriptive aspect of his poetry refuses to 
recede into the background, as evidenced, for example, by 
his comparison of a patron's palace with al-Kawthar, a 
river in Paradise renowned for its abundant waters, in 
order to emphasize the patron's generosity. ^
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cUnsurI's contribution to this particular aspect of 
Qur'anic reference is also significant, amounting to 15% of 
his total; like Manuchehri, he also uses the al-Kawthar
means to an end rather than, like Manuchehri, indulging in 
description of Nature for its own sake. Farrukhl also 
chooses similar images and adopts likeminded methods to 
praise his patron, as in his comparison of orchards, which 
decorate the palace gardens, to Paradise (firdaws) full 
with frur-al- Cin (Houris with large eyes).^ The incidence 
of Paradise imagery in his dlwan is, at 12%, not much lower 
than with cUnsurI. Both make significantly less use of 
this material but in their treatment of it are akin to 
Anvari. The cA b b a s i d  poets (Abu a l - cA t a h i y a  again 
excepted) devote a comparable proportion of attention (in 
relation to their total coverage) to the exploitation of 
paradisaical material. al-Mutanabbl, for example, refers 
to the term al-1 anna:
as does Abu T a m m a m  on no less than 14 occasions, a typical 
example being:
image for the same purpose ^  but, on the whole, prefers to
f
marry paradisaical imagery with eulogy, using tab! a as a
>
'They wept over him (lit. he was wept 
over/mourned for).
Hardly had he settled down in the grave 
than he was greeted by the four.'
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• /■ . * *9 S  '  \ \ ~
(J AJLj CHi
»> tf ^  # *  s  ^
(10) .AJi>JI AJ^>- i% A*jlj
'He said on account of him my eyes when 
they gaze into his, are as if grazing on 
the meadow of paradise.1
with al-Buhturi invoking the term jannat-al-firdaws once, 
in a direct fashion, in order to strengthen his patron's 
secular position by effectively conferring on him a divine 
attribute. However, considering that his total number of 
Qur'anic references amounts to no more than 14 (or 0.25%) 
of his entire d l w a n ,  which contains 5982 verses, this 
single instance does not represent an unexpectedly low 
proportion. The above examples, and the contribution of 
Abu Nuwas based on his utilization of paradisaical material 
- particularly his frequent manipulation of the frur image 
to serve and e m b e l l i s h  his h o m o s e x u a l  love poetry - 
illustrate the essential differences that obtain between 
the Persian and the Arab poet with respect to the methods 
used to express the Qur'anic material, and the motives for 
doing so.
For the Persians, paradisaical material functions as a 
source serving both a practical and a decorative or purely 
aesthetic purpose. The invocation of an image like al- 
Kawthar calls to the fertile mind of Manuchehri, for 
example, a wealth of detail present in the many wondrous
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features of Nature; alternatively, the description of 
Paradise may, through a skilfully executed comparison, 
bring to the attention of the audience the multi-faceted 
nat u r e  of w i n e - m a k i n g .  For the cA b b a s i d  poets, not 
excepting Abu Nuwas, the most Persian-minded of them in his 
poetic style, his cultural leanings and his aesthetic 
sensibilities, the utilization of Qur'anic material had 
primarily a functional purpose.
Distinctions between the two groups of poets may also be 
observed in the miscellaneous area which concerns standard
phrases and general vocabulary such as lam yalid wa lam
yu_lad; kull m an Calayha fanT a staghfir Allah and al- 
li a m d_JL i_l r a h , t.o cite but a few. Howe v e r ,  given the 
different nature and function of such material, these 
distinctions are of a rather different order, the Arab 
poets tending to alter the Qur'anic formulation by, say, 
substituting a synonym for a key word in the phrase, while 
the Persians prefer to include the whole phrase unchanged, 
its special status as a quote being reinforced, of course, 
by the language switch from Persian to Arabic.
The number of such phrases is extremely large, the 
incidence of each one correspondingly low, so that it is 
virtually impossible to discern any particular trend or 
predilection. At most, one must mention, but only as 
statistically significant, the fifteen occurrences in 
Anvari's dlwan of the phrase la ilaha ilia Allah.
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As noted above, Arab poets, especially Abu Nuwas and al- 
Mutanabbl, tend to alter or paraphrase certain terms before 
inserting them into their verses - in the case of the 
former, often inverting the original meaning in an impious 
fashion. Abu al-cAt‘ahiya, of course, goes to the opposite 
extreme and it is in this section that he comes into his 
own, devoting 60% of his treatment of Qur'anic material to 
the exploitation of general vocabulary, thus endorsing his 
general profile as the reverse of what we find amongst the 
Persian poets and, to a lesser extent, amongst his Arab 
compatriots. What for them are the most fruitful fields 
for m e t a p h o r i c a l  extrapolation, the p r o p h e t i c  and 
paradisaical materials, are virtually neglected by Abu al- 
cAtahiya in favour of phrases suitable for direct address 
in homiletic contexts.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE TREATMENT OF PARADISE MATERIAL IN THE QUR'AN
General Introduction
We have already seen from the statistical table of the 
Persian and Arab poets’ use of Qur’anic material in general 
that the Persian poets tend to make greater use of such 
material than the Arabs. This point is again demonstrated 
in the following, more specific table which shows the 
Persian and Arab poets' usage of Qur'anic material relating 
to Paradise.
In the statistical table, Paradise terms are listed for 
each poet in descending order of frequency, according to 
the Persian poets' usage, and the Persian poets are listed 
chronologically from left to right. The columns marked "A" 
in the table show for each poet the number of references to 
a given term. The columns marked "B" give an adjusted 
figure to show its relative incidence in relation to the 
size of the sample {number of verses) as shown at the head 
of the column, calculated to one decimal place. In the case 
of the first four poets, n a m e l y  cUnsurI, Farrukhl, 
M a n u c h e h r i  and Abu ' 1-Faraj-i Rflnl, these figures  
correspond to the total contents of their diwans. However, 
in the case of Anvarl, given his enormous output, only the 
gagida dlw%n has been taken into consideration.
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We will now turn our attention to the poetry itself. The
material will be organized according to the four main
thematic contexts within which references to Paradise
_ c
occur, namely m a d lh , Nature description (tabi a) , love 
p o e t r y  (ahazal) and, finally, zuhd poetry. Not all 
instances of paradisaical and prophetic usage can be 
examined in this analysis on account of the sheer bulk of 
the material under consideration. Fortunately, however, 
many are straightforward comparisons which hardly call for 
detailed attention. As a typical example, one may cite a 
verse by Farrukhl:
(1) J' J  ( J j j *
'His character is faultless and outshines the 
face of the Houri and his face is purer 
than the precious pearl.'
Having been included in the total statistics, further 
examination of such transparent usages seems unnecessary.
The following analysis will be restricted accordingly to 
lines which exhibit greater complexity, whether thematic, 
semantic or, most frequently, stylistic; indeed, a survey 
of the m o r e  subtle e x a m p l e s  could well serve as an 
introduction to the range of rhetorical skills deployed by 
the poets under consideration.
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STATISTICAL TABLES DEMONSTRATING THE FREQUENCY OF
EACH POET'S USE OF TERMS RELATING TO PARADISE
U - cUnsurI 
F = Farrukhl 
M = Manuchehri 
R = Abu 11-Faraj-i Run!
A = Anvarl
U F M R A
3287 8832 2777 2280 7326
A B A B A B A B A B Total
1 .Bihisht 5 1.5 5 0.6 7 2.5 6 2.6 11 1.5 34
2 .Houris 1 0.3 5 0.6 9 3.2 5 2.2 10 1.4 30
3 .Ridwan 
Rawdat/ 
Ridwan
5 1.5 3 0.3 3 1.1 4 1.8 11 1.5 26
4 .Kawthar 5 1.5 3 0.3 6 2.2 1 0 . 4 8 1.1 23
5.Firdaws 2 0.6 2 0.2 8 2.9 - - 9 1.2 21
6 .Tuba 1 0.3 - - 5 1.8 3 1. 3 7 2.0 16
7 .Khuld 2 0.6 - - 2 0.7 2 0.9 4 0.5 10
8 .cAdn - - 1 0.1 4 1.4 - - - 5
9.Salsabll - - - - 5 1.8 - - - 5
10.Jannat- 
1-Ma'wa/ 
Jannat
— ““ 1 0.3 1 0.4 1 0.1 3
11.M a 1 
MacIn
1 0.3 2 0.2 - - - - - 3
12.Sharab 
Tahur
- - 1 0.1 - - 1 0.4 1 0.1 3
13.Lu1lu1 
Manthur/ 
L u 1lu1 
Maknun
1 0.1 1
6.7 2.5 1.8 10.1 8.6
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A = Abu al-cAtahiya 
N = Abu Nuwas 
B = Al-Buhturi 
T = Abu Tammam 
M = Al-MutanabbI
A N B T M
5501 4994 5982 7174 3660 -
A B A B A B A B A B Total
1 .Bihisht -
2 .Houris 1 0.2 9 1.8 - 4 0.6 1 0.15 15
3 .Ridwan 
Rawdat/ 
Ridwan
1 0.2 1 0.2 _  — 3 0.4 — — 5
4.Kawthar -
5.Firdaws 3 0.5 1 0.2 1 0.15 2 0.3 - 7
6 .Tuba 12 2.2 - - - 1 0.1 - 13
7 .Khuld 2 0.4 1 0.2 - 3 0.4 - 6
8 .cAdn - - - - 1 0.15 1 0 . 1 - 2
9.Salsabi1 1 0.2 1 0.2 - 1 0.1 - 3
10.Jannat- 
l-Ma'wa/ 
Jannat
6 1.1 1 0.2 2 0.3 1 0.15 10
11.Ma' 
MacIn
-
12.Sharab 
Tahur
-
13.Lu*lu' 
Manthur/ 
Lu' lu 
Maknun
1 0.2
4.8 3.0 0.3 2.5 0.3
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madlb
The houris (frur-al-^In) feature prominently in the
Qur'anic narratives, occupying a high position within the
hierarchical scheme which informs Paradise, where their
c o m p a n y  w a s  o f f e r e d  as one of the r e w a r d s  to pious
believers. The word Ijur suggests the contrast evident in
the white of the cornea of the eye, an intense whiteness
set against the deep black of the i r i s . ^  This contrast
in colour suggests also, and is qualified by, the contrast
in the shapes of the two ocular elements, their unified
image often likened to the eyes of a cow or a doe which, in
turn, are likened to the eyes of beautiful women or youths.
Relevant also to the first few verses to be discussed in
the context of m adih is the derived transitive verb bawwara
which has the meaning 'to whiten clothes or garments'
We may begin with two examples by Manuchehri and Abu '1-
Faraj-i Run! reflecting the comparative use of the term bur
common  to all the poets where simile or metaphor are
employed to liken the object of their description (usually
_ £
the patron) to the bur-al- In - a symbol of perfection and 
physical beauty. ManuchehrT below, in a compound reference 
to the Qur'an, depicts the bur as wearing a shirt, with 
himself the object of the praise:
O f *  s y
'In the beginning I was as beautiful as people 
of Paradise, and my face (was as white as) the 
shirt of the houri.'
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Clearly, Manuchehri's portrayal of the bur cannot be 
supported by the Qur'anic descriptions of these creatures 
on which the image is based since the word frflr does not 
appear in conjunction with the term 'shirt' in the Qur'an.
Such deviation from the plain or strict use of the 
Qur'anic term is repeated by Abu '1-Faraj-i Runl in a verse 
in which he describes the houris adorned with pearls:
'The pearls of his words are carried by the 
angels who cry "God is the Greatest!", and the 
houris hang them around their necks and place 
them in the lobes of their ears.'
Here, the poet demonstrates his mastery in the field of 
metaphor where the patron's words are likened to pearls 
which adorn the hur. The use of the religious terms (angels, 
fru r , tabkir) enhance the image considerably, placing it on 
an ethereal level, thereby affording the madlfr exceptional 
status. The patron is thus given god-like qualities, the 
poet conferring on him in particular the value of purity in 
addition to the more obvious attributes of wisdom and 
eloquence.
c UnsurT, in the f o l l o w i n g  verse, a t t r i b u t e s  one
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p a r t i c u l a r  q u a l i t y  to the Ijur for w h i c h  no Qur'anic 
justification can be found, namely where the houri is 
depicted as having the capacity to reproduce:
£***>? b b 5 Obj f
'Your body is like the swaying cypress, and your 
beauty is (like) the beloved idol, Khashgar, 
and you are (like) the (bountiful) son of the 
houri.'
Thus, the patron is portrayed as sleek and graceful like 
the tree, and beautiful like the idol with the pagan 
overtones of the reference to Khashgar being counterpointed 
by the Islamic associations present in the reference to the 
bur. One can see immediately, however, not only with 
regard to cUnsurI's verse but also to those of Manuchehri 
and Abu 11-Faraj-i Run" discussed above, that the term ljur, 
though borrowed directly from the Qur'an, is not used at 
all in what one might term an orthodox Islamic context. 
Indeed, reference to houris bedecked in garish pearls and 
clothes, and idols being placed alongside Qur'anic figures 
could even be regarded as sacriligious.
We choose an example by Farrukhl in praise of his patron 
which offers a contrast in his use of the term as it stands 
in the Qur'an, without adding a new dimension to it. Whilst 
he is hardly respectful of the Islamic spirit in which the 
term is invoked in the Qur'an, he nevertheless manages to
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avoid anything which could be considered to run directly 
counter to it:
jjj 45" fjjj, Aj j& T  j| JjU
(7)
'You become happy when you see the face 
of the supplicant
Just as people of Paradise do (when they see) 
the faces of the frur-al- In.'
Farrukhl employs here a comparison to emhasize in a 
hyperbolic manner, through a daring logical inversion, the 
s u p p o s e d  p e r f e c t i o n  of the patron w h o  is not m e r e l y  
impartial, but has a charitable concern so strong that it 
is he rather than the supplicant who experiences felicity 
at their meeting. Further emphasis is created by the use 
of the noun sa'il which adds a further dimension to the 
patron's concern for all his subjects, rich and poor alike.
From this vantage point, we may move on to two examples 
by Abu Nuwas and Abu T a m m a m  who, in time, are nearer to 
Farrukhl than the remainder of the Persian poets presently 
under discussion.
Abu Nuwas, in a rhetorical address, and somewhat tongue 
in cheek, also employs the Qur'anic term bur to illustrate 
his patron's generosity:
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O *  'cuJL^j A*)J
(8) v>* iijU) %C*-»U> L.*i
'I have pinned my hopes on you for (providing 
me with) a beautiful girl (hur-al- In), and a 
glass of wine, which kings compete over, 
though I can think of many places (better) 
than Egypt to come (for this purpose).'
but far from conveying the felicity of virtue, it is here
made tangible in a materialistic appeal relatable to claims
not only on the patron's generosity per se, but also the
traditional Arab custom of diyafa from the Jahiliyah period
on, which requires the host to be generous to his guest,
a l t h o u g h  the latter should not s o l i c i t  for these 
(9 )services.' J The poet's compliment, assuming and at the 
sa m e  time i l l u s t r a t i n g  the patron's generosity, is 
expressed in a straightforward manner, and the term frur is 
qualified by the adjective frisan, imparting to the image of 
the beautiful girl an earthliness absent in the Qur'anic 
bur. This is very much the work of the m a j in poet, using 
the Qur'anic term in its literal sense to underscore and 
give flesh to his imagery which betrays his leanings 
towards a hedonistic and materialistic existence.
Abu T a m m a m  uses the image of the jjur as it stands in the 
Qur'an unqualified by an adjective in order to emphasize 
the beauty of his patron over that of the bur:
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wt 1st] ijf t JtJ i J
lAy^* 4jJi j^>*Jljt
j * ~ * - { (j^  -^> OtS^ ^ y *
<10> U|.#f' •,- V  . 1,.IaUjIj J j  J^*_, Lj^J
'Beauty was abandoned (thrown away) and 
goodness
Was put to shame
And the houris beautiful shining sound black 
Eyes became after God, his Lord,
If there is anyone who has not seen the 
difference
Between the sun and the brilliance of a human 
being
We have seen it in (the figure of)CAll.'
This the poet does to great effect since the efficacy of 
the comparison here lies not between the patron and the hur 
directly, but between him and the one feature (of the face) 
for which the bur are renowned in Paradise, their eyes, 
which the patron contrives, nevertheless, to outshine 
through his superior intelligence manifesting itself, in 
turn, into a greater beauty which the frur cannot but 
acknowledge.
At this stage, we may already note the tendency, which 
will bs further illustrated in what follows, of the Persian 
poets to be innovative in their1 use of the term £iur when 
compared with the more conservative earlier Arab poets. We 
have only found, for example, four instances where the term 
bur was used by the latter, three as we mentioned above, of 
which two were provided by Abu Nuwas and the one by Abu 
T a m m a m  discussed immediately above, and one verse by al-
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Mutanabbi, an elegy..
We now propose to bring into this discussion, still 
within the context of m adifr, other paradisaical terms 
employed by both Persian and Arab poets as key elements in 
their repertoire of praise themes, with a view to examining 
to what extent a poet, using the term, say, firdaws or 
bihisht, differs in his praise of his patron from the use 
of the term ijur, on a point of style or content; and to 
evaluating the results achieved.
Arabic firdaw s , meaning the Garden of Paradise, is a 
Persian loanword, the original form being Pardas ^ a .
Its Arabic form, with the initial letter 'f1, was later re­
adopted back into the Persian language. Lisan al-CArab
interprets 1firda w s 1 to mean a 'garden’, a fertile valley, 
a meadow, a garden in H e a v e n , o r  even Heaven itself. 
al-nihayah fl gharib al-fradith wa-l-’athr adds to the above 
descriptions the notion that firdaws is a garden containing 
grapevines and trees, a definition that will assume an 
importance in a separate section dealing with examples 
expressed in the context of Nature poetry.
The term 'firdaws* appears but twice in the Qur'an, once 
on its own, the ot h e r  in c o m b i n a t i o n  w i t h  j a n n a  
(_idafa) . ^ 1 4  ^ The Ar a b  poets use the t e r m  w i t h o u t  
q u a l i f i c a t i o n ,  as also do some of their P e r s i a n
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counterparts; but Manuchehri and Anvarl adorn and add to 
the image, imparting to it physical and abstract attributes 
not found in the Qur'an, thus continuing the Persian trend 
to elaboration observed above in the section on the houris.
Manuchehri's praise poetry also provides us with an 
instance where two Qur'anic references appear in the same 
line, the combination serving to enrich the technical 
repertoire of the poet and, at the same time, to reinforce 
the Islamic overtones:
aS* A j * a $  \
( 1 5 ) C — * J ?  ijr&j a* tf&j* Jj/. L
'This is the palace of happiness you had built 
this year, whose rooms are equal to that of 
firdaws.'
The repetition of the term firdaws in the above lines-could 
bring to mind the effect of building upwards, cleverly 
e c h o i n g  the r e p e t i t i o n  and vertical a c c u m u l a t i o n  of 
in the Qur'anic original, surat al-Zumar, 2Q:
of which the verse may be seen as a structural echo, 
implying therefore at the same time the gardens beyond,
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through which the rivers run.
A recurrent image throughout the works of the Arab and 
Persian poets expressed in the context of m adifr is that of 
the pen, whether referred to directly or indirectly; the 
poet often invokes it in comparison with a paradisaical 
term in order to praise the patron's literary abilities, or 
even the poetry which serves as the vehicle through which 
the patron is praised. The following verse by Anvarl finds 
him particularly imaginative in the use of imagery, 
demonstrating the power of the patron through the pen in 
which his saliva becomes a metaphor for the ink. This 
assumes a physical property that, in its manifestation, 
'weaves' to produce simultaneously a positive, friendly 
e ff e c t  on his s u p p o r t e r s  and a d e a d l y  e f f e c t  on his 
enemies:
C —  C f ) * y * j * .  ^ L )
(16)
'What material does the saliva of your pen 
weave?
From it at one and the same time the Kingdom 
becomes like firdaws and sacIr.'
The patron's abilities are likened to those possessed by 
God, but in a way that metaphorically pre-empts one of the 
functions of God, viz. to mete out punishment or reward on 
the Last Day, because the patron is allowed to do this on
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earth.
The two examples we provide by the Arab poets conform, 
by way of contrast, to the Qur'anic text in the use of the 
term 'f irdaw s 1, showing little if any deviation. The 
manner, however, in which the image is invoked in both is 
hardly respectful of the Islamic spirit that the term 
normally invokes.
al-Buhturl employs the term 'jannat al-firdaw s 1 (Garden 
of Paradise) in a supplication, conferring on his patron a 
sense of nobility, endorsed by this term in the Qur'an:
C / ,  c , A ' ,
-r ^ ^ 0 0 ~
(17)
'You were given the highest position one could 
hope for in jannat al-firdaws (and yet you did 
not need to make) any effort.'
The patron's position is enhanced thereby considerably, 
and he is deemed to be a leader who occupies his position 
by natural birthright, an absolute monarch whose secular 
rule is underscored by divine sanction.
Abu Tammam, for his part, in his praise of his patron 
Malik b. Tawq, adopts a tone of humility in keeping with 
the nature of his description of his palace which is 
compared to Paradise:
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(18) p \ j  ^ ^  V ^ "
'As if it were the heavenly Paradise, turning 
away from me, since I had not performed a 
good deed to commend me to enter it.1
inferring that his patron must be a very pious man who 
should not be tainted with the company of a lesser mortal, 
in what amounts to a deification of the patron by the poet 
here.
It is noticeable that the Arab poets use the term 
1 firda w s 1 without using complicated metaphor and without 
elaboration, unlike the Persian poets discussed above. The 
Arab poets undoubtedly use paradisaical material for 
purposes of comparison as a rhetorical means to strengthen 
the secular power of their patron through divine sanction, 
but achieving this in a direct manner, as much through the 
structure of the language as in its manipulation, working 
with the material at hand rather than seeking to effect a 
p r o c e s s  of m o u l d i n g  an i m a g e  th r o u g h  adorn m e n t .  The 
Persians rely on the latter to convey the power of the 
patron in their images by emphasizing his qualities, 
generosity, strength, and so on through association with 
aesthetic images expressed through complex metaphors - 
pearls as words and saliva as ink in Anvari's work.
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We find this contrast between Arab and Persian continues 
in what amounts to a considerable use of the term rawdat
the term as 'a meadow, verdant tract of land, somewhat 
swampy, or an unploughed stretch of land covered with grass 
and flowers, mentioned also in connection with the Gardens
The noun 'ridwan' by itself denotes a treasurer, keeper, 
or guardian of Paradise. Taken verbally as a m agdar, it 
means pleasure, contentment, assent, approval, goodwill, 
delight. The complete term ra w d at ridwan has the literal 
meaning 'a garden of the keeper of Paradise' or, simply, 'a 
garden of Paradise' which, as it stands in the Qur'an, 
symbolizes beauty and perfection. ^ 0) However, the Persian 
poets rarely limit themselves to the exact image of 
rawdat ridwan as it stands in the Qur'an.
The elaboration of this image is most evident in Abu *1- 
Faraj-i Runt's work, used to praise his patron on the 
occasion of his enthronement, in conjunction with other 
Qur'anic terms such as tuba and takbir, all of which should 
be studied to appreciate the unity of the rhetorical image 
conveyed here:
_ c
ridwan or ridwan in their poetry. Lisan al- Arab interprets
of Paradise,'
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( 2 1 ) C-aS 0>^Jj ijS"jrjx^ Ir .^aH j ^ali
'Come to Khushkrud once to view it, for even 
drowsiness would appreciate your visit. (Then 
it would be) as if r idw an opened his wings and 
placed branches of the tuba tree every two or 
three steps along the (patron's) main path.
He (ridwan) said: "God is the Greatest"
(adding that) the king's palace is Al-Kacba 
and Khushkrud Mina1.’
Inviting his patron to visit Khushkrud, the poet shows 
an effective use of hyperbole by saying that even sleep 
would appreciate and welcome his visit. The association of 
the place and the patron's palace with the sacred places of 
M i n a 1 and the K a cba respectively underscore the madl h , 
conferring on the patron a religious importance. Abfi '1- 
Faraj-i Run! in this poem elaborates on two aspects of the 
r i d w an image alone by, on the one hand, speaking of the 
heavenly gatekeeper as strewing branches along the path of 
the poet's patron and, on the other, by attributing the 
power of speech to him, elaboration which is not justified 
by the Qur'anic text.
cUnsuri and Manuchehrl also display a superb skill in 
the use of hyperbole in their respective tributes to their 
patrons, and both feature an effective contrast between the 
images of Hell and Paradise, the former poet showing how 
the patron wields power over Hell:
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'Should the one who praises his patron take a 
breath from Hell, then Hell would be 
rawdat ridwan.'
and the latter emphasizing the patron's overwhelming 
generosity again in a successful hyperbolic manner:
'If the breeze of his generosity blows on the 
door of Hell, the Pit becomes better than 
rawdat ridwan.'
Unlike in the previous sections we have examined, namely 
bur and firdaw s , the poets, with the exception once again 
of Abu '1-Faraj-i Run! here, do not use the te r m  
rawdat r idw an in a particularly un-Islamic manner. In 
Farrukhi's example below, however, this attitude remains 
muted as he seeks to give expression to a particular 
condition or state to be associated with the patron through 
the use of rawdat ridwan:
(24) is*
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'Oh Prince, your state, because of its 
security is like al-Haram.
(And) because of the pleasure and happiness 
{that lies within) your state resembles 
rawdat ridwan.1
We detect even less elaboration of this term in the 
poetry of Abu Tammam on this subject. He uses rawdat ridwan 
in a straightforward manner in a m adlh poem which has as 
its object an elector about to cast his vote for the man to 
succeed to the Caliphate, recalling the politico-religious 
atmosphere of the early Caliphate period when a shura , 
assembly, was convened in Madina to elect Muhammad's 
successor, Abu Bakr:
'It is an act of homage providing 
satisfaction, through which the door to safety 
becomes accesible: Enter it then peacefully.'
But at the same time the Qur'anic echo implies that 
whoever is privileged to participate in such a notable act 
is guaranteed a place in Paradise guarded by the r i d w an. 
Here, once again, the Arab poet, through the use of this 
paradisaical term, attached great importance to the 
religious aspect of the patron's rule, via the praise of 
one of his electors.
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The terms b ihisht and kaw thar, whether expressed in
Q
thematic context of m a d I h , ghazal, or tabl a , remain the 
sole province of the Persian poets. This may be expected in 
the case of bihisht which is a Persian word for Paradise 
and does not appear in the Qur'an; but that kawthar should 
also only appear in Persian poetry is rather puzzling. One 
possible explanation as to why the Arabs chose to ignore 
the use of this term in their poetry may be related to the 
special significance it has for the Prophet Muhammad. But 
whatever the reason, it is clear that the Persians felt no 
such compunction, and not only often used the term a 1- 
kawthar - a river in Paradise from which all other rivers 
flow (described by Lane as whiter than milk and sweeter 
than honey) - to emphasize the patron's generosity but
also cited it in religious contexts. A striking example is 
Manuchehri's reference to ka w t har in his description of 
wine to emphasize the munificence of his patron;
(27) C-otc—
'Two kawthar, one on each palm, but for Upper 
Paradise only one.'
Here, the object of the description is the patron's 
p a l m s  as s y m b o l s  of mu n i f i c e n c e ,  the two k a w t h a r  
representing wine bottles in which the wine is described as 
being more abundant than the heavenly river. The poet thus
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inverts the original meaning of the term conveyed in the 
Qur'anic context, associating the rewards of the virtuous 
with the forbidden pleasures of wine-drinking.
Anvarl also places the object of his description above 
that which is implied by the term kaw t h ar in the line:
'Your hand is equal to the hand of firdaws for 
its enjoyment and the Wine in it is better than 
the Water of al-kawthar. '
using a hyperbolic comparison to show the high quality of 
his patron's wine. The only elaboration detectable in the 
use of this term is found in Manuchehri's line above in 
which he refers to two kaw t h ars , where only one is to be 
found in the Qur'an.
As for the employment of bihisht in Persian poetry, this 
term seems to have been used as a substitute word for the 
Arabic Paradise (firdaws) but is used mainly to emphasize 
Islamic values in the patron's character. A typical 
example is cUnsuri's in which is invoked eight descriptions 
pertaining to Paradise, to be ascribed to the patron by the 
hand of God:
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>X>1 ^ /wXo k S '  4*sW-
(29) 1-iL cJ.^ .J till*,?
'God chose eight things in Paradise, and he 
saw that they were worthy of him:
Life, Kingdom, State, Religion, Ruling,
Justice, Virtue and Insight.'
The eight provide a comprehensive list of the attributes 
necessary for the successful ruler, although the line is 
perhaps even more interesting for its simple but effective 
technique of accumulation than for the logic of its ideas. 
Elsewhere, Anvari uses this word to describe his patron's 
palace and garden, in a hyperbolic manner, conferring on 
them Godlike qualities:
oU-A; i f  u J
(30)
'What a picture you are, what a garden you 
have, what a palace.
Or are you a paradise that God sent to the 
worlds?'
The rhetorical question assumes, of course, the answer 
to be in favour of the patron at the expense of Paradise.
The paradisaical term tuba, as it stands in the Qur'an, 
is a symbol of Perfection and a reward for piety. It is 
taken to mean a certain tree in Paradise and, by extension,
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a pleasant life ('sat under the shade of the tuba tree'). 
Hence the Qur'anic expression, 'A good final state shall be 
their lot' (tuba lahum wa busn ma'ab), granted as a reward
/ O 1 \
for living a pious life.v ' Religious considerations in 
this respect may have played an important part in the Arab 
poets' decision, as with kaw thar, to neglect this term as 
m a t e r i a l  to be used in their madllj poetry. Abu al- 
cAtahiya, however, has written no less than twelve examples 
using this term in his zuhd poetry (which we propose to 
discuss later) p r o b a b l y  from those same r e l i gious  
considerations which frightened away the madifr poets.
But again, as with kawthar, we find the Persian poets 
paying scant respect to the Islamic spirit which this 
Qur'anic expression invokes and, consequently, somewhat 
distorting or exaggerating the image as it stands in the 
Qur'an in o r der to suit their own p o e t i c a l  ideas. 
ManuchehrX, for example, elaborates on this image by 
casting rid w a n , the guardian of Paradise, in the role of 
the carrier or bearer of the patron's aura, expressed as a 
metaphor for his nobility:
(3 2)
'ridwan carried the perfume of King Mascud b.
Mahmud b. Nasir li Din Allah's Nobility to adorn 
the tuba.1
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This image is very much underscored by the hidden presence 
of Nature, recalling the process of fertilization or the 
image of a bee making its way to and fro, pollinating 
flowers. In this way, Manuchehrl has managed to combine 
praise of his patron, incorporating into his portrayal by 
suggestion a description of Nature and, in doing so, placed 
the object of his description above that of the tuba tree, 
as does Anvar! in the following line, where he uses a 
metaphor to honour the patron he wishes to laud:
'The world of your power and inclination makes 
tuba in its gardens seem like grass.1
Here, Anvari portrays tuba as something contemptible in 
comparison with his patron's power, creating a form of 
hyperbole which proves very effective.
This is an appropriate point to look back on the terms 
we have hitherto covered, bur, f ird a w s , bih i sht, kaw thar, 
r a w d a t al-rid w an and tubs, to see if any common factors 
have emerged to link the works of the Arab and Persian 
poets with regard to style and theme, bringing into this 
discussion also the remainder of this madib section 
consisting of several miscellaneous pieces. We shall then 
move on to discuss those examples expressed in the thematic
(33)
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c
contexts of ghazal, tab! a and, finally, zuhd poetry.
In Kta d l h , it becomes apparent that all the poets under 
discussion here are inclined to dilute or even disregard 
the spirit of the original context of the paradisaical 
terms they borrow to enrich their poetry, principally 
because of the very nature of the context in which they 
have to operate, predisposed as they are to place their 
patrons on the same level as, and frequently above, the 
Qur'anic figures, locations and objects to which they are 
being related. In doing so, it is the Persians who show 
the most innovation, with the result that, considered from 
a narrowly religious perspective, some of their utterances 
verge on blasphemy.
The Arab poets, for their part, are more restrained in 
their use of simile and metaphor and, with the exception of 
Abu Nuwas, show little, if any, hyperbole in their work. 
The very idea of adorning Qur'anic figures with pearls and 
robes, as Abu 'l-Faraj-i Run! and Manuchehrl do in their 
employment of the bur figures, to be used as metaphors 
either enlarging or enhancing a particular characteristic 
of the patron, would have been repugnant to a pious Arab 
Muslim whose psychology, education and language are firmly 
rooted in the Holy Qur'an. The Arab poets themselves would 
have found it very difficult to escape the influence of 
such an ethos. The exception is, as we mentioned above,
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Abu Nuwas, nearer in spirit and inclination to Persian 
rather than Arab culture. We have seen, indeed, that he 
may have influenced Manuchehri in his choice of imagery to 
clothe the houris w i t h . ^ ^
In a broader sense, by contrasting the earlier examples 
of the Arab poets with those of the later Persian models, 
we can see to a certain extent - in this particular context 
m o r e  than any other, perhaps - that the i n n o v a t o r y  
injection of the beauties of Paradise, used as terms of 
comparison for the ruler, may be viewed as symptomatic of a 
more general shift in Islamic society within which the 
patron is addressed less as a warrior hero or protector of 
Islam, as with al-BuhturT, than the embodiment of a social 
and cultural ideal, best expressed by a concentration on 
one particular aspect of the patron's character as, say, in 
Anvarl's line in which the paradisaical term lu'lu1 manthur 
('scattered pearls') is used for the one and only time:
os) ; *
'The neck and ear of the World 
Should be full of lu'lu* m anthur 
Because of the beauty of your Justice.'
Anvarl shows here how widespread and fundamental the 
justice of his patron is, likened as it is to 'scattered 
pearls'. Such is not meant to suggest, however, that
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previous roles are abandoned: the same Anvari is quite
capable of a traditional appeal to the patron in his role 
as defender of his people and, indeed, in so doing, of 
yoking Islamic terminology to a national rather than 
religious cause:
'Relieve people's hearts from these bloody, 
accursed (ghuz) invaders.
Has God decreed that Iran, which firdaws 
always used to envy, should belong to these 
people forever.'
But we can see from the above that in espousing such a 
cause, very little respect is paid to Islam.
C
tabI a (description of Nature)
In general, the Arab and Persian poets, in employing 
paradisaical terms in their dlwans in the context of Nature 
description and love poetry, have the same objective in 
mind as was apparent in the section covering madih, namely 
to compare in Nature the beauties of the man-made garden 
with those of Paradise, and in love poetry (ghazal), to 
extend the range of references for the beloved, and the 
scale of perfection in which he/she may be placed by the 
lover/poet.
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What emerges from the comparison between the beauties of 
the man-made garden and those of Paradise is an image of 
Nature evocative of the smells of herbs and grasses, of 
perfumes and colour, presenting a panoramic view of the 
region in which most of the Persian poets were born and 
raised, K h u r a s a n ^ ^ , a fertile region, rich in vegetation. 
Poets of the stature of M a n u c h e h r T  c ould not but be 
affected by such an environment and feel obliged to pay 
homage to it, choosing in doing so to employ certain 
paradisaical terms to enrich and embellish their poetry.
Several of these c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of Nat u r e  find 
expression in the following line of Abu 'l-Faraj-i RtinI in 
which is employed appropriately the term rawdat, a meadow 
rich in grass and flowers, used in c o n j u n c t i o n  w i t h  
Paradise (janna):
'The gentle breeze of the East Wind (saba) 
releases the musk of the Tibetan mountain, and 
the garden of Paradise brings forth the dew.1
The metaphor here is successful in conveying the beauty 
and tranquility of the scene he is depicting and, at the 
same time, adheres to the spirit of the Qur'anic original. 
In the section on m adlh we noted the contrary with ridwan
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b e i n g  i n t e r p r e t e d  in a s p e c i f i c a l l y  u n - I s l a m i c  and 
hyperbolic fashion to produce greater emphasis in the 
contrast between one element and another (Hell and ridwan 
in Manuchehrl's example, for instance) and to depict the 
impossible as actual with a view to enhancing the position 
of the patron. In Nature poetry, such deviation is the 
exception, although examples may be found in which the 
straightforward nature-paradise equation is associated with 
other earthly delights of a decidedly irreligious nature. 
Thus, F a r r u k h I  uses b i h i s h t - i_^adn in a f o u r - f o l d  
description which associates images of Nature with wine and 
pagan idols, the w h o l e  being o r g a n i s e d  w i t h i n  the 
rhetorical structure known as jamC wa tagsim:
(39)
'The beauty of the World, the freshness of 
Spring,
The purity of wine, the beauty of the idol.
The first is like Paradise of Eden
The second is like perfumes of the beloved,
The third is like the rose water of Balkh,
The fourth is like the idols of the Buddhist 
temple.1
By way of contrast, Manuchehri's depiction of Nature 
below, using a straightforward simile, is self-contained 
and controlled:
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(40)
'The Narcissus flowers appear like houris 
Carrying silver plates on their heads, and 
On the plates are cups of pure gold.'
This incorporates the houri within a new, vibrant image 
lacking in the madlh section, through which the narcissus 
f l o w e r  is given s u b s tance and shape, its colours 
successfully evoked and heightened. Here the image of the 
houris is used stylistically, devoid of any religious 
meaning. We find that generally this pattern is repeated 
throughout the section on Nature.
In his description of Spring, Manuchehri condenses the 
image invoked by the term ^adn as it appears in the Qur'an, 
comparing the vitality of Spring in all its colour with the 
Garden of Eden:
aU } jy I* i * J ^
(41)
'You are in your colours and beautiful
appearance
The garden of Eden,
You are in your light and illumination lay 1 at 
al-qadr.1
The reference to laylat al-qadr, the night in which, 
according to Sura 97, the Qur'an was revealed, further 
enhances the spiritual dimension of this description.
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In two other verses, Manuchehri uses the expression
these is a simple simile describing the arrival of Spring:
'Spring arrived like the Moon; the plains 
Became like the Gardens of Eden.'
The simplicity of the poet's description, however, masks 
his consummate technique, notably his use of chiasmus to 
bring about the association of the Moon with Paradise, two 
celestial elements which suggest the cool, refreshing 
ambience associated with the arrival of Spring. The second 
verse, representing a more adventurous attempt, asks why 
one should wish to embellish Nature which is so beautiful 
already:
'Do you want to paint the tail (feathers) 
of
The peacock to add to its beauty, or do 
you
Want to plant in the Garden of Eden a 
branch
Of the Narvan (sour cherry) tree.'
Interestingly, the poet uses the Eden metaphor without 
any reference to the nature it represents.
c rbihisht-i adn instead of jannat a l- adn. The first of
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In terms of usage, we may note that both Farrukhi and 
Manuchehri adapt the Qur'anic phrase jannat Cadn to Persian 
norms by substituting bihisht. Only the original form, of 
course, is used by Arab poets, as in the following line by 
Abu Nuwas:
J  If) ^ j-i* <>*
1Sunnam is one of the Gardens of Eden,
Having rivers in Qasab al-cIqyan.'
Elsewhere, Manuchehri paints a picture with the term 
±uba, conveying an idyllic image of nature that, with the 
added dimension of music, comes to resemble Arcadia more 
than Paradise:
j y  y  j t y ^ y r
( 4 5 ) « i A  y.j i 0 > J U  C- ii
'The branches of the willow, cypress, pine 
Tree and the rose-bush, became like the tuba 
tree,
Under whose shade the organ players sat.'
Here Manuchehri deviates considerably from the original 
Qur'anic image as he reinforces the image of Nature, 
redolent of the wafts of pine and other smells, by imbuing 
it with God— like qualities and, by introducing the element
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of music, adds a further dimension to the image. Although 
the poet here places the object of description on the same 
l e v e l  -as the i u b a  tree, he d o e s  so by u s i n g  a 
straightforward comparison by which one image of inanimate 
vegetation is likened to another. Where, however, the 
images of Nature are likened to what Islam considers to be 
c o n t r o v e r s i a l  objects, n a m e l y  w i n e  and idols, as in 
FarrukhT's rendition, then we see that there begins to 
emerge the un-Islamic element peculiar to the madlh 
section.
ghazal (love poetry)
By the nature of its content, love poetry, which relies 
on paradisaical material to extend terms of comparison, 
will reveal in its lines un-Islamic elements, for the poet 
is bound to place his beloved on the same level as and 
frequently above the Qur'anic figures to whom he/she is 
being compared. This trend has, of course, already been 
noted in the section on m adlh but in ghazaj. poetry the 
emphasis changes, with the poet's description of his 
beloved assuming an intimate, personal hue, betraying a 
concern for emotions and the feelings he holds towards 
him/her rather than the need to enhance a particular 
quality of that person. The relationship also between the 
poet and his beloved takes on a more immediate, intimate 
meaning than is apparent in that between the poet and the 
patron.
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This aspect of love poetry is more pronounced in the 
works of the Arab poets. Abu Tammam, for example, in a 
compound reference to the Qur'an, imbues his idealization 
of his patron with a religious significance in this ghazal 
section to a madlh poem:
O L * .  C + U j >-li j j
'O ^Amr, my sin has become comparable to 
That of Adam
And I (too) have now been expelled from the 
Paradise of Eternity.'
46)
the poet thus playing the part of the rejected beloved, 
denied access for a time to the patron's palace which is 
likened to Paradise.
FarrukhT's d e s c r i p t i o n  of his b e l o v e d  p r o v i d e s  a 
particularly complicated and elaborate example, as he 
attempts to compare her to an aspect of Paradise:
■ V 1 us**' •i ST ■*'
(47) j l J j l f j  £ jAj
'Silk lies on her body and her stature is like 
White jasmine,
Her face looks like the face of Spring which 
looks
Like rawdat ridwan.'
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In this contrast lies the fundamental difference between 
the Arab and Persian poets, not only in their respective 
portrayals of their beloveds but in their depictions of the 
patron also. The Arab poet manages to express through his 
verses his sentiments and feelings quite effectively, just 
as concerned with the person himself as the image given of 
him. This earthliness of the Arab poet is reflected and 
effectively illustrated in the following verse by Abu 
Tammam using the image of the hur:
'They closed the partition, hiding the moons 
(budur)
And they entrusted .the darkness beyond 
The curtains to the full breasted houris.'
Although within the na slb section, this line can be 
viewed essentially as a prelude to the following madih, 
implying praise for the beauty of the womenfolk of the 
patron's household and, at the same time, for his power in 
being able to ensure their proper seclusion, all the more 
i m p o r t a n t  given their physical attractions, m a d e  
particularly tangible - shocking almost - by qualifying the 
image of inhabitants of Paradise with the physically 
specific attribute nuhhad.
The Persian poet, however, concentrates more on the
(48)
j p  'lb
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p r e s e n t a t i o n  of the image, w h i c h  is often dev o i d  of 
feeling. We observed this tendency in the examples on the 
Persian poets in the section on m adifr where the patron is 
portrayed as the embodiment of a cultural ideal, his 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  and attributes, be they a b s t r a c t  or 
physical, employed as elements along with the paradisaical 
term sal sabII, which, in this context, is suggestive of 
a gossamer-1 ike substance:
(50)
'In their lips is salsabil and in 
Their hands jasmine.'
portraying the saliva as s a 1 sab!1? although this term is 
sometimes applied as an epithet to water, to apply it in 
this manner constitutes elaboration on the Qur'anic image.
The remaining three verses to be considered in this 
section are all composed by Abu Nuwas, portraying each time 
the b e a u t y  of boys, for w h o m  the po e t  had a sexual 
preference. Their beauty is, in each case, enhanced 
through an association with the figure of the hPr although 
only in one does the poet stick to the term as it stands in 
the Qur'an. The first verse contains an animal reference - 
a feature notably absent in Persian poetry - as well as 
revealing his sexual predilection, managing to combine the 
two through the use of the term  ^ .ur:
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<J * 0 ^ : iM jl-ilJl I* j k $
'Two moons, nay, two Suns appearing through 
the clouds
They are my utmost desire
Of those two I could say: If I was offered a 
Gift I would not choose any but these two 
From amongst the houris (like) gazelles.'
The imagery invoked of the two moons and two suns
(recalling the boys faces) compared to the gazelle, noted
for its large eyes, is enhanced by the latter's conjunctive
relationship with the hurl figure. Similarly, the boys in
r
the second verse are likened to the !)ur_al-_awatl, 
literally 'houris with long limbs':
l i n u c i s L a u u  m_y xuvt; j.u i  unt; ijui a i ~  d W d ^ i .
The image of a tall, sleek boy emerges fom the above 
lines in what amounts to a justification of the poet's 
sexual preference. The image of the gazelle appears again 
in the third example, where Abu Nuwas expresses his love 
for the boy by portraying him in an ethereal light, with 
the figure of the ^u r - al_2 _^In, w i t h  w h o m  he is b e ing
I have explained to and made him (the patron)
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associated, featuring prominently:
jjur *j^ j *
^L>. >-l> J )  j - t jj\s & „ +  £ a  '£y*0 C & h
(5 3) £** -il^l A— i>- \ C j L >
'He is (gazelle) created from clay (like the 
rest of Mankind)
But formed from amber and the perfume of sweet 
basil
And has been reared in the eternal garden,
(Paradise) in the company of the frur-al - cin.'
Referring to the interpretation of the term bur given by 
the E n c y c l o p a e d i a  of Islam, we find the hur b e i n g  
constituted of saffron, musk, amber and camphor. From this 
description, one can deduce that the poet may have held 
these interpretations in mind when describing his beloved, 
and certainly Abu Nuwas manages to portray the frHr in a new 
vibrant light conveying an image of colour above all, in a 
way that recalls Manuchehrl's representation of the four as 
bedecked narcissus flowers.
A quite different tone and technique are to be found in 
Abu al-cAtahiya:
'Oh God, if you tried to make me forget 
Her in the Garden of Paradise, I wouldn't 
be able to.'
Such a reversal of values, and the particular intensity 
of emotional attachment it conveys, is the more remarkable 
coming from a poet most known for his insistence on the 
rewards of piety. It may also be noted that he uses the 
paradisaical term without qualification or elaboration, as 
it stands in the Qur'an. As with the other Arab poets, he 
tends to manipulate the image without having recourse to 
the rhetorical flourishes common among the Persians.
Finally, in this section, we may mention a line from a 
section of a poem that, taken in isolation, would fall 
under the heading of hunting poetry (wagf al-sayd) in which 
the bur is used as a synonym for a beautiful deer:
'God did not protect her from her fate; 
Then it (the dog) set to hunting down the 
bur. '
This particular usage is unique to Abu Nuwas among the
Arab poets, and was not taken up by the Persians.
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zuhd poetry
One might say, by way of concluding this chapter on the 
use of paradisaical terms in the dlwans of the Arab and 
Persian poets with a section on zuhd poetry, that whereas 
the poetry of Manuchehri and the other Persian poets could 
only be presented and understood at the court, and the 
poetry of Abu Nuwas only comprehended by the mediaeval 
equivalent of cafe society and the intelligentsia, AbG al- 
cAtahiya's .zuhd poetry, with its simple style and use of 
vocabulary, clearly appealed to the man in the street. Abu 
al-cAtahiya!s poetry offers, on the one hand, an effective 
religious counterpoint to the secular poetry practised by 
the Persians (and Abu Nuwas) in the field of madl£i and 
gha zal, and his simple style (as well as appealing to the 
man in the street) offering a contrast in poetic technique 
to the sophisticated rhetorical methods employed by the 
Persians and, to a lesser extent, by his Arab compatriots, 
most evident in the section on m adlh. The majority of his 
examples in this context appear in the form of an appeal,
C _
du a1, urging the citizens to live out the pious existence 
which he considers a pre-condition to entry into Paradise 
on the Last Day, as expressed below, using the term tuba to 
underscore this point:
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'The outcome of life is (determined) by 
God,
Let this tuba therefore be conferred on him 
who takes heed and who continually thinks 
of Him.'
The term tuba is taken from the Qur'anic expression 'a 
good and final state to be his lot' - tuba lahum wa frusn 
m a 1 ab ^  ^  - and is therefore not to be equated with the 
i u b a  in P a r a d i s e  r e f e r r e d  to by the other poets: it
inhabits not the world of sensual metaphor but the moral 
world of recompense for virtue. Nevertheless, it appears 
here that the poet is stressing the predestinarian aspect 
of God who determines the outcome of life for all mankind. 
His iuba is therefore offered here as a reward to those who 
have accepted this fait accompli.
We may contrast this attitude with that expressed by 
Anvar! above (p.85) who challenges God's grand design 
through the praise of his patron as a warrior cum saviour 
of his land, in which he elaborates on the term firdaws, 
using it to disparage, rather than, like Abu a 1-cAtahiya, 
pay homage to God.
Another contrast to Abu al-cAtahiya's verse is provided 
in m adlh again by Anvarl in what amounts to an irreligious 
attempt to laud the patron by portraying tuba, against whom 
the patron is being effectively counterpointed, in a 
contemptible and hyperbolic fashion. Thus, Anvarl here
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offers both an effective secular counterpoint to the 
religious poetry of Abu al-cAtahiya and an example of the 
difference in the poetic style obtaining between these two 
men in particular, and between the Arab and Persian poet in 
general.
In the only fresh example composed by a Persian poet 
that we intend to discuss in this context, Farrukhi offers 
a view of monotheism that provides an interesting contrast 
to Abu a 1-cAtahiya's views as to how the principles of 
Islam, as contained in the Qur'an, should be interpreted 
and lived:
jljj-b 2 i j>- dj JJ -L>- JCj Lj j
(59) '
'By declaring God to be one, the people 
will
Attain firdaws
For the declaration of unity purifies the 
mind.'
Clearly, Farrukhi is echoing above the orthodox Sunnite 
v i e w  of Islam, that one has only to bea r  t e s t i m o n y  
(shahada) to the fact that there is no God but Allah to 
secure for himself a place in Paradise, irrespective of 
what kind of life he has led on earth. Thus, firdaws is 
not seen as a reward only for the Muslim who has led a 
pious life, as Abu al-cAtahiya would have it:
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'People's minds are stunned, unaware (of God) 
by their immersion in life's pleasures, 
renouncing Paradise and the bur because of 
their hedonism.'
With the skilfull use of the Qur'anic terms above, the 
poet here is implying that to live a wanton life leads the 
sinner not so much to Hell as to exclude him from enjoying 
a heavenly existence which the life on earth cannot even 
begin to be compared with, namely the chance to loll in 
Paradise in the company of beautiful hur girls. Thus, 
these terms, or rather the images that they evoke in the 
Qur'an, are used as inducements to the Muslim to counteract 
the thrills to be experienced from an earthly experience, 
in the company of women, drinking wine, as advocated by Abu 
Nuwas:
'Life is worthless unless spent in frivolity 
in the company of (social) equals, beautiful 
women (bur), wild roses and myrtles.'
Here, surely, is the antithesis to zuhd poetry, Abu 
Nuwas inducing his fellow men to forget about Paradise and 
enjoy life on earth. Stylistically, one may note that both
(61 )
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poets use the above paradisaical terms in a manipulative 
manner to reinforce their respective and antithetical 
messages, but neither indulges in the elaboration typical 
of Persian poets.
Abu al-cAtahiya, in the following two verses, invites 
the sinner to repent before the Last Day of Judgement, when 
it will have been too late:
jJU ^
(6 2 )
'If your soul reminds you of how this life is 
Don't forget the Garden of Paradise (rawdat 
al-jinan) that endures forever.'
- -
and continues ironically:
• *  > *  * *  * +  i  t  ^ " i
O * *  o '  l} \  J*(6i) >■ «- * < *' ^
'Is there anyone longing or yearning for 
Paradise (firdaws)?'
a rhetorical question which implies the aside 'or are you 
too busy living a life of sin.'
From the above two verses, we may note again the Arabs' 
reluctance to use firdaws metaphorically in the manner of 
the Persians. They are expressed also in a simple style
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using plain vocabulary understood by even the lowliest 
Muslim. In the verse below, however, Abu al-cAtahiya 
allows himself a little indulgence in hyperbole, using the 
paradisaical term jannat al-khuld:
'I am amazed concerning hell that he 
who fears it remains oblivious, 
and concerning eternal paradise that 
he who desires it remains oblivious.'
The contrast between the images of Hell and Paradise, 
enhanced by the use of the term jannat al-kh u ld, is given 
further emphasis by the play on the meaning, 'to sleep'. 
The Sinner, oblivious of the fire of Hell which he will 
surely enter, is presented in the image of a blind man, 
whilst the pious Muslim dons the image of modesty and 
propriety.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE POETS' TREATMENT OF THE PROPHETIC 
MATERIAL IN THE QUR'AN 
(1) MOSES
As before, we may begin with a detailed statistical 
table, which differs from the previous one only in its 
o r d e r  of prese n t a t i o n ,  the nature of the f o l l o w i n g  
discussion suggesting that it would be more helpful to 
organize the topics not in descending order of frequency 
but according to the logic of the Qur'anic narrative.
Key: U = cUnsuri / AA = Abu al-cAtahiya
F = Farrukhi / N = Abu Nuwas / MA = Manuchehri
B = al-Buhturi / R = Abu 'l-Faraj-i Runi
T = Abu Tammam / AV = Anvarl / MU = al-Mutanabbi
Moses U AA F N MA B R T AV MU
Moses & 
£ur
mountain
1 - 3 1 2 - 3 1 7 1
Moses palm 1 - - - 2 - - - 7 -
Moses staff 2 - 2 2 2 - 6 - 20 -
Moses, the 
Pharaoh & 
crossing 
the sea
2 5 7 2 7 1
Moses and 
his brother 
Aaron
1
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Moses, the 2 
calf & al- 
samiri
1 2 1
Reference 1 
to Moses
1 2 1 2 1 1
9 12 5 14 10 7 53 3
The main focus of the chapter covering paradisaical
terms lay with the poets' use of this material to formulate
c o m p a r i s o n s ,  in p a r t i c u l a r  to e x t e n d  the range of
references for the patron or the beloved, and the scale of
perfection on which they may be placed. The three thematic
c
areas of madih, tabi a and ghazal provided the context for 
these references. There, the allusions were, for the most 
part, designed to elevate the position and standing of the 
patron by either enhancing his physical features or by 
emphasizing his moral worth. The poets similarly seek to 
highlight their masters' qualities with the prophetic 
material, placing them on the level commanded by God or, 
indeed, even on a higher one. They achieve this objective 
by drawing on the experiences of the prophet in question in 
order to enlarge the range of references in terms of which 
the patron's standing, authority and power are articulated. 
The prophetic material appears overwhelmingly in the 
context of madlh and therefore the areas of tabl*"a and 
ghazal previously examined will not require consideration 
here. In some cases, one can see that references to
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prophets are thematically linked to other illustrations of 
the relevant qualities in surrounding lines while, in 
others, the poet s eems rather to j u x t a p o s e  various 
qualities in a random fashion including, for example, a 
reference to wisdom and power, as embodied in Moses, next 
to a line on generosity. But even where there exist 
thematic similarities in the surrounding material, the 
connections can hardly be considered organic since there is 
no narrative unity. The context in which such references 
appear is thus ultimately of little or no significance, and 
they may be therefore justifiably examined in isolation.
The poets' treatment of the Qur’anic narrative of Moses
We shall deal first with references to Moses because, 
taken together, the various incidents in which he figures 
are by far the most frequently quoted,'as shown in the 
enclosed table. As in the Qur'an, the material relating to 
Moses is never formed into a consecutive narrative but, 
rather, attention is paid to the various events in which he 
figures separately: each has a different function and
meaning and may therefore be considered individually. To 
be excluded from consideration are those references which 
are not tied to any of the specific events narrated in the 
Qur'an, but simply used the name Moses as an effectively 
abstract term of comparison embodying the virtue of the 
patron. The many instances of this type of usage may be 
exemplified by reference to Anvarl:
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'Let the (solution to the) problem which the 
Kallm (Moses) cannot solve
Be a toy in your hands and up your sleeves.'
Here we can dete c t  no specific r e f e r e n c e  to one 
particular event constituting the narrative of Moses, thus 
exempting this example, and others like it, from our 
discussion. Although, inevitably, some of the events 
feature more prominently than others, the most significant, 
God's call to Moses, is f o r t u i t o u s l y  the first in a 
temporal sequence, and we may organize the discussion of 
the various topics accordingly:
a) God's call to Moses to come face to face with Mount 
Tur (Sinai)
b) God's commandment to Moses to place his hand in his 
pocket and, upon withdrawal, discovering it to be radiant 
white.
c) The miraculous power of Moses' staff.
d) Pharaoh's pursual of Moses to the Red Sea and the 
parting of the waters to allow Moses to cross.
Ill
a) God's call to Moses to come face to face with Mount Tur
The relevant Qur'anic passage is:
vJU tiJJj ij,j\ Uli aj j LjUJl ?L>-
IT’S 4?j  C J_^3  aJ15m  ^-2l J  j l i  J S J I  ^Jl
(2) JJ*' Jli Ijlii ill* liu^ J->-j
An example of the first phrase in the narrative to be 
used by the poets is provided by Farrukhi:
((ls ^ j'u ^  J j b j \ JJJ Lrj£i iSJj aT JIaI *». ]>%.> £\
(3)
'If miserliness wants to see your face, its 
ear will hear you say "You will never see 
me" . '
When we compare this with the Qur'anic text we can see 
how he relies heavily on two key clauses pertaining to 
Moses' plea and God's reply, completely changing their 
meaning with the insertion of the word "miserliness". In 
this manner, the generosity of the patron assumes a greater 
i m p o r t a n c e  b e c a u s e  it is subtly linked w i t h  the 
transcendent quality of God, positing the impossibility of 
the patron ever behaving in a miserly way, just as it is 
impossible for Moses to come face to face with God.
FarrukhT's second example again deals with the theme of 
the patron's generosity:
(4)
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'My return homewards from him (patron) was 
like Moses' return from Mount Tur.'
In the Qur'anic narrative, Moses is seen returning from 
the m o u n t a i n  in an e l a t e d  mood, e n l i g h t e n e d  by his 
religious experience with God. The poet associates the 
f e e l i n g  c o n v e y e d  by that e x p e r i e n c e  w i t h  his return  
homewards from his patron's palace where he, too, felt 
overjoyed at having spent time in the presence of an 
enlightened and generous master. Farrukhi here, instead of 
using complicated metaphor to illustrate the beneficent 
qualities of his patron, as in the first example, chooses 
to eulogise the master by use of an extended simile. Here 
one can notice the elegant structure of the simile whereby 
the elements in the second hemistich appear in reverse 
order to those in the first.
Another interesting example which deals with the same 
subject and has the same aim in mind is proffered by Abu 
'l-Faraj-i Runi, namely:
'The eye of time desired to glance at-your 
exalted rank, but in its fear Fate said, "You 
will never see me".'
Here, it can be noticed that Abu 'l-Faraj-i Run! uses
(5)
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this Qur'anic term to express the wish for his patron to 
enjoy a lengthy rule, described hyperbolically as eternal. 
Both Farrukhi and Abu 'l-Faraj-i Runl use the Qur'anic 
source to provide the context and support the idea they 
want to illustrate, but the selected relationship governing 
the words FarrukhT uses in his verse, i.e. terms like 
"miserliness" asking to see the face of his patron, and the 
Qur'anic term "you will never see me" constitute elements 
which are simply juxtaposed whereas Abu 'l-Faraj-i Runx's 
combination exhibits greater elaboration of metaphor 
leading to an integration of poetic and rhetoric elements. 
It is reasonable to assume that Abu 'l-Faraj-i Runl had 
access to Farrukhx's work and referred to it; but his verse 
displays greater command of language and shows a greater 
disposition to develop style at the expense of content than 
was the case during Farrukhl's era.
The status of the patron once again forms the theme of 
Anvarl's treatment of this subject, with the poet here 
drawing on the science of astronomy as well as the Qur'anic 
narrative for his imagery:
'May the house of his star, out of honour be 
in the planet Jupiter, in the same way as the 
house of Moses was in Tur.'
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In the first hemistich, the poet creates an image 
derived from astronomy and compares it with the imagery of 
the second hemistich which is almost entirely based on the 
Qur'anic narrative. The poet in this verse raises the 
patron's standing to equal that of Moses, Technically, the 
line consists of an optative clause in the first hemistich, 
followed by a simile in the second through which the 
desired elevation of the patron's fortunes is brought into 
conjunction with Moses' presence on Mount Tur, lending 
great significance thereby to his patron's standing.
The use of Moses as a term of comparison for the patron 
may be found, if rarely, in earlier Arabic poetry. Abu 
Nuwas, for example, uses the same Qur'anic narrative in 
order to eulogize his patron:
'Welcome, you who have the same name as 
the one who spoke to God,
(yet) Your position is closer to God than 
his. '
Here, the poet takes advantage of his patron's name 
(Musa), first to identify him with the Qur'anic Moses, and 
then to suggest that his status is even more exalted. Abu 
Nuwas thus resembles the Persian poets in the hyperbolic 
treatment of building up the patron's status, but differs 
from them technically, there being nothing in this line to
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foreshadow the complex imagery and rhetorical devices 
elaborated by the Persian poets.
From this point, the Qur'anic narrative progresses to 
the stage w h e r e  God's p r e s e n c e  is r e v e a l e d  in the 
illumination of Mount Tur, providing further material from 
which can be fashioned similar images used to emphasize the 
patron's glory. c UnsurT, in the f o l l o w i n g  example,
describes the celebration of the Feast of Sada in honour of
his patron. This is a popular tradition going back to the 
time of Hoshang, approximately 860 B.C., when the lighting 
of a number of fires constituted a central element of the 
festival. For the poet, the accumulative effect created by 
the resulting conflagration was one of vast illumination of 
the area such as to compare with the illumination of Mount 
Tur:
^  jl j
I j y
sfy* o -i j3J 3
(9)
'Sada is a feast of famous kings, recalling 
the times of Afrldun and JamshTd.
You would say that the earth tonight (on which 
you rule) is Mount Tur.
From it the manifestation (of God's presence) 
is visible.
If the day should not be called night, and if 
the night becomes day, too, how splendid time 
is! '
In the Qur'anic narrative, the illumination of Mount Tur
1X1 L» Ajl J ’
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is conveyed by the single reflexive verbal noun tajalla 
which, in cUnsurl's verse, is reinforced by the qualifying 
noun n u r . Here, the poet creates a metaphor in the first 
hemistich which leads to and from which emerges the 
principal metaphor.
Farrukhi, in his treatment of this incident, seeks to 
e s t a b l i s h  a r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  the p a t r o n  (and his 
audience) and God, using Moses as an intermediary link 
figure:
j >  j j b j j i j  laLo jL$>-
(10)
'You cannot distinguish the four quarters of 
the globe because of his countenance just as 
(Moses) could not see (God) when He revealed 
His light.'
Just as Moses could not bear to see God's radiance as 
manifested on Mount Tur, so the patron's audience are 
blinded to the whole world. The poet not only succeeds in 
transposing the quality of divine radiance from God to his 
patron, but invests him also with powers of illumination 
extending far beyond that possessed by God, since he 
illumines not just one locality but the four quarters of 
the globe. Once again, in this example, the figure of 
Moses is used as a (rhetorical) stepping stone: a means by
which a patron can be compared to God and where Moses
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assumes the role of reader/subject.
We notice, as the Qur'anic narrative progresses from the 
illumination of Mount Tur to its collapse, that the mood 
conveyed by the imagery changes from one evoking a positive 
air designed to uplift the spirit to one which gives rise 
to a forbidding or threatening atmosphere evoking power and 
sadness. We propose now to discuss two verses, one which 
conflicts with that mood, and the other which faithfully 
reflects it. Anvarl, in the line below, combines two 
images, one based on the Qur'anic narrative, the other 
composed by himself, in order to posit a comparison by 
which his patron may be favourably paired with God:
J L * j 0 y $
(11)
“-.i L L J^
'The heart of the envious person (collapses) 
because of the reflection caused by the speed 
of your spear,
Like the (collapse) of Tur when (God) revealed 
himself.'
The poet, by alluding to the reflection of the patron's 
spear w h i c h  causes the envious heart to c o l l a p s e  or 
flutter, evokes an image of latent power which is cleverly 
associated with the patron, in the same way as the collapse 
of the mountain evokes the real power of God.
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In al-Mutanabbl's verse, one can see that the mood 
conveyed by the imagery is one of sadness reflecting a 
sombre occasion. Indeed, what the poet does here is to 
provide, on the one hand, a comparison (in terms of mood) 
linking the death of his patron lamented by the poet with 
the collapse of the mountain, which deeply affects Moses; 
b o t h  i n c i d e n t s  p r o v i d e  a c a u s e  for m o u r n i n g  or 
bewilderment. On the other, he establishes a parallel 
clause in terms of which his patron is effectively made 
equivalent to God, through the manipulation of two images, 
one drawn from the Qur'anic narrative, the other of his own 
invention. Thus, al-Mutanabbi subtly draws attention to 
the loss of his patron and the extent to which this has an 
effect on his followers by comparing it with the experience 
undergone by Moses during the collapse of Tur when he fell 
down senseless in a state of shock:
* - >
j>)i i h  f j t  o U » -  a l j q _ ,  *
(1 2 )
'They bore him out, and every one of them 
following him cried, devastated like Moses 
when Tur crashed down.'
By connecting, then, the state or reaction of the 
mourners weeping for their dead patron with the reaction of 
Moses to the collapse of the mountain, the poet seeks to 
make a comparison between the causes of the reactions, and
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implies that the patron, in death, commands equal if not 
more attention than the collapse of the mountain {at the 
bidding of God).
b) God's commandment to Moses to place his hand in his 
pocket and, upon withdrawal, discovering it to be 
radiant white
We pass from the sombre mood set by the poetry of al- 
Mutanabbi in his treatment of Moses' reaction as Mount Tur 
collapses to a stage in the narrative which recalls the 
moods of brilliance and enchantment evoked through the 
m a n i f e s t a t i o n  of the m i r a c u l o u s  q u a l i t i e s  i nvested  
respectively in the palm (of his hand) and staff of Moses. 
We may begin with a group of verses in which the common 
element is a reference to the whiteness of Moses' hand, 
which, in cUnsuri's case, is contained in his description 
of his patron's house and garden, within the context of 
madlh:
'If you look inside his white house, you will 
see the sunrise at the beginning of the day 
Like Moses' palm which came out from the 
pocket as a miracle, like the face of the 
people of Paradise on the Day of 
Resurrection.'
The first line establishes the scenario, namely the
jlf* £l_«3
(13)
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patron's house with its interior assuming a radiant aspect 
evoked by a sunrise; then, in the second line, this image 
is expanded and given a divine quality when compared with 
the miracle of Moses' palm. The sum of these images is 
further strengthened by the reference to the Qur'anic theme 
of Paradise on the Day of Resurrection. It will be noted 
that once the scenario is established in the image of the 
poet's own making, he then closely adheres to the text of 
the Qur'anic narrative in the second line, providing a 
composite image which extends the scenario in a way highly 
complimentary to the patron.
Manuchehrr, for his part, combines the story of Moses' 
palm with three other references from the prophetic domain 
into a compact sequence which occurs not in the expected 
context of madlh but in that of the description of Nature. 
The passage in question is a particularly complex one in 
which the poet displays, in a single line, four natural 
phenomena and then, in the following line, relates each of 
these to a Qur'anic theme:
* *  * J J t S  ota* ^ j ^
' - ^ y j ^ j O y r
(14) 1
'The bank of the pool has conceived the 
Arghwan tree, and the teak tree (in hue) like 
a cloud has conceived an ivory child.
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The first like Jacob's eye, the second like 
Joseph's cheek, the third like Pharaoh's 
heart, the fourth like Moses' palm.'
The connections made between the four images of Nature 
and the four Qur'anic narratives may be understood as 
follows:
A) The bank of the pool: the reference here is to the
failure of Jacob's eyesight and his long-lasting weeping 
for his son which is mentioned in surat Yusuf,84:
Therefore, the relationship obtaining between the bank of 
the pool and Jacob's eye is e s t a b l i s h e d  through the 
condition of wetness.
B) The A r g h w a n  tree boughs and Joseph's cheek: the
reference here is to surat Yusuf,31:
The relationship here is much more straightforward, the 
common term between them being the colour red.
C) The cloud and Pharaoh's heart: the reference to Pharaoh 
in surat al-ACraf, 124:
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clearly shows the essential evil of his nature, the colour 
black therefore being the common term between him and the 
cloud.
D) The ivory child and Moses' palm: the reference here is
Cto surat al-Shu ara',33 and surat al-Qasag,32:
( i u i ' j j  ( j i j
% y *  j f "  (l y * ** * _ ^  i^JUuwl <^VY
and the common element is the colour white. Manuchehri 
here was not concerned with expanding the details of the 
Qur'anic narrative but, rather, with compression and 
p a r a l l e l i s m  w i t h i n  the c o m p l e x  but taut rh e t o r i c a l 
structure of the figure known as laff w a nashr 1^^  (jam** wa 
tagslm) .
Manuchehri uses the same Qur'anic narrative of Moses' 
palm in quite another context where it occurs as a term of 
comparison for wine:
4 $  y > -  3 j j f i  < j r *
(16)
'After that, take me out from the jar, 
like Moses1 palm before Mount Tur.1
Here, the poet likens the sparkling clearness of the
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wine to the radiant whiteness of Moses1 palm, but the line 
may also be interpreted as referring to the miracle of 
transformation and the process of fermentation. In both 
instances, the primary signification of the whiteness (= 
sparkling, clearness, lightness) of Moses' palm is evident.
Although specifically Qur'anic references are absent 
from cAbbasid wine poetry, the general theme of sparkling, 
clearness, lightness, is quite common and could have served 
partly as a model for Manuchehri. His use in this basic 
meaning in relation to wine may be seen as an extension of 
the imagery of light in Arabic poetry as used, for example, 
by Abu Nuwas:
(17)
Tj j J  j-4 ' J J i
(19) - .
jljit alTp
What is noteworthy, therefore, in Manuchehri lies not in 
the particular way the different elements are interpreted, 
but in the very fact that they are combined.
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A further allusion to Moses' palm occurs in a poem by 
Anvari, the noted rhetorician. Here we revert to the theme 
of m adlfr but move from the static domestic radiance of 
cUnsuri to praise of the active intervention of an official 
in administration important enough to help his people and 
solve their problems. Radiance here, intriguingly, is 
associated with the normally prosaic bureaucratic pen:
(20) ^  ^
'The nib of your pen as it moves, and the 
dust on your feet as you walk
Are the miracle of the palm of Kallm, the son 
of Imran, and the works of the breath of 
Jesus, the son of Mary.'
Here, the patron is praised for the good use to which his 
power is put, and the poet hyperbolically emphasizes this 
q u a l i t y  by a s c r i b i n g  m i r a c u l o u s  ef f e c t s  to the two 
contrasting aspects of his activity, such power being 
underlined precisely by their association (again, totally 
organized in a symmetrical jamc wa tagsim structure) with 
two prophetic figures renowned particularly for their good 
works.
In the following verse, Anvari demonstrates an even 
greater command of technical artifice:
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(21)
'If his hand is not the white hand of 
Kalim Allah,
How is it that he wields a spear as 
(miraculously as the) staff (transformed 
into) serpent.'
In the first hemistich, the poet uses the conditional 
s e n t e n c e  structure, the rhetorical n e g a t i v e  clause 
inferring a positive conclusion to heighten the poetic 
effect while, in the second hemistich, the rhetorical 
i n t e r r o g a t i v e  is f o l l o w e d  by the s i m i l e  as i m p l i e d  
assertion. The elements progressively shorten in a stretto 
culminating in the final two word juxtaposition that 
encapsulates, in the compact energy of its immediate and 
miraculous transformation, the patron's ability to perform 
warlike duties in a heroic and quasi-divine manner.
To some extent, this last example by Anvari may serve 
also as an introduction to our next section dealing with 
the events in which the story of the staff of Moses finds 
expression.
c) The miraculous power of Moses' staff.
We begin with a verse by Abu Nuwas which affords an 
interesting comparison with Anvari as to their respective 
styles for, while the Persian poet displays a mastery of 
rhetorical technicalities, Abu Nuwas's treatment of this 
m a t e r i a l  in A r a b i c  r e f l e c t s  a style w h i c h  is terse,
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epigrammatic and lacking any ornate figures of speech:
v- ^ 0 y  La*  JJ i t t j b  jjtji < iii l v iii O ji
^  J  y < - i  d ^ L J l  O L ^ >  J j f t  i | ^ l *  J
(22) '* , • \
'If the injustice of Pharaoh continues to 
abide within you, (know that) Moses' staff is 
in Khasib's hand:
(for the Amir al-Mu'minin has inflicted on you a 
serpent (so terrible that) it consumes and 
swallows up all throughout the land.1
The objective of the poem is to instil into potential 
enemies a sublime fear of his patron by investing him with 
the capability, through his staff, to perform miraculous 
deeds of the same order as those of Moses. But the means 
by which Abu Nuwas achieves this objective suggests that 
his patron occupies a position equal to that of God, his 
staff, by changing into an invincible serpent, symbolizing 
and representing an extension of his power over which he 
exercises direct control. Moses, however, represents but a 
vehicle through which God expresses his divine commands and 
messages.
This elaboration on the Qur'anic theme of Moses and his 
staff is given further treatment by Manuchehrl in which he 
describes the confrontation between Moses and the Pharaoh, 
using this as a basis to compare his patron, Sultan Mascud, 
with the prophet, and his opponents with the Pharaoh:
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'Were the Pharaoh to bring forth the sorcerer- 
folk and change the ropes and shake strings 
into serpents,
By God, by God, by God! What a mistaken idea 
this would be!, for Moses' serpents devour all 
sorcery and sorcerers.
The Amir is Moses and his sword serpent-like 
shall lop off the hands of Iblis and his 
troops.'
One can see here that ManuchehrT somewhat extends the 
idea expressed in the Qur'anic text to illustrate his 
point, and goes further than Abu Nuwas by enhancing the 
power of the patron's enemies who are now equated with 
Iblis and his f o l l o w e r s  and, likewise, p r o j e c t s  an 
equivalent increase in the estimation of a patron who can 
crush such foes. The political connotations underlying 
these lines become clearer when we learn that Sultan 
M a s cud, the patron in question, was experiencing a crisis 
of rule where his authority was seriously undermined by his 
enemies. Thus, the poet arguing his patron’s case from
a position of weakness, uses the Qur'anic narrative as a 
basis for a moral appeal aimed at his potential supporters 
by emphasizing his standing as defender of the faith, and 
as the upholder of Good against Evil. Both Abu Nuwas and 
ManSchehri have the same objective in mind: to forewarn
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potential enemies of their respective patrons with a view 
to avoiding conflict, and both use the conditional sentence 
structure in order to press home their respective threats; 
but, whereas Abu Nuwas dwells on this theme without 
progressing beyond, ManuchehrT develops his message into a 
m o r a l  appeal t h r o u g h  his skilful use of rhetoric. 
Manuchehri, in composing the above lines, could have had 
Abu Nuwas's example in mind, particularly given the common 
formulation of a threat to the patron's enemy, but the 
natural equivalence of the Caliph/King and Moses on the one 
hand, and Pharaoh's magicians and the patron's enemies on 
the other, makes it equally logical to conclude that the 
Persian could have been working independently here.
cUnsurT, in his treatment of the same theme, uses two 
central images taken from the Qur'anic narrative as a basis 
for his verses around which he weaves a narrative of his 
own through cross comparison to create telling, succint 
imagery:
'As if to say that their army's capability was 
limitless like the imagination and sorcery of 
the Pharaoh's magicians.
(However) The sword of the king like the staff 
of Moses became a serpent which opened its
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mouth tenfold.
And in place of their self-delusion they now 
saw an arrow, in their heart and in place of 
their eyes they saw a spear.'
The poet, then, likens the Pharaoh's sorcerers to his 
patron's enemies who arrogate to themselves a power which 
proves delusory when invoked against the patron, just as 
the Pharaoh's sorcery - born out of arrogance - proved 
equally worthless against the divine power invested in the 
staff of Moses which, to complete the cross comparison, is 
likened to the sword of the patron. Thus, the image of the 
serpent in cUnsurI's verse takes on a forbidding aspect 
absent in the Qur'anic narrative. Jaws extended, it 
confronts and completely demoralizes the opposition by 
appearance alone, transforming the enemy's arrogance into a 
state of delusion and blindness from which recovery is 
uniikely.
The theme of Moses' staff is given a more specific, 
intense treatment by Anvari who likens it to the patron's 
spear which is portrayed as a deadly weapon conspicuous in 
its a p p e a r a n c e  as well as by p e r f o r m a n c e ,  a natural 
extension to a related mythological beast:
(26)
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'Your dragon spear devours a group of people 
in a second without swelling up, a miracle of 
slenderness.
The mind asks the spear for an explanation: 
how can a staff become a serpent without a 
prophetic miracle.'
The first verse confirms the patron's unique ability to 
dispatch his enemies, consuming, digesting and disposing of 
t h e m  w i t h o u t  any v i s i b l e  external signs of effort, 
encapsulated in an exquisitely wrought metaphor. The 
second verse progresses to the point where a (rhetorical) 
question is posed, the answer to which has already been 
s u p p l i e d  in the a f f i r m a t i v e  in the f i rst verse, the 
implication being that the patron's ability to conquer his 
enemies is equal in power to the miracle performed by God 
with the staff of Moses. This is a feat which confounds 
the patron's most ardent supporters, just as his power in 
the first verse manifested itself through his spear to 
overwhelm his enemies.
Abu '1-Faraj-i RunI, for his part, deals with the staff 
theme concentrating on the movement generated in the poem. 
His images convey, for example, the metaphorical force of 
the patron's arrow (Sultan Ibrahim) in flight that, on a 
metaphysical level, has the capacity to change day into 
night, thereby offering up a challenge to the power of 
their creator, and in a mundane sense displays the deadly 
accuracy of the patron in piercing the eye of the enemy:
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'Once fired, his arrow blots out day's eye 
swifter than pen can dot an i.
His spear is like Moses staff casting a 
magician's spell.'
The initial image of velocity is not only maintained 
throughout the first line but is by implication carried 
over into the second, in a continuity of movement at once 
both subtle and purposeful. Like the arrow and the pen, 
the spear is ruthless and efficient in despatching all that 
lies in his path, in allowing the great army amassed and 
ready for confrontation with the patron and his forces to 
be metaphorically reduced to the level of insects. And, 
like the arrow and the pen, the spear constitutes an 
instrument galvanized into action through the power of the 
patron, in the same way that God took possession of the 
staff of Moses and changed it into a serpent.
The patron's powerful personality and character in 
another of Abu '1-Faraj-i Runi's verse is seen to express 
itself in a passive rather than an active manner but, for 
all that, the impression of energy generated in his lines, 
rich in hyperbole, is no less impressive since the poet is 
successful in attributing to the patron the ability to 
galvanize everything he touches by stirring it into life, 
changing its form or imbuing it with a miraculous quality:
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'The dust stirred up by the shoe of his horse 
is the origin for antimony and zinc powder.
(For) Not every staff becomes a serpent and 
not every species of grass becomes a 
chemical ingredient.1
The previous verse, as we have seen, described the 
patron's every action as initiated by, and proceeding from, 
himself, leading to a telling and miraculous conclusion. 
This created vigorous movement and a tremendous energy 
which characterizes the patron. In this verse, the patron 
assumes a God-like presence whereby the depth of his 
personality is conveyed or transmitted to and through every 
object, in turn becoming a conduit for the expression of 
his beneficent power; dust, for example, stirred up by the 
shoe of the horse on which he is riding becomes a healing 
agent. Thus, the reference to the curative power of 
kufr1 and tutya invoked in this verse forms an integral part 
of the central metaphor, in which the patron's ability to 
transform objects into some other form becomes apparent. 
And, by inserting the line alluding to the Qur'anic story 
of M o s e s  who, too, possessed, t h r o u g h  God's divine 
intervention, this ability to transform his staff into a 
serpent, the poet seeks to reinforce the God-like persona
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of his patron.
Farrukhl's treatment of the same theme, by contrast, is 
somewhat simpler, as befits the age in which he practised 
as a court poet. In this particular verse, he seeks to 
praise the Sultan's secretary, a certain Abu Sahl cAbd 
Allah b. Ahmad, emphasizing in particular his writing
(29)
’He is not Jesus but his breath is the 
breath of Jesus,
He is not the Kalim (Moses) , but his pen 
is the staff of Moses.'
The first hemistich praises effectively his capacity to 
transform situations positively since, although he is 
denied identity with Jesus himself, the denial only serves 
to underline the quality he holds in common with this 
prophet who, according to the Qur'anic narrative, created 
and brought to life a bird by breathing on a lump of clay. 
Having established the patron's standing in this respect, 
the poet p r o c e e d s  to invest his pen w i t h  m i r a c u l o u s  
qualities that are associated with the staff of Moses. The 
complete verse, then, is a metaphor for the beneficent 
creativity of his patron.
skills:
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Continuing on the same theme, we return once again to a 
Persian poet well versed in the art of rhetoric that 
dominated the standard poetic discourse of the age, there 
being indeed no better exponent of this art than the poet 
in question, Anvari, who deals with a similar theme to that 
covered by FarrukhT, namely the creativity of the patron, 
expressed in the same thematic context in which the image 
of Moses and his staff once again features prominently:
LaC ^Lj j > i S ' j * J *  t S l i  \
(30)
'His pen is like the staff (of Moses), a 
serpent in the battle of magical, curative 
writing.1
The poet here, in an elaborate metaphor, attempts to 
show how effective a writer his patron is by depicting his 
pen as a weapon with which to mesmerize and isolate his 
opponents, by capturing and then commanding the attention 
the imagination of the greater public through his 
writing talent. The power to produce a desired result with 
his pen, therefore, is as dramatic and effective as the 
staff of Moses which changed into a serpent to confront and 
dispose of God's enemies.
As with most court poets, Anvari could turn his talents 
to the art of satire with devastating effect, using it as a 
rhetorical weapon with which to undermine the reputation of
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a rival or the position of an enemy. In the following 
verse, Anvari invests his patron with this ability:
'The supplication of Jesus cannot prevent your 
vilification (of someone) and (the power) of 
Moses's staff cannot ward off your pen's 
harmful effect.
For the efficacy of your pen during 
confrontation with the enemy is like a 
shooting star recalling the casting out of 
Satan.1
It will be noted that Anvari emphasizes his patron's 
skill in the art of satire in the first verse by 
contrasting the power of his pen with that wielded by 
divine and powerful elements taken from the Qur'anic 
narrative, unable to restrain the sheer verve and the 
biting acidity which drips from its nib. Once it is 
realized that these divine elements are incapable of 
n u 11ifYin9 its effect, then the patron's skill in satire 
becomes doubly reinforced.
On this firm foundation, Anvari, relying on simile, 
constructs with his own material a dramatic picture in 
which the patron's skill as a satirist is heightened when 
the impact produced by his pen is likened to a shooting
^
(31)
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star. This latter image, taken f r o m  the Qur'an, 
immediately evokes the episode of the casting out of Satan, 
adding a moral dimension to the verse, since the patron is 
presented as a defender of the faith crusading against 
evil. Essentially, however, the message conveyed here is 
that the patron, by virtue of his skill as a satirist, is 
p r e s e n t e d  as a f i g u r e  o c c u p y i n g  a p o s i t i o n  if 
invincibility.
d) Pharaoh's pursual of Moses to the Red Sea and the 
Parting of the waters to allow Moses to cross.
This section deals with the event which describes the
crossing of the Red Sea by Moses where it will become
apparent that some poets, Farrukhi in particular, draw
heavily on the imagery of the Qur'anic narrative in their
treatment of this incident.
By comparing the original tale with the poets' treatment 
of the incident, we can see to what extent each poet is 
reliant on and therefore limited by its imagery in what 
they have to say.
The Qur'anic n a r r a t i v e  (surat a 1-Shucarj ', 63 , 65 , 66 , 
surat Tahah,77 and surat Yunus,90) is as follows:
J, ^  4  - [ W u ^
U>i p  p  ujjf;
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Here, reference is made to Moses parting the sea by smiting 
it with his staff, to the drowning of Pharaoh and his 
people, and finally to the rescue of the people of Israel, 
constituting incidents which find mention in all the poetry 
under discussion.
Unsuri, in his treatment of this subject matter, relies 
h e a v i l y  for his i m a g e r y  on the Qur'anic narrative, 
describing his patron thus:
'Everyone drowned like Pharaoh when the King 
(like Moses) passed over that water.'
Using an extended simile, the poet likens his patron 
here to Moses by drawing a comparison between the manner in 
which the patron (successfully) leads his army into battle 
with the way Moses, invested with divine power, disposes of 
Pharaoh and his followers. cUnsurI, in his official 
capacity as poet laureate to the Persian court (which post 
involved also time consuming administrative chores) here 
produces what can at best be called a routine reworking of 
the Q u r ' a n i c  n a r r a t i v e .  It r e f l e c t s  the terse, 
epigrammatic style of the earlier Arab (cAbbasid) poets
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lather than the florid, rhetorical style of later Persian 
poets like Abu '1-Faraj-i Run! and Anvari.
Farrukhi treats the same incident in several m adih poems 
in which he shows more willingness to deviate from the 
spirit of the Qur'anic narrative, at least partially from 
its imagery. For example, the first verse cited below 
pr a i s e s  the p o w e r  w i e l d e d  by the patron's army, and 
transposes the location of the action from the sea to the 
River Nile where their experiences echo those undergone by 
the people of Israel:
(33)
'Just as the people of Moses (Ibn cImran) 
emerged (safely) from the River Nile 
They (the patron's army) emerged without 
inj ury or hurt.'
What is implied here by use of extended simile is that just 
as Moses and the people of Israel emerged unscathed from 
their c o n f r o n t a t i o n  w i t h  Ph a r a o h  w h i l s t  under the 
protection of God, so the patron's army emerges unscathed 
under the protection of their master. In the second of 
Farrukhi s verses covering the same theme, the patron this 
time is openly praised with a direct comparison being made 
between him and Moses:
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The manner in which the king leads his army 
in the sea was eqivalent to one of Moses1 
miracles.'
portraying the patron as an outstanding leader blessed with 
the qualities of wisdom, valour, insight and patience.
Manuchehri, drawing on the same episode, shows more 
innovation than cUnsurI or Farrukhi. He introduces into 
the narrative images or expressions of his own invention 
which he uses to extend and expand on the original meaning 
of the Qur'anic m a t e r i a l  rather than a t t e m p t i n g  to 
manipulate or transform a particular clause taken from the 
narrative, in order to compare it with an image of his own 
making, as was the case in cUnsurI's and Farrukhi's 
treatment of the same theme. Manuchehri uses the basic 
storyline provided by the Qur'anic narrative and around 
this thread he weaves a story:
d l  L i i l  ^  ^ ^ ^ I J*} ( £ & + * * J* »
«Ll£ ai \
'He drives all the Pharaoh's people to the 
bottom of the sea, and then drowns them and 
turns them upside down,
Were the Pharaoh to become afraid (and) call 
upon God, Gabriel would come and cast dust
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into his mouth.
There he will remain in the sea, water and 
mire, for he will be unable to swim free.'
These are phrases which have a threatening feel to them; 
indeed, what we are reading here is a eulogy of the patron 
defending his people by securing the downfall of the enemy, 
in the way that God secured the defeat of Pharaoh.
Such extended development of the theme stands in sharp 
contrast to al“Mutanabbi's treatment which adheres closely 
to the Qur'anic narrative, evident in the below verse:
'If the deep sea were like his right hand 
It would not have parted and let Moses 
cross.'
Here, an improbability is posited against a certainty 
(grammatically expressed through a conditional sentence), 
namely that the sea of Moses would not have divided had it 
resembled the power (of the generosity) of the patron's 
hand, which has no compeer. Thus, if the staff of Moses, 
which he used to smite the sea in order to part it in two, 
was invested with divine power, then think how much power 
the patron's hand (of generosity) wields.
(36)*
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE POETS' TREATMENT OF THE PROPHETIC MATERIAL
IN THE QUR'AN
(2) JESUS
In this chapter, we cover those examples based on the 
prophetical activities and existence of Jesus, to be found
principally in the Sura of the Table and the family of the
Imrans.  ^^
Key: U = cUnsurl / AA = 
F = Farrukhi / N = 
B = al-Buhturl / R 
AV = Anvari / MU =
Abu al-cAtahiya 
Abu Nuwas / MA = 
= Abu '1-Faraj-i 
al-Mutanabbl
Manuchehri
Run!
Jesus U AA F N MA B R T AV MU
Conception 
of Mary
- - 2 1 7 8
His talking 
in the cradle
- - - 2 2
Revivication 
by Jesus of 
the dead
3 — 5 2 — — — —
The ascension 
of Jesus
- - - 1 2 - 2
Jesus, the 
Jews and 
Crucifixion
— 1 2 - 2
Breath of 
Jesus
1 1 1 3 - 6
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Jesus
supplication
8 -
Reference to 
Jesus
1 1 1 3 2 5 5
Total 5 - 9 2 21 - 9 7 36 5
With this material, the poets seek, as in the preceding 
chapters, to extend the range of references in terms of 
which the patron's/sultan's social and political standing 
is enhanced, emphasizing here his generosity and his sense 
of justice respectively. The themes of revivification, 
resurrection, the Immaculate Conception and the Virgin 
Birth, which describe the prophetical activities of Jesus, 
all serve as themes providing comparisons which serve to 
emphasize these virtues.
In this chapter, attention will also be paid to the 
concept of Islamic Kingship, an important aspect of the 
present discussion since the raison d'etre of the majority 
of the Persian and, to a lesser extent, Arab poetry was the 
panegyric of the patron/sultan. Indeed, there are
several examples cited below in which the theme of justice 
arises that r e f l e c t  this co n c e p t  bo t h  l i t e r a l l y  and 
symbolically.
But a distinction must be made here between the early
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cAbbasid Caliph and his later Persian counterpart as to the 
exact nature of his caliphal power and authority, subject, 
as it was, if not in terms of definition, then at least in 
function to the political circumstances of the day. These 
circumstances alone prompted, determined and influenced the 
expositions of the theory of the Caliphate worked out by 
such jurists as al-Mawardl and al-Ghazzal 1.
The early Abbasid Caliph, served by the five Arab poets 
u nder discussion, c o n c e r n e d  h i m s e l f  p r i m a r i l y  w i t h  
defending Islam and administering the affairs of a then 
unified Islamic empire. He was the fountainhead of power 
who, while delegating his civil authority to his vizir (an 
office influenced by Persian tradition), his judicial power 
to the Qadi (judge), and his military function to the Amir, 
retained executive power over all these offices. His 
administration enjoyed a relative political stability in 
comparison with that experienced by the Ghaznavid and 
Seljuk administrations under which the five Persian poets, 
whose works form the main body of this thesis, were active. 
Moreover, at the time of these administrations in the 11th 
century, the cAbbasid Caliph had lost his temporal power, 
and the government of the empire had, from the centre, 
completely collapsed in favour of the establishment of a 
number of autonomous states, each headed by a Sultan.
T hese p o l i t i c a l  changes found r e f l e c t i o n  in the
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political conventions adhered to by the poets active during 
the respective eras under discussion, notably in the shift 
of emphasis in the way the poets chose to eulogise their 
patrons from the Arab praising his Caliph in an effective 
but far from servile manner, and as much out of poetic 
c o n v e n t i o n  as n ational duty, to that of his Pe r s i a n  
counterpart lauding his Sultan, or one of his ministers, as 
if his and the nation's life depended on it.
Like the Caliph of the earlier cAbbasid period, the
Sultan acted as the secular arm of Allah in his capacity as
God's shadow on Earth, the relationship between Islam and
the State being embodied in and defined by the ShariCa, the
divinely revealed law of Allah. In theory, the Sultan was
obliged to rule according to the prescriptions laid down in 
. c
the Shari a but the difficulties of attempting to maintain 
order throughout a politically crumbling empire frequently 
forced the ruler into adopting political expedients in 
order to maintain order and justice. For al-Ghazzali, this 
was the crucial point. Justice, in the Sultan's rule, he 
said, should be expressed as a need to be placed above that 
of his specific religious duties, for only he who acted 
with justice was the true Sultan. al-Ghazzali went on to 
say in his tract on Islamic kingship entitled Nasifrat al- 
M uluk that "Kingship remains with unbelief but not with 
tyranny."(5) Addressing the Seljuk Sultan M u h a m m a d  b. 
Malikshah (498/1105-511/1118), al-Ghazzali makes it clear 
also that he saw no contradiction in the rulers adopting
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re l i g i o u s  titles as long as they m a i n t a i n e d  order, 
considered a necessary political expedient for a critical 
period in the history of the Islamic Empire.
Thus, the Persian poets active throughout the Ghaznavid 
and Seljuk periods sought to mirror in the panegyrics of 
their patrons/sultans the qualities of wisdom, generosity 
and justice thought to be their inherent right by virtue of 
their position as God's shadows on Earth. Furthermore, to 
the extent that the political aspect of the patron's rule 
prevailed over that of the religious, the need for the 
poets to strengthen the patron's authority by appeal to 
divine sanction through the use of Qur'anic references and 
allusions to Muhammad, Jesus, Moses etc. became ever more 
pressing. Abu '1-Faraj-i Runi, in his panegyric of his 
patron, for example, reflects this concern, buttressing the 
appeal for the maintenance of order with reference to two 
such figures:
'Let his patron's authority be invested with 
the breath of Jesus, and the sorcery (of 
Moses) in order to quell the dragons of the 
time .'
Thus, the breath of Jesus, a revivifying agent which, in 
the Qur'anic narrative, transformed a lump of clay into a
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living bird, is used here as a metaphor for the reassertion 
of the patron's authority which is continually renewed as 
if imbued with the quality of being eternal. As long as 
the authority of the patron prevails, the tyrants will be 
continually repelled; thus, justice becomes dependent on 
the maintenance of authority, echoing a definition of the 
Sultan's position within the hierarchy of Islamic society 
that roughly corresponds to that contained in the theory of 
kingship posited by al-Ghazzall in his Nasifrat a l - M u l u k .^)
The breath of Jesus here is used as a device to instil 
new life into the patron's rule, invest it with a new 
authority, and impart to it a divine sanction in order to 
shore up the Sultan's temporal power. But it is used also 
in the lines to be discussed below as an instrument which 
breathes new life into a region making its soil fertile or, 
as in the following verse by Farrukhi, as a means by which 
to emphasize the patron's generosity:
-US'" 0 J j j  j A  Uwj
'That person who died one hundred 
years ago
You have revived by your generosity,
(A feat) resembling one of the miracles 
of Jesus.'
The first impression one gains here is that the ability to 
resurrect humans from the state of death associated with
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the figure of Jesus is being transposed to the patron. 
However, the allusion in the first hemistich is to surat 
al-Baqara,2 59:
iJl* tuJ cJli ^ j \  U^ j C.-tJ IJli CJt! | % - 5 ^ < o £ U
"'How can Allah give life to this City, now 
that it is dead?",
Thereupon Allah caused him to die, and after a 
hundred years brought him back to life.'
Thus, it transpires that the patron is being likened not
only to Jesus with regard to the feat of resurrecting the 
(9)
dead - as implied by the verb zinde kardan - but to 
Allah Himself.
The figure of Jesus here is thus used as a rhetorical 
foil, the quality of his miracles contrasted with the 
patron's quality of generosity to the latter's advantage, 
while the patron is further, by implication, compared to 
God.
U n s u n ' s  treatment of the same theme through his 
reference to the figure of Jesus leaves no room for the 
ambiguity apparent in FarrukhT's verse since, in his 
allusion to the Qur'anic narrative, no other party is 
i m p l i e d  in t h e  a c t i o n  t h a t  c o u l d  l e a d  to a 
m i s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  of the roles taken by the l e a d i n g  
players:
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’You are the one whose generosity and justice 
revives the dead,
The invocation of your name bestirring a 
memory which makes difficult things (in life) 
easy.1
The objective of cUnsuri here, by associating his patron 
with Jesus and the act of revivification, is to emphasize 
his master's generosity by imparting to it an eternal and 
superhuman quality. The patron's generosity, its effects, 
become forever etched as a consequence in the minds of his 
subjects. Here, then, the act of revivification comes to 
s y m b o l i z e  the r e g e n e r a t i v e  effect of the patron's 
generosity intensified through parallelism and given 
symmetry through internal rhyme, whereas in Farrukhi 
generosity becomes a synonym for the act of revivification 
per se, having no lasting effect as such.
Anvarl's method in eulogizing his patron, Diya' al-Drn, 
was to begin by praising the region in which his seat of 
p o w e r  is located, n a m e l y  Khurasan. Once again, the 
reference to the breath of Jesus is used as a device to 
emphasize the moderate climate and the rich soil for which 
Khurasan was renowned, and which yielded high agricultural 
produce:
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(11) '0 ^  c - J c ^ V
'There is no doubt, Oh Earth of 
Khurasan
Your wind has been transformed into a 
(cool) breeze 
Like the breath of Jesus 
And your water has found the essence 
(temperament) of the water of 
Eternal life.'
Many Persian poets resided in Khurasan, a region blessed 
with outstanding natural beauty, and could not but be 
influenced by an environment which encouraged them to 
develop the cAbbasid tradition of Nature description.
In the above lines, the wind of Khurasan is likened to the 
breath of Jesus, an allusion to the Qur'anic narratives of 
the family of the Imrans, in which Jesus, through the 
divine intervention of Allah, breathes onto a lump of clay 
to transform it into a living bird. His breath is a wind, 
therefore, which gives rather than destroys life, and 
invests the region with a fertility to its soil nourished 
by water carried along by that same breeze likened to the 
breath of Jesus. This is a homage to a region and a 
description of a place invested with a divine spirit that 
cannot but reflect favourably on the patron who rules over 
it as a gardener looks after and tends his garden. If it 
is tended with care, to continue the analogy with justice,
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then the gardener will reap his rewards, in the same way as 
the patron will his, in displaying likewise just conduct in 
his dealings with his people. It is a sentiment best 
expressed in the analogy of the shepherd and his flock used 
by al-Ghazzal1 and al-Marwadl as a graphically simple 
example of their respective political theories.
We now pass to an extended passage by Manuchehrf in 
which the themes of fertilization, insemination/conception 
and revivification appear in that order. Expressed in the 
context of description of Nature in which the vine emerges 
as the central image connecting the figures of Mary and 
Jesus, Manuchehrl demonstrates his skill in the description 
of Nature, d i s p l a y i n g  b e a u t i f u l l y  o b s e r v e d  details  
interspersed with ingenious comparisons and metaphors. 
This poem was composed to commemorate the twenty-first day 
of the autumnal month of Mihr when, traditionally, kings 
were crowned. The festival was attended by the court, 
entertained by songstresses and minstrels. A huge banquet 
was p r o v i d e d  in w h i c h  wine f l o w e d  copiously, 
Manuchehri begins with a description of the celebration of 
the m i h r g an feast followed by a description of the pears, 
pomegranates etc. and then sets up a dialogue between the 
vineyard farmer and a vine which has managed to become 
f e r t i l i z e d  p r e m a t u r e l y ,  i n d e p e n d e n t  of the v i n e y a r d  
keeper's husbandry:
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j *  ^ 3  •-> y  ^  * S  <s £  j > c— ^
(14)
3 ^  <jJ t5*-  ^Oyr ^  j. 
3*.^ **t &> ‘ <j£*J* 0 ^  y r l*.
'Tell me the truth, for I am confused about 
how you escaped from this castle (garden)
Rising in the air (as you did) like Jesus, but 
without (his) miracle, and then you (having 
returned) sank into the Earth like Qartln, an 
impossible act (if I may say so).1
The process of fertilization, the rising of the seed 
seeking pollination, is likened to the ascent of Jesus to 
Heaven, its descent and subsequent return to Earth to 
complete its fertilization, likened to the condition of 
Qarun, one of Moses' enemies who possessed so much treasure 
that when he stuffed it into his clothing, he literally 
sank into the Earth under its weight.
R e l y i n g  h e a v i l y  on Qur'anic m a t e r i a l ,  M a n u c h e h r x  
proceeds to the next stage in his narrative, in which the 
vine is seen admonishing the vineyard farmer for having 
doubted her issue:
i f *  * *  ^ 3*J 3 *
<^— 1*1 cil' JJlliOf-jlj A k S  
(15)^^. Oy? *
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'What are you asking me about, you godless 
creature
By the verse (throne) of al-KursT, I 
did not have one peaceful night. I am 
pregnant but not from Man or Jinn, and nobody 
has forced or deceived me; no devil can 
entangle me,
And Gabriel came down, the spirit of
all good people, and made me pregnant, like
Mariam with Jesus.
I have a child in my wo m b  whose spirit shines 
like Jupiter.
And he has a radiant face like Joseph
And a bodily fragrance which recalls Bilqis.'
The Qur'anic allusions come thick and fast, with the most 
important lying with the reference to Mary, through which 
the process of fertilization becomes synonymous with, and 
magically transforms into, the process of insemination and 
the subsequent development of the seed/foetus, the grape 
here representing the wo m b  in which the pip (the foetus) 
shines through its translucent flesh, a star (Jupiter) 
illuminating the Universe. The enchanting tale of the 
renegade vine which managed to confuse, then defy the 
keeper of the vineyard, is encapsulated in and symbolized 
by the mystery of Mary's conception of Jesus. The keeper, 
however, is angered by the vine's outburst, and threatens 
to abort her progress;
(16)
'Woe betide you, for I will kill you 
mercilessly
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And the Messiah will find it difficult to 
revive you.'
Manuchehri, changing the emphasis from one of description 
of Nature to Praise (madifr) , presents us with a playful 
paradox, since he here depreciates the divine power of 
Jesus by calling into doubt his ability to bring about the 
revival of something/someone who has died, in favour of the 
vineyard keeper, "a godless creature" who threatens to kill 
off the grape that he is supposed to nurture.
Is this poem merely a glorification of Wine in its 
description and eulogy of the one who grows and tends it, 
or can one see in it a deeper meaning where the conflict is 
to be viewed as an allegorical struggle informing the 
nature of power exercised, for example, in a society 
established on religious principles involving on the one 
hand the Sultan, as the temporal head, and on the other the 
religious community? But whatever the interpretation, one 
should certainly draw attention to the adroit and effective 
w a y  in w h i c h  M a n u c h e h r i  c o m b i n e s  the t e c h n i q u e  of 
personification, which may indeed have been an innovation 
of his, along with the skilful employment of dialogue to 
both heighten and complicate the plot.
Another example of a multiple reference to Qur'anic 
figures, used to provide a backdrop against which various 
aspects of the patron’s character will be sketched, is
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provided by a 1-Mutanabbi. He uses a discriminating, 
rigorous palette, working with sober colours to produce an 
economical portrait whose features stand out in sufficient 
relief to c atch the eye and render its v i e w i n g  an 
intellectual and aesthetic experience. Of particular 
interest here is the reference to Jesus which bears a 
remarkable resemblance to one of the two references in 
Manuchehri's verse which we have just discussed. This 
leads us to believe that Manuchehri may well have used al- 
Mutanabbi's verse as a model for his own, thus providing us 
with an opportunity to compare the two poets' respective 
treatments of the Qur'anic material in general, and the 
figure of Jesus in particular. al-Mutanabbl in the lines 
below invokes the names of Alexander the Great, Moses and 
Jesus, using the hypothetical conditional clause structure 
as an opportunity to express a comparison between these 
figures and the patron he is praising:
'Had Alexander the Great heeded the opinion of 
my patron
When he went into the darkness, it would have 
become (bright as) the sun
And if the head of cAzar had been met by my 
patron's sword on the day of battle,
Jesus would have found it difficult to revive 
him,
And if the deep sea was like his right hand 
It would not have parted to let Moses cross.'
(17)
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Since cAzar is reputed to have been revived by Jesus, the 
supposition is being made here that had he incurred his 
wounds from the patron's sword, then Jesus would have found 
that task difficult. In short, Jesus' capacity to perform 
a miracle is placed in inverse proportion to the power of 
the patron's s w o r d  w h i c h  is at once a symb o l  and an 
extension of his executive and military power. Indeed, in 
both Manuchehrl's and al-Mutanabbi's versions, we note an 
identical emphasis where death or the threat of death is 
dealt with such power by the respective m a m duhs as to 
render Jesus' powers doubtful, and both poets' treatment 
involves a heavy reliance on Qur'anic references, but al- 
MutanabbT's use of the conditional clause as a unifying 
device enables him to achieve an economy of expression 
w h i c h  has a gr e a t e r  effect than that p r o d u c e d  by 
Manuchehri. al-Mutanabbi's seemingly disparate images 
generate, through parallelism and syntactic dependence, an 
integral m o v e m e n t  and c o m p a c t n e s s  in w h i c h  v a r i o u s  
references are successfully worked together into the 
structure of the verse, to impart to it an intrinsic unity. 
The doubt raised as to the ability of Jesus to bring about 
the revival of cAzar, for example, constitutes an integral 
element of al-Mutanabb!'s verse in terms of both structure 
and theme. To remove it would cause the whole verse to 
collapse.
Contrast this treatment with that of the detailed
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description in Manuchehri's verse where movement is 
generated around the structure rather than within it, 
c a l l i n g  to m i n d  the style of a m i n i a t u r e  painter. 
Manuchehri, in this fashion, creates an elaborate portrait 
in which mood assumes an importance equal to that commanded 
by subject. We never lose sight of al-Mutanabbi's patron, 
but we are not quite so sure about Manuchehri's objective, 
except to say that he successfully portrays Nature in 
c o n f l i c t  w i t h  Religion, in w h i c h  N a t u r e  h e r self is 
represented as a mystery inexorably bound up with the 
conception of Jesus in Mary's womb.
A n v a r 1' s treatment of the Qur'anic narrative of Jesus 
continues with the theme of revivification, and uses 
p r e c i s e l y  the same tec h n i q u e  as M a n u c h e h r i  and al- 
Mutanabbi. But, in this case, although the restorative 
power of Jesus is again judged less effective than the 
destructive power of the patron, the content is varied by 
appeal to a different image:
(18)
’Around the body of the one trembling in 
anticipation of your wrath (attack) descending 
on him
(Even) Jesus would be unable to weave a 
thread.1
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the poet imparting to his patron an influence which proves 
too powerful for even Jesus to compete with. Thus, this 
comparison between Jesus and the patron works on the 
inverse principle also, the patron's power rendering that 
of Jesus doubtful.
We end this section of this chapter on the theme of 
revivification, as one of Jesus' miracles related in the 
Qur'an, w i t h  two verses by Abu T a m m a m  and cUnsurI  
respectively, in which the comparison is articulated 
positively. Here, Abu T a m m a m  places Jesus alongside his 
patron, cAyyash:
c J j  ly f j  Z j c - 5  ^
(19) \■" *
'How many times have I called upon you 
When a disaster occurred 
And the situation became grave 
Oh cAyyash, Oh Jesus.'
The association of the patron with the figure of Jesus is 
effected by a simple but bold juxtaposition. Since the 
address made by the petitioner in the first hemistich is in 
the singular rather than the dual, it appears initially 
that he is also addressing only one person in the second 
hemistich and, consequently, that the figure of Jesus 
represents no more, in grammatical terms, than a noun 
qualifying rather than contrasting with that which precedes
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it. By this rhetorical trick, the patron is fully equated 
(if not wholly identified) with Jesus and is therefore 
perceived to possess all his qualities. He is seen to 
respond to the petition for help from those whom we presume 
to be the victims of disasters, time and time again, his 
sense of humanity having a regenerative effect on the 
community in a similar manner to that achieved by the 
generosity of cUnsurI's and Farrukhi's patrons. In common 
with al-Mutanabbl, Abu Tammam here uses language to achieve 
an economy of expression, eschewing hyperbole, unlike the 
Persian poets who resorted to it frequently as a means of 
decoration.
cUnsuri illustrates this point most effectively in a 
verse expressed in the thematic context of qhazaliyah using 
the rubaCI quatrain to hymn the praises of his beloved:
'Perhaps the angel took beauty from your 
Face
And the partridge learned how to walk by
imitating
You,
And you have restored life to the dead,
As if invested with the breath of the Prophet 
who
Has no father.'
(2 0 )
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Q  ^
U n s u n  here creates an elaborate image in the first line 
in which beauty emanates from the beloved being imitated 
not only by nature but also by immortal supernatural 
beings. This process is taken one step further in the 
second line where the beloved is invested with restorative 
qualities that one might initially associate with nature, 
but which are then clearly related to Jesus. Thus, the 
beloved is depicted as the personification of nature, the 
person from which emanates beauty, benignly affecting and 
reviving all that with which it comes into contact.
To complete this chapter, we cover several aspects of 
the existence of Jesus and his prophetical activities as 
related mainly in the Suras al-M a 1ida and a l - CImran. 
A n v a r i  seeks to praise his patron, for example, by 
emphasizing his sense of justice which is likened in its 
effect to the resurrection of Jesus:
(2 2 )
’As a result of your justice, it is as if 
Jesus had descended from Heaven a 
Second time.’
The patron's correct dispensation of justice is thus seen
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as a religious task designed, like the resurrection of 
Jesus, to convince the world of God's word, his might and 
love. F r o m  this point, we infer that the p a t r o n  is 
d i s p e n s i n g  n o t  his o w n  b u t  God's j u s t i c e  as His 
representative or shadow on Earth. The resurrection of 
Jesus here serves as both a rhetorical and a thematic 
device to give birth to and encourage this inference.
Abu 'l-Faraj-i Runi's treatment of the same theme bears 
a remarkable resemblance to Anvari's in terms of approach 
and the choice of one p a r t i c u l a r  phrase, s e eking to 
illustrate the effectiveness of the beneficent and just 
rule of his patron, by c o m p a r i n g  the nature of its 
application and manifestation with the resurrection of 
Jesus:
(2 2 )
'Don't be surprised if discord fails to take 
root in a land throughout which his influence 
prevails, (extending) from East to West;
As a result of the security (which follows) 
The Mahdi will come out of hiding,
And as a result of the Patron's love 
Jesus will descend from Heaven.'
In the patron's domain, justice is seen to be openly 
practised successfully throughout the land, obviating the
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need for conflict between Sunnis and the Shica which the 
r e f e r e n c e  to the M a h d i  implies, the g u i d e d  one who, 
according to Shic ite doctrine, would come out of his 
concealment to right all wrongs and establish justice on 
Earth. The Mahdi may well come out of hiding to fulfil his 
mission but there is no reason for him to do so, for the 
same reason that Jesus would be wasting his time descending 
to E a r t h  to spr e a d  God's love, this b e i n g  a l r e a d y  
abundantly spread throughout the land in the form of the 
just rule e x e r c i s e d  by the patron. But they are 
nevertheless compelled to fulfil these tasks at their 
expense in favour of the patron, Abu '1-Faraj-i Run! using 
a forced comparison between two rival figures to secure the 
advantage of one over the other. Abu '1-Faraj-i Runi's 
treatment makes for a more effective representation of his 
patron as God's shadow on Earth than that provided by 
Anvari, since he expresses his ideas within a geographical, 
political and religious context, creating a greater area in 
terms of both depth and size for the patron symbolically to 
dispense his justice, thereby adding to the realism of his 
portrayal.
Rivalry is the subject of our next poem by Manuchehri, 
the poet urging his patron to use his services rather than 
those of another:
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t£ jtyaj j all# * ^ b  j all# a l l  y  *^0^ >**1 J2& u* 
y  0 ^  * &  y f  *-*yT I# a* £>l ylT al$ S  ^iU^* < j *  ^ 1
(23) ^
tf«^.P" ■* f*.y ^  1 f.j* Cf.<j~f’ J. O^sytf' j T a U i ? *0^*^ £Jj>
'The person who praises you has a bad 
reputation and cannot see his way; his 
panegyrics are therefore an insult to you. Oh 
prince, (see how) the godless (kuffar) 
maltreated the Prophet (al-MustafiL)
Despite the prophecy and the greatness 
accorded to him by God; in the same way the 
Jews maligned Jesus, Mariam and the 
disciples.'
Manuchehri creates here a structure containing two extended 
similes constructed out of three comparisons. It is 
petitionary verse and at the same time a eulogy of his 
patron since he, on the one hand, is associated and becomes 
identified with the Qur'anic figures of Muhammad and Jesus 
who, like him, have been ill-served and misunderstood by 
their r e s p e c t i v e  c o n t e m p o r a r i e s  or servants. Thus, 
implicit in this eulogy is the denigration of the rival 
poet whom Manuchehri is seeking to replace. Interestingly, 
Manuchehri uses an ingenious method here, establishing a 
comparison which is qualified and heightened by the 
juxtaposition of other comparisons. This achieves an 
economy of expression which recalls the style of the Arab 
poets, al-MutanabbI in particular. The latter provides us 
with an example even more taut in its structure. A simile 
is established first which is then qualified and heightened 
by an implied comparison:
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< 2 4 ) a ^ '  ^  r u * r  v j  i u ;  u  u
'My position in Nakhla resembles 
That of Jesus among the Jews.1
Why exactly al-Mutanabbl felt ill at east in Nakhla, we are 
not told. This line forms, however, a part of the naslb 
section of the verse, and al-Mutanabbi here may have been 
expressing the feelings of a suitor rejected by a beautiful 
girl.
In our penultimate example, A n v a n  describes the origin 
and nature of his patron's generosity in terms of the 
theory of emanation, comparing this process with the birth 
of Jesus:
(O* -j ^  J  $  y*. y  j! ^
(25)
'Generosity has emanated from you 
In the same way Jesus was 
Born of Mariam.'
Thus, the generosity of the patron is described as an 
innate virtue, present in him from birth, and not something 
acquired through experience. The patron's generosity, as a 
result of its association with the conception and birth of 
Jesus, achieved through simile, takes on a divine aspect 
that recalls the image of the light issuing from a candle.
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We conclude this chapter with a section of a poem by 
Manuchehri which provides an extended variation on the 
mythology of wine, making what amounts to an apologia for 
the grape, the value and power of the vine, itself being 
enhanced through a comparison with Jesus, in relation to 
his birth, his prophetical activities, his crucifixion and 
his subsequent resurrection.
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(21) Like Mary, daughter of Imran, it (the 
vine) conceived
without husband, but this story is better and 
more pleasant than the former;
(22) For if Mary's conception were through the 
mouth, this
daughter of the vine has neither lip nor 
mouth.
(23) Imran's daughter conceived a boy,
but the conception of the daughter of the 
vine is of spirit;
(24) That spirit (ruh) was the lord of all 
creatures of the world, 
and this wine (rah) is the lord of all 
creatures of the world.
(25) The one was seized, dragged off and slain, and 
the
other will be dragged off and slain - how can 
this be?
(26) He miraculously restored to life one or two dead 
people,
but the wine revivifies the souls of all 
people of all times.
(27) Being slain or not, being slain is an 
attribute of the holy spirit, 
being slain and not being slain is an 
attribute of this animate being.
(28) If the Jews' intention was to slay Jesus,
slaying this vine is the intention of all 
people of the Qur'an.
(29) Behold, what a loss there is in slaying 
that (being);
behold, what a loss there is in slaying this 
vine.
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(30) After suffering, he was saved from all
pains,
and it will be saved from all pains after 
suffering,
(31) The place of Jesus is in Heaven,
but the place of wine is in the hands of 
princes and ministers,
(32) Like the hand of the ministers of the king of
the east,
whose hand is not heavy with wine but with 
generosity.
(33) The sun of ministers, Ahmad-i-cAbd ul-
Samad,
not the sun of ministers, but the sun of this 
world (and the next),
(34) Who is the chieftain of the leaders of all the 
world,
like the tip of the spear from Khatt which is 
a spearhead.
(35) Far above all people in two quiet tiny things, 
superior in his heart and his tongue.
(36) You can't mend a blotted line with the tip of 
the finger only,
but with the tip of a pen together with the 
finger.
(37) In his generosity, all that may be imagined is 
certain,
in his lineage all that is certain may be 
imagined.
(38) He is not mean-spirited, because mean-spirit is 
not found
in the work of great men (because if it is 
found) all is tyranny and oppression.
(39) He gives dinars, and acquires a good name, 
he knows that the world is perpetually 
turning.
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(40) For the attendants of the king and his retinue, 
he is both the the giver and receiver of 
riches.
(41) Because the kingdom is like a body, and in that
body
the attendants of the king are its veins and 
arteries.
(42) The minister is a physician in that he knows
when
the pulse in the arteries is strong and when 
it is weak.
(43) When the pulse is fast, he reduces its pace and
if he does not slow it, there is danger of 
inf 1 animation.
(44) When the pulse is faint, he strengthens it —
if he did not, the heart of the kingdom might 
suffer from jaundice.
(45) This is the work of the ministry which the 
Khajah carries out,
but it is not the work of so and so, 
son of the son of so and so.
(46) They all would have an eye to their own private 
motives,
but he seeks the benefit of the king of the 
world.
(47) He never demeans himself, because meanness is a 
taint for the powerful.
(48) The great elephant's distress and affliction 
comes from gnats,
and ants which may kill the cubs of ravening 
1 ions.
(49) Khusraw is the body of the kingdom, he its heart, 
royalty is like the Qur'an, he like the 
meaning on it.
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(50) The kingdom is like a field, the people the flock
that grazes there -
the Khusraw is their owner and the minister is 
the shepherd.
(51) The army are the sheepdogs, the enemy the wolves;
the responsibility for dogs, wolves and flock 
is with the shepherd.
(52) We have a shepherd who does not give trouble to
his peQple,
he gives no peace to wolves, nor affliction to 
the sheepdogs.
(53) He never oppresses the weak,
although he ever oppresses the wicked.
In line 22, for example, the vine in its conception is 
seen, in contrast to that of Jesus, to be free of any 
a n t h r o p o m o r p h i c  reference, lending to its image a 
transcendant, divine quality, further endorsed in line 26 
where the vine is given the capacity to revive, echoing the 
feat of Jesus in his resuscitation of two dead men. The 
comparison is then intensified with the poet's definition 
of the material value of the vine to society being given 
divine emphasis when its loss, i.e. prohibition (in line 
28) is associated with the crucifixion of Jesus. Thus, 
behind the ordinary sense of line 28, which makes the 
conduct of the Jews and Muslims dramatically opposed on a 
moral plane, lies the implication, powerfully reinforced by 
the chiastic pressure of the syntax, that their actions are 
rather equivalent and that the vine, like Jesus, is a 
sacrificial victim.
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The c o m p a r i s o n  is, then, w i t h  the i m a g e  of wine 
remaining pivotal, widened to include the eulogy of the 
princes and the ministers but, fundamentally, serving both 
as a basis for and an i n t r o d u c t i o n  to the political 
allegory endorsing the rule and administration of Khusraw, 
the heart of the nation, a just and generous King who, in 
his conduct, conforms to the ideal of an Islamic ruler.
How is it possible, then, for Manuchehri to imply that 
wine can be proscribed when its presence has graced many 
religious festivals, has the power to induce states of 
ecstacy through which many Sufis sought unification with 
G o d , ^ ^  and when even Shic ite Imams might imbibe it as 
part of their ritual? Indeed, given the symbolic
reversal of values central to Sufi thought and so widely 
understood whereby wine became a sanctified means of 
mystical communication and enlightenment, it might be 
p o s s i b l e  to di s c e r n  in this poe m  a f u r t h e r  level of 
allegory whereby the wine leads not simply to an image of 
Islamic righteousness but stands ultimately, as a direct 
counterpart to Jesus = Christianity, for Islam itself.
According to this interpretation, he presents in the 
first hemistich of verse 21 the Christian point of view 
regarding the birth of Christ and in the second hemistich 
the Islamic, which he considers better than the Christian 
version of Mary's conception without being touched by a 
man. In line 22, the poet refers to how divine revelation
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came down to Muhammad, having neither lips nor mouth 
because its appearance is unknown and, to that extent, it 
appears that the miracle of the dispensation of Islam is 
the greater. This form of allegorical interpretation may, 
with little difficulty, be continued through the section 
and does not require detailed elaboration.^29^
As a y e t  f u r t h e r  d i m e n s i o n ,  it m i g h t  a l s o  be 
hypothesized that Manuchehri could have been referring to a 
native Persian scriptural tradition. ^ ^  His description 
of rah in its Qur'anic connotation is exactly parallel to 
the description of the sacred Horn drink in the Yasna where 
Zoroaster says: "Horn creates goodness and cures; it has a 
tall body and it looks like gold, and its drinking brings 
relaxation and happiness to the soul."
Not only does it create a sense of well-being, but it 
also gives longevity, and is the best creation of Nature's 
Bounty in all the world. When it comes to Islam, where 
wine as such is not allowed, the same benefits are also 
considered to be bestowed by practice of the religion 
itself. It is not unlikely, surely, that Manuchehri, with 
his Persian background, would have been aware of this 
further set of correspondences.
Similarly, in the Yasna, Zoroaster asked Horn in the form 
of a god to give him the strength and ability to enable him 
to spread his chosen religion and to create justice in the
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world and, in this way, to be able to guide people on the 
right path and to correct those who go astray.
Because Zoroaster asked H5m for these favours, he 
acknowledged Horn to be one of the most important gods in 
the Indian and Persian pantheon. Zoroaster asked Horn on 
behalf of himself and of the rest of mankind the following 
requests: the purest of Life, Health, to elevate the
spirit, Strength, Bravery, all these are required to fight 
Badness and Ugliness and to find security from highway 
robbers ~ those who appear suddenly with the evil intention 
to rob - and wild, fierce, animals. It is certainly not 
inconceivable that Manuchehri was aware of this parallel 
between the Yasna and the Qur'an.
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE POETS’ TREATMENT OF THE PROPHETIC MATERIAL
IN THE QUR’AN
(3) SOLOMON
In this chapter, we propose to deal with the events 
related in the narrative of the Ant. These events mark the 
progress of Solomon's mission to convey God's warning to 
the residents of Sheba and their Queen, Bilqis, to cease 
worshipping idols. The key stages referred to are listed 
in sequence in the table below as they appear in the 
Qur'anic narrative. However, as we shall see, all but one 
of the poets utilize one event only, the exception being 
al-Buhturi, who refers to two in a manner that echoes the 
progress of the Qur'anic narrative. Each event has a 
f u n c t i o n  a n d  m e a n i n g  of its o w n  w h i c h  o p e r a t e s  
independently of those that precede and follow. Persian 
examples will be discussed and compared with similar like- 
minded examples composed by Arab poets covering the same 
themes and events, and expressed in the same thematic areas 
a g a i n s t  a c o m m e n t  on the h i s t o r i c a l  and cultural 
backgrounds of both races which came to gradually overlap 
and partially merge as the influx of Persian culture began 
to exert its i n f l u e n c e  on Arab society, a process 
accelerated during the cAbbasid area, especially during, 
and after, the Caliphate of Ma'mun, that witnessed a 
resurgence of Persian Nationalism. In particular, we
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propose to discuss the works of Farrukhi and Manuchehri in 
tandem, comparing them, at the same time, with some 
examples of Arab poets. That Farrukhi was a contemporary 
of Manuchehri offers the opportunity to contrast their 
respective styles. We note that the former poet's style is 
simple and taut, displaying little use of hyperbole as he 
tended to work within the tradition of the Arabian gasTda 
with its noted poetic restrictions.
Manuchehri, for his part, as the Persian language became 
increasingly the vehicle for the expression of his poetry, 
tended to use the mu s am m at as much as the conventional 
3 § ? i d a  for m  - a special type of g a s l d a  d i v i d e d  into 
distinct stages by the use of rhyme. The Arabic Qa^fda 
with its monorhyme and monometer militates against use of 
the stanza form, since each b_ayt., c o n s i s t i n g  of two 
hemistichs, is rendered independent of the preceding and 
following lines despite frequent occurrence of enjambment.
Each stanza in the m u sam m af form is composed of three
c
^ Y ^ s  in which the first five m i?ra rhyme, and the sixth 
rhymes with each succeeding final misraC, thus:
a a / a a / a b
c c / c c / c b
d d / d d / d b
Although in the mujSciminai^ . form the subject matter and 
overall structure does not differ from the gagida, the form
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itself does, however, allow the poet to express himself 
more freely, unhindered by the conventions associated with 
the Arabic g a $ 1 da which require that the poet begin his ode 
with the nasib followed by the takhallus, leading onto the 
subject proper. It is in this genre that Manuchehri 
displays his technical virtuosity creating vivid, original 
similes and metaphors rich in hyperbole and rhetoric.
F arrukhi's s i m p l i c i t y  of style is to be ,perhaps, 
attributed to his social background as a farmer in Sistan 
where he would have received little education. Often he 
assumed a peasant-like appearance in dress which betrayed 
his social origins but belied his standing as probably the 
finest court poet among the Persians.
The majority of examples under discussion here fall, as 
usual, within the thematic area of m adlh but there are also 
a few examples of the didactic poem, one of pederastic
poetry, shi r al-qhilman by Abu Nuwas, and one example of
ascetic poetry, zuhd by Abu al—^Atahiya. Allusions to the 
narrative of Solomon are normally used to strengthen the 
patron s political authority by appeal to divine sanction, 
but could also be used to warn or remind him of his duty to 
uphold the religious values on which Muslim society was 
founded in order to retain the continuing respect of his 
subj e c t s  - the objective, in p a rticular, of the one 
didactic poem discussed below.
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Dominant motifs here are the throne of Bilqis with its 
royal qualities and the prestige implied by association 
with it, and the hoopoe bird or lapwing, all references 
which serve to underline the equation of the patron with 
Solomon.
The table also includes references to two events taken 
from the q igag al-'anbiy a 1 which pertain to the ring of 
Solomon and the guard Asif. The qigag a l-'anbiya' is, in 
effect, an explanation (tafslr) of the treatment of the 
lives of the prophets contained in the Qur'an, and the 
m a t e r i a l  is i n c l u d e d  here to c o m p l e m e n t  the poets' 
reference to the Qur'anic narrative of Solomon. It will be 
noted that the statistics show that the Persian examples on 
this subject outnumber the Arabic ones by a ratio of 5:1:
KEY: U = cUnsuri / AA = Abu al-cAtahiya 
F = Farrukhi / N = Abu Nuwas / MA = 
B = al-BuhturT / R = Abu '1-Faraj- 
AT = Abu Tammam / AV = Anvari / MU
= Manuchehri 
i Runt
= al-Mutanabbl
SOLOMON U B F MU MA N R AA AV AT
Receipt of 2 3 3 2 2 
wisdom
4 3 2 10 3
Control over 1 
Jinn, animals 
and wind
15
The Ant 1 2 6
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The Hoopoe 5 1
Bilqis/her throne 1 2 2 2 5
Solomon's ring 1
The guard Asif
1
1 1
5
9
Total 4 4 5 3 11 5 8 2 49 3
We noted in the previous chapter covering the poets' 
treatment of the prophetic material that allusions to the 
Qur'an were used in the main to emphasize the patron's 
moral worth. We may begin by considering verses in which 
appears the first of the motifs in the table. Among those 
by the Persian poets, the most typical example of m adih is 
that by Farrukhi:
'The Sultan sat with, before him, the Crown of 
the Indian king, just like the jewelled throne 
of Bilqis before Solomon.'
Situations in which Solomon and the Sultan {Mahmud 
Ghaznavi) find themselves are reinforced by the syntactic 
chiasmus. The strength of the Sultan lay in his hidden 
power and mystique, able to will before him the crown of 
the Indian king, e c h o i n g  the feat of Solomon. The
(1)
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technique could not be more simple and effective. Another 
characteristic of Farrukhi's poetry is ; as we see in the 
above verse, to remain faithful to the spirit of the 
Q u r ' a n i c  m a t e r i a l  he u s e s  in his v e r s e s ,  w h i l e  
incorporating it within a line of his own creation in order 
to achieve his objective, in this case, praise of his 
patron.
fn the following verse of Manuchehri, the approach is 
quite different, the poet praising the qualities of his 
riding animal by way of tribute to the pre-Islamic ode:
I rode my she-camel just like the throne of 
Bilqis and it lurched like a huge cifrit.'
The very mention of the (she) camel conjures up a number 
of references and emotive images peculiar to the Bedouins' 
experience of desert life reflected in pre-Islamic poetry. 
On one level, the she-camel is being praised for her 
quality of speed which becomes apparent through the 
reference to the throne of Bilqis, transported from the 
Queen of Sheba's abode to Solomon's palace within the time 
it takes to blink an eye. The mention of the cifrtt figure 
in the second hemistich, whose origin goes back to the pre-
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Islamic era, recalls the mythology of the Arabian desert 
which is said to have been inhabited by strange, amorphous 
creatures that the Bedouin feared, respected and sometimes 
paid homage to.^^ But its introduction here not only 
reinforces the pre-Islamic echoes but also, cunningly, 
reinforces the Qur'anic association since it wasd-stalwart 
of the ^ I^rlt/jinn who first offered to bring the throne of 
Bilqis to Solomon.
At this juncture, we must take into consideration the 
attitude of the cAbbasid and Persian poets to the Qur'an, 
and the nature of the reflection of Qur'anic usages in 
their poetry. The ^Abbasid poets were heirs to a culture 
in which the Qur'an — a series of revelations handed down 
to Muhammad by God's messenger, Gabriel — assumed a central 
position. The Qur'an was considered to be not only a 
religious book, but a literary work of the highest quality. 
However, it occupied a position far removed from that of 
poetry, and to imitate its style would have been regarded 
as an impious act — or indeed, given the doctrine of i ^ j a z, 
something impossible of attainment. But despite this 
common background there are clear differences.
The cAbbasid poets showed more restraint, for example, 
in the use of Qur'anic sources than the Persians in the 
eulogy (madih) of their patrons for two very good reasons. 
Firstly, the cAbbasid poets, including Abu Nuwas, were more 
bound and affected by the Islamic ethos that pervaded all
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levels of Arab society; this spirit was embodied in the 
ShariCah/ the divinely revealed law of Islam which took its 
precepts from the Qur'an and to which even the Caliph was 
beholden. In this sense, he was no different from any 
other c i t i z e n . ^  The Persian poets, for their part, 
continued to enjoy their own culture and language of 
ancient standing far into the Islamic period, merely paying 
lip service to Islam as a means to enjoy the administrative 
benefits of the Islamic empire whilst eschewing the 
religious obligations and contravening the laws that many 
of its citizens continued to uphold.^
Secondly, for an Arab poet to openly praise and heap 
hyperbole on his patron, as his Persian counterpart did, in 
the volatile field of cAbbasid politics, was to lay himself 
open to criticism and danger once his patron had fallen out 
of favour at the cAbbasid court. We find in Persian 
poetry, however, an acceleration of hyperbole occurring 
within an established literary tradition which, in itself, 
offered protection to the Persian poet once the patron he 
had so lavishly praised had either fallen out of favour or 
had died. The modern equivalent of this role would be 
filled by the civil servant serving one minute under a 
Conservative administration, the next under a Labour one, 
but essentially remaining neutral in his function.
Like its Persian equivalent, Arab poetry flourished
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under the patronage of the court and duly, as is evident in 
the dlwan of Abu Nuwas, for example, reflected the ideas 
and manners prevalent in court circles.(6) His poetic 
style could be described as clear, with a delicacy and 
exactness of expression, precise in meaning, but the very 
little trace of hyperbole in his work shows that the' 
cAbbas id poet, of whom Abu Nuwas is a representative 
figure, had not yet reached the stage where he became in 
general wholly occupied with style at the expense of 
content {Abu Tammam excepted), as was the case towards the 
end of the 10th century when al-cAskari formulated his work 
on poetics, declaring that technique, the rhetorical 
devices and figures of speech, and not the subject matter, 
should constitute the criteria by which the quality of a 
poem is to be judged.
Nevertheless, Abu Nuwas, as an Arab poet imbued with
strong Persian sympathies and leanings,.often cocked a
snook at the prevailing morality of his age by mocking the
Qur'an in the usage of its material. In the following
line, he attempts to describe his mistress, comparing and
m a t c h i n g  the v a r i o u s  parts of her a n a t o m y  w i t h  the
characteristics belonging to or describing outstanding
people or their artefacts. Her voice, for example, is
likened to the sound emitted by the flute of David, and so
on, until he arrives at the description of the main part of 
her body:
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r0 throne of Solomon, if it intends to do 
journeys.'
Her body thus becomes yielding and obedient, as all things 
animal and mineral do when they fall under his control. 
Abu Nuwas here uses the Qur'anic allusion to Solomon to 
reinforce the erotic attractions of his mistress.
In contrast to Abu Nuwas, al-Buhturi shows more respect 
in his treatment of the Solomon theme. Here, he describes 
the pool of his patron:
(j Ij J  ill# t
c3l#
(9)
'As if the Jinn of Solomon who were 
Charged to create it 
Realized each detail to perfection 
And if she (Bilqis) was to pass by it 
(Surely) she would say it resembles exactly 
the Hall of Solomon.'
A striking feature of the above lines, in contrast to 
the examples of the Persian poets on the same subject, is 
that they show a narrative development and progression that 
roughly corresponds to the Qur'anic version of the story 
alluded to on two occasions. Of these two allusions, the
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first associates the patron with Solomon, endowed with 
divine power and the ability to control beasts, jinns and 
h u m a n s , {10) thereby underlining his political authority. 
The second is to Bilqis, the poet here executing a neat 
reversal of her mistaking Solomon's palace for a pool: here 
it is the pool that is being mistaken for the palace of 
Solomon. The two lines afford the poem a well-rounded 
appearance that is complemented by a sober rhetoric which 
tends away rather than towards the use of hyperbole and 
complicated metaphors, constituting a fine example of the 
smooth and polished style so typical of al-BuhturT's poetry 
in which he has managed to describe his patron, by using 
Qur anic references, as a figure yielding great power out 
of which can only arise perfection but, at the same time, 
without demeaning the figure of Solomon or being, in any 
way, irreverent. Thus, while al-Buhturi, working within 
the context of m a dih, is obliged to depict Solomon in a 
dignified manner, Abu Nuwas, writing ghazal, can afford to 
be playful and flippant in his treatment of the same 
figure.
The i m a g e  of Solomon's palace looms large in the 
following example by Abu '1-Faraj-i RunI, the purpose of 
which is to eulogise his patron, the son of a prominent 
minister, who is alluded to in a phrase taken from the 
Qur anic text describing that which Bilqis mistook for a 
pool:
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O W { J  } ^  OJ*>;j
(11) * J + M  £ J * *  J * ^  ^  ^  C 5 ^
’When he was crossing the sea in his boat, 
the sea was (like) a mirage and level ground, 
the light of the moon (like) a canopy.
Now he sails on the water full of confidence, 
as if the water was as smooth as glass.1
The qualities of smoothness, calmness and self-assurance 
alluded to and conjured up by the above images add a 
c e r t a i n t y  to, c o m p l e m e n t  and e n hance the p a t r o n ’s 
character. He is seen to move effortlessly through life 
without encountering any obstacles. Abu '1-Faraj-i RunT, 
here, imparts movement to a static image of perfection and, 
by associating the patron with this new, galvanized image, 
he confers on him also this quality of perfection, lending 
to the poet's rhetorical activity an alchemic quality of 
w h i c h  the chief e l e m e n t s  are c o m p l i c a t e d  metaphor,  
allusion, hyperbole and symbol.
Interestingly, this is what °UnsurT, composing one 
century earlier than Abu '1-Faraj-i Run!, achieves in his 
verse hymning the praises of his patron Sultan Mahmud 
through a description of his palace. In doing so, cUnsuri 
employs the same phrase 3 £*j and the image it 
invokes, using imagery of a more concrete form where the 
metaphors assume a more obvious guise, and where the
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allusion to the Qur'an becomes less oblique and more 
immediate than employed by Abu '1-Faraj-i Run!, although 
none the less effective for all that:
'If you look attentively at the door (of the patron's 
house)
You will see a bejeweled castle of multi­
faceted colour appearing like Solomon's throne 
Surrounded by water as smooth as glass, as if 
people perceived it as floating.'
One can see that this Qur'anic phrase effectively serves to 
reinforce and extend the reference to Solomon whereas Abu 
'1-Faraj-i RunT's metaphors progress by following a linear 
pattern. However, cUnsurT builds them methodically brick 
by brick. A door becomes encrusted with jewels and then 
transforms into a castle, a stronghold fortified by a moat, 
its water endowed with the characteristic or quality of 
stillness, calm and clarity, from which is created an image 
that the palace of Solomon can be likened to with ease, 
only to be further developed by the specific image of the
of the patron gains in importance, finally assuming an 
ethereal aspect as he is seen to occupy a phantasmagorical 
abode floating on what appears to be an equally ethereal 
substance. It is as if each image confirms the reality of
As the images are built up, so the person
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the preceding one without encountering or experiencing any 
internal contradictions in the building process, a factor 
which is complemented by and finds expression in the 
perfect formal unity of the poem.
Anvari's treatment of the Qur'anic theme of Solomon's 
armies has the objective of instilling into the opposition 
profound fear and awe of his patron, a certain Fayruz Shah, 
comparative to that inspired by Solomon and his armies as 
described in the Qur'anic narrative:
(13) ^
'His enemies' troops hide like ants beneath 
The earth in fear of the patron's army.'
the above two lines affording us a good example of the 
poet's hyperbolic praise of his patron's might.
Abu '1-Faraj-i R u m  pursues a similar path in his praise 
of his patron, Taha CA1T b. Mishkan, the minister to the 
Sultan and advisor to the Treasury. The poet here draws a 
comparison between the power of the patron that, in its 
potential, can at once seem to be devastating and ruthless 
in its manifestation and effect, and arbitrary in whom, 
what, when, where and how it chooses its victims once 
unleashed, and the natural forces or elements of Fire and 
Water, equally inexorable and archaic in their way their
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energies are released:
^ T ^ r T  j \ * o^*5C*» * S
(14)
'Perhaps the hawk knows how difficult it is 
to escape their clutches, and that is why it 
does not fly around fire and water.
Perhaps the She-Ant is fully aware of the two 
Solomons, as she prepares herself to avoid 
their twin paths of fire and water.1
This comparison becomes a unified image when the patron 
assumes the title of the Knight of Fire and Water, elements 
with which his powers become synonymous, but which impart 
to his character a dual element once the connection is made 
through the allusion to the Qur'anic narrative of Solomon 
in which the figure of the Ant assumes a central position. 
Thus, the image emerges of a patron composed of two 
constituent elements which galvanize him into action, 
presenting an anarchic, intense image of nature giving vent 
to its fury which no man, power, force or army can contend 
with at the height of its power. Here, the poet expresses 
power as kinetic energy.
This same concept of limitless energy that the patron is 
seen to possess, waiting to be unleashed in the form of a
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merciless army against a potential enemy, is reflected in 
al-Mutanabbi's panegyric of his Hamdanid patron, Sayf al- 
Dawlah, whom we have had cause to speak of in relation to 
a 1- M u t a n a b b 1 's p o e t r y  e a r l i e r  in this chapter. Al- 
Mutanabbi here is describing the troops of Sayf al-Dawlah's 
army, but its composition suggests a parallel with the 
Qur anic figure of Solomon whose divine power allows him 
control over beasts, humans and Jinn:
(15) If: lij \ j C L s - 4i
'He has armies of horses and falcons which, if 
they were to be released against another army, 
would leave nothing (of them) except their 
skul1s . 1
Here we note the typical c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of al- 
Mutanabbi s style, the skill taken in the construction of 
his lines, evident in the use of the conditional sentence 
its effect through syntax rather than lexis, the final 
exceptive reinforcing rather than restricting the awesome 
power of the patron's armies.
The objective of both al-MutanabbT and Anvari is to 
praise their respective patrons, yet Anvari's rendition 
betrays a servility evident in the all too obvious attitude 
to please, expressed in the direct allusion to the Qur'anic 
figure of the Ant. al-Mutanabbi's version, however,
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conveys the sense of the patron's might less directly, as a 
potential, a pent-up force waiting to be unleashed.
There are occasions when the Persian poets reveal the 
presence of several literary influences working within one 
single poem. Manuchehri, for example, displays a knowledge 
in the v e rse b e l o w  not only of Qur'anic n a r r a t i v e  - 
specifically the passage in which Solomon deals with the 
devils - but also, indirectly, of the qisas al-'anbiya', 
effectively an explanation (tafsTr) of the treatment of the 
lives of the prophets in the Qur'anic narratives:
(17)
'Our king (the patron) before the devils 
became Solomon
And on his sword is engraved Solomon's signet 
ring.'
In the lives of the Prophets we are told that Solomon 
summoned the birds to appear before him by placing a ring 
on his finger. This endows him with special powers which 
are transferred to the patron's sword on which it is 
symbolically inscribed, completing and formalizing a 
process began in the first hemistich where the patron 
assumed the identity of Solomon through the Qur'anic 
allusion to the figures of the devils compelled to service 
the interests of Solomon.
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In this way, the allusion in the q i sas a 1 - 1 anbiy a 1 is
made subordinate to the Qur'anic allusion, thus justifying 
our reference to it as additional means used by Manuchehri 
to enhance the position of his patron. What stands out 
above all in the verse, however, is the political concept 
of a leader or monarch whose rule is given divine sanction' 
in order to strengthen his political authority over his 
subjects, a recurring theme throughout the works of the 
poets under discussion.
Anvari, like Manuchehri in the previous verse, manages 
to produce images whose suggestive power or efficacy 
depends partly on the strong allusion to the Qur'anic 
narratives:
y * -  c o j  p t j *  ^ A *  j  y  *
(18) ' ' - *
'Before his patron a row of Houris stands in 
line
Instead of devils and beasts.'
Anv a r i  here c o m p o s e s  a verse rich in hyperbole, 
successfully creating a positive image of his patron in 
which he is made to appear spotless and his conduct seen to 
be exemplary, not so much by his association with the 
houris themselves as by the contrast of Solomon's with the 
devils. Such poetry has a further psychological impact on 
the audience listening to the verses, who would have been
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familiar with the Qur'anic allusions made by Anvari and 
have had their self-esteem correspondingly enhanced, 
finally departing from the reading convinced not only of 
the patron's moral superiority but also of their own.
The power of Solomon's ring, alluded to in ManuchehrT's 
verse describing his patron standing before the devils, is 
referred to directly by cUnsurI as he praises his patron 
Sultan Mahmud for his generosity:
j*— > ■  j r f *
(19) ^  j A  * * * •  ^
'Maybe his generosity is like the precious 
stone of Solomon's ring
Whose summoning the devil and the angel 
obeyed.''
The allusion, in the first hemistich to the story of 
Solomon who commands the devil and the angel to appear 
before him, just as he commanded the birds to appear before 
him, by placing his ring on his finger, serves to establish 
the efficacy of Solomon's ring; the precious stone set 
within it, then, can be safely compared with the generosity 
of the patron, creating a beautiful metaphor where the 
figure of the patron appears as a divine body in which his 
generosity, as a virtue, happily resides, just as a jewel 
rests becalmed inside a ring.
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In one of Anvari's examples describing the hoopoe bird, 
we discussed the poet's skilful use of allusion to laud his 
patron, p l a c i n g  him on a h i g h e r  p e d e s t a l  than that 
constructed for Solomon, in a way typical of the flattering 
and servile Persian court poet. In the following example, 
we detect, however, a different note in this poet's manner 
towards his patron, reflected not only in the verse's 
c o n t e n t s  but in its tone also, at the same time 
illustrating the variety of material which the Persians 
b o r r o w e d  from the A r a b i a n  poetic tradition, on this 
occasion the didactic poem, which they adapted to suit 
their own needs. Here the poet exhorts his patron to show 
humility and generosity of spirit, perhaps to a defeated 
opponent or to a group of people predominantly religious in 
character, or just plainly urging him to contain his 
arrogant behaviour, which might be interpreted as un- 
Islamic in spirit by the more religious members of society:
(2 0 )
'All who are the troops of Devils and Angels 
Fall under your control (as servants)
Do your best not to violate 
Solomon's honour.'
The audience is here reminded of Solomon's injunction to 
the Queen of Sheba not to exalt herself above a prophet of
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Islam. In the first hemistich, it would appear that AnvarT 
is praising his patron exalting him indeed above Solomon by 
granting him power over angels as well as demons. But the 
i m p e t u s  of this prai s e  is i m m e d i a t e l y  lost in the 
exhortation itself in which the poet reminds his patron 
that, although he has such great power, he should curb any 
temptation to tyrannical excess and exert it in a proper 
and honourable fashion. AnvarT makes another plea to the 
p at r o n  to help a group of his s t a r v i n g  subjects; he 
encourages him by invoking the name of Solomon who, endowed 
with a knowledge of animal language, showed a similar 
compassion for the She-Ant, heeding and acknowledging her
fears as she expressed and shared them with the rest of the 
colony:
iSj* 0-?j* jj* 4jLi LL»^ j
\ ^ J?L>
(21)
'There are in the suburbs (of Balkh city) 
Sections of poor people who make supplication 
(to God)
On your behalf
Very early in the morning (at dawn prayer)
You are Solomon and these are weak ants 
And all of them are out of the house looking 
for seeds
They appear and, indeed, are like an 
insubstantial leg of a locust
Then what will happen to the leg of the locust 
if you pay no heed.1
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A fu r t h e r  a l l u s i o n  is m a d e  w h i c h  is built on and 
reinforces the first, this time to the qisag al-'anbiya' in 
which it is recalled that an ant presented Solomon with a 
locust's leg which he received with kindness. This verse 
is skilfully designed to play on the sympathies of the 
patron and stir his heart into action to help the good but 
starving Muslims by casting him as Solomon, caring for the 
least of his kingdom's creatures. These lines are 
interesting on a level other than the rhetorical, as a 
social comment on the times - the events which moved the 
poet to make his plea have a firm foundatiuon in historical 
fact - and for the light they shed on the possibility of 
the poet combining with panegyric an involvement with wider 
issues, expressed as a plea that uses flattery as a vehicle 
for social comment.
On what better note to turn to the zuhd poetry of Abu 
3l~ A t ahiya, who makes a similar plea to the ordinary 
citizen through the vehicle of zuhd poetry as Anvari does 
to his patron in the didactic poem. Abu al- cAtahiya 
frequently uses Qur'anic ideas, images and phrases in his 
ascetic poetry in order to emphasize the mortality of the 
world and the vanity of its pleasures; in the lines below, 
however, he laments the absence of any great moral leaders 
to whom the ordinary man could turn to in what amounts to, 
at the same time, a religious adaptation of the ubi sunt 
motif:
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Where is David; where, oh, where is 
Solomon
Of unimpeachable honour and their 
descendants.1
We now pass to a discussion of our final three examples 
in this chapter, from zuhd poetry to that composed by the 
mu/jun poet Abu Nuwas whose reference to the Qur'anic figure 
of the Hoopoe bird forms a significant part of a verse to 
be compared with Manuchehri's treatment of the same 
Qur anic figure, in turn to be compared with Anvari's 
rendition in which the same image features.
It is with a distinct measure of caution that Abu Nuwas 
embarks on his description of the hoopoe bird in what 
amounts to an acknowledgement of the importance of the 
status of prosody and poetry in cAbbasid society, to the 
extent that a Qur'anic figure, taken from narrative of 
Solomon, is seen to bow down before one of its practioners, 
expressed in ghazal:
(24) : i^si t t y / y
'If he was a prosodist, You would say 
The Hoopoe would fall down (on his 
knees).11
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Here, a double m e a n i n g  is a t t a c h e d  to the word 
'prosodist', either to be taken as a noun, the object of 
kana, or adjectively, implying the offering of oneself to 
another for whatever purpose. As Abu Nuwas had a sexual 
preference for boys, it is not unlikely that this second 
interpretation should carry with it a sexual connotation.
In ManuchehrT's example, we see that he uses the hoopoe 
bird as his central image and, through the use of extended 
simile, creates an allegory in which deceit forms the main 
ingredient in a political or court intrigue:
‘AiOr t 0^3^* oli O y t  w-lj
al.A .'i J^>- ^ 3  j \Ju m  >Xi
(25)
j *  j t
'The little hoopoe travels quickly through the 
clouds, like a postman wearing patched 
clothes, placing on his head a letter which he 
sometimes opens, then folds,
And when he lands, he pecks the ground as if 
to conceal his sin (letter) out of fear.1
This image of the hoopoe bird as a postman is reinforced 
through extended simile, the extended crest in motion 
suggesting the opening and folding of a letter. The 
hoopoe/postman, however, commits the cardinal sin of 
abusing the trust placed in him by breaking the seal of the 
letter. Manuchehri may be attempting to reflect in his 
allegory here some kind of political intrigue which
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occupied him and the court during a particular period, 
depicting the hoopoe bird as a spy who has weaseled himself 
into the confidence of the Sultan or that of one of his 
high-ranking ministers; or the hoopoe may be playing the 
role of confidante, traversing to and fro between two 
parties, the poet aptly choosing the context of tab! Ca 
(description of Nature) here to embellish his portrayal.
Thus, while Manuchehri elaborates a great deal in his 
rendition, choosing the hoopoe bird not only as a basis for 
his imagery but as a central focus for his subject around 
which he weaves a great deal of detail, Abu Nuwas, for his 
part, uses the image alone and, through skilful allusion, 
creates a great deal of ambiguity in his portrayal to 
avoid, one supposes, laying himself open to too much 
criticism of his sexual behaviour. Anvari’s description of 
the hoopoe bird, expressed in m adlh, relies on the power of 
allusion to suggest what is not and to confer substance on 
what is insubstantial, blaspheming the religion of Islam by 
aP P f iating to his patron a divine knowledge egual to 
that conferred on Gabriel, thereby impugning also Muhammad 
indirectly. As in ManuchehrT’s version, the hoopoe bird 
assumes a central place as a messenger figure:
(26
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'Without the revelation of Gabriel he (the 
patron) knows the secrets of the word; without 
the intervention of the Hoopoe, he is informed 
of the (military) movements of the Byzantine 
(army) and the peaceful mood (prevailing) in 
China.'
The association of the hoopoe bird with the patron 
recalls the relationship between the messenger bird and his 
master, Solomon, as related in the Qur'anic narrative, the 
latter relying heavily for his political information on the 
former. How much superior, then, the patron is considered 
to Solomon, since he, unlike the prophet, does not require 
the services of an intermediary to ascertain that which he 
knows by instinct. This allusion is reinforced by the 
a s s o c i a t i o n  of the p a t r o n  w i t h  G a briel (and, by 
implication, Muhammad) in the first hemistich, the patron 
divining rather than receiving that kind of knowledge 
c o n s i d e r e d  the sole r e p o s i t o r y  of God. W i t h i n  this 
Parallel structure, hyperbole and blasphemy reside happily 
side by side, one feeding off the other as.the poet seeks 
to place his patron on a high pedestal. The efficacy of 
Abu Nuwas's allusion in his treatment of this subject, 
however, rests with the poet's skilful use of language, 
expressing no hyperbolic quality at all, whilst Manuchehri 
cannot be said to have blasphemed in his portrayal of the 
hoopoe bird.
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CHAPTER SIX
THE POETS' TREATMENT OF THE QUR'ANIC NARRATIVE 
OF DHU-1-QARNAYN
In this, our penultimate chapter, we cover the Qur'anic
tale of D h u - 1 —Qarnayn (the two-horned one) - sometimes
referred to as Alexander the Great. However, in keeping
with the spirit of the Qur'anic narrative, we propose to
refer to this figure throughout as Dh u - 1 -Qarnayn: he was
reputed to have acknowledged Allah as the only deity in the
Universe, ^  which places him, his function, as the leading
player in the narrative, and his deeds in a more religious
context than that historically associated with Alexander 
( 2 )the Great. As a figure r e p r e s e n t i n g  power, and
possessing qualities of a fair-minded and just ruler 
derived solely from the strength gained through his faith 
in Allah, his tale provides material readily adaptable by 
the poets for making comparisons with, and seeking to 
praise, a ruler in search of political legitimacy for his 
rule through divine sanction.
The f i gures of Gog and Magog, D h u — 1—Qarnayn's 
adversaries in the most extended episode, naturally also 
make a frequent appearance. In allegorical terms, Gog and 
Magog, two key figures in Muslim eschatology, came to 
s y m b o l i c a l l y  r e p r e s e n t  in time those m a l i g n  forces 
released, especially in the last days preceding the Final
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Judgement, in order to lay waste the land.^^ The image of 
the dam built by D h u - 1 -Qarnayn as a barrier against Gog and 
Magog appears in all but three of the examples quoted 
below, confirming its importance as the centre-piece in the 
drama of the Dhu-l-Qarnayn tale.
As our departure point of the discussion, we may take 
the lines by Abu '1-Faraj-i Runi which occur, predictably, 
in the context of m adih:
J S  X  J.J JC*.
C --1 jlu* M  \ j  ly> j o X -  Ju,
(4)
'Look at him, (for) his appearance recalls 
exactly not one but, nay, a thousand 
elephants,
(So that) his body is like the dam of Dhu-l- 
Qarnayn ,
Firmly fixed on earth, and his stature that of an 
Oak tree (soaring) into the sky.'
In the first hemistich, the poet, by way of establishing a 
c o n t e x t  for c o m p a r i s o n ,  i m p a r t s  to his pat r o n  an 
exaggerated sense of power, achieved through the reference 
t° the elephants, but qualifies and modifies this image by 
extending the comparison to include images of a dam and an 
oak tree to w h i c h  he is likened also in the second 
hemistich. The dam, as the Qur'anic narrative relates, was 
constructed under the supervision of Dhu-l-Qarnayn to keep
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out the rampant forces of Gog (Ya'juj) and Magog (Ma'juj). 
The portrayal of the patron as the personification of power 
as both an u n y i e l d i n g  and u n w a v e r i n g  figure is thus 
symbolized by the dam and the oak, becoming concrete 
manifestations of his presence. The patron, through this 
association principally with Dhu-l-Qarnayn, restores order 
and saves the valley people from the tyrants which ever 
threaten to inflict their evil on the Muslim polity and 
undermine the state. In this way, the (Muslim) community 
remains safe and impenetrable from the outside as long as 
its p a t r o n  con t i n u e s  as its leader, p l a c i n g  h i m s e l f  
symbolically like a dam between inhabitants and their 
enemies, his presence like the sturdy oak tree, inspiring 
confidence.
This feeling of impenetrability successfully conveyed in 
the imagery of Abu '1-Faraj-i Runi's poem is reflected 
accurately also in the lines below by cUnsuri. Again, the 
images of an unbreachable barrier loom up,, separating and 
protecting the community from its enemies, but this time 
the conflict is expressed in a theological context:
* V  * V
'Because of him (the patron)
The Magus army became like the troops 
Of Gog -
(5)
j a X .1
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The making of the valley like the dam of 
Dhu-l-Qarnayn.'
The valley here becomes a symbol of a defence of Islam 
against outside incursions from foreign religions, in this 
case Mazdaism, known for its dualist doctrines. As in the 
Qur'anic narrative where the forces of Gog and Magog 
attempted each night to dig away in order to breach the 
barrier constructed by Dhu-l-Qarnayn, but failed each time, 
the M a z d a i s t (6) armies likewise are portrayed here as 
failing to defeat the patron's armies whose function is to 
protect and spread Islam, the patron himself, who is being 
compared to the Dam, assuming the responsibility of 
thwarting the efforts of the state's enemies. cUnsurI 
sh o w s  a s o m e w h a t  m o r e  subtle use of language here, 
suggesting his patron's function rather than explicitly 
stating it as does Abu '1—Faraj — i Runi above, the patron 
himself receiving divine sanction through this allusion 
because of the nature of his objective.
A better example of the poet's exploitation of the 
Qur anic material dealing with the Tale of Dhu—1—Qarnayn is 
provided by cUnsurI in our next verse in which he describes 
for us the relationship between the patron's sword and the 
dam of Dhu-l-Qarnayn:
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c  /
oT *  J *
w
cu-«o ilj _, L< jjo  I
L $  0 ^^;* '^*J ^ J < \ ^ . m t  £
'Although Dhu-l-Qarnayn built an iron dam on the 
passage of Gog, (but it is) a myth 
Your dam is_your sword in your blessed hand
Where is Dhu-l-Qarnayn's? Tell him to come and see
the dam of the brave men.'
The superiority of the patron's sword over the dam of 
D h u - 1—Qarnayn is reinforced by the greater purity and 
nobility of the material from which it is fashioned: pure, 
Indian steel famed for its hardness as compared with the 
adulterated elements, alloys of brass and iron from which 
the Dam was made. Once again, the image of defensive 
impenetrability presents itself in this verse: the Patron's 
sword has the function of warding off its enemies rather 
than being used as a force to extend the state's power over
as wide an area as possible.
We may note in these past three examples, all by Persian 
poets, that their references to the tale of Dhu-l-Qarnayn 
as related in surat al-Kahf are quite explicit: the figures 
of Gog and Magog are directly invoked and manipulated 
alongside images of the patron to create a comparison that 
is favourable to him. al—Mutanabbi, however, conjures up
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these images in praise of his patron merely through a 
subtle illusion to the character of Dhu-l-Qarnayn himself:
'Had Dhu-l-Qarnayn heeded the advice of my 
Patron, when he entered the dark state 
Then it would have become as bright as the 
Sun. 1
Here, the image of darkness, by virtue of the allusion 
to Dhu-l-Qarnayn, recalls the passage in the Sura of 
^ArKcLhf in which he reaches the end of his march at the 
border separating good and evil, Islam and paganism. The 
poet's lines then conjure up in the reader's mind an image 
of evil forces whilst the image of light becomes at once a 
symbol of the patron's wisdom. Thus, we note a contrast in 
styles between the Arab poet, a 1 -Mutanabbi, who is more 
economical in his expression and less given to the use of 
rhetoric than the Persian poets.
Farrukhi offers in the following lines another contrast 
between the image of darkness and light, inverting the 
normal associations of activity, power with darkness 
becoming a positive force:
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'Daylight sank into the earth like Qarun 
And the night emerges to become like Dhu-l- 
Qarnayn
Leading his armies.'
The reference to Qarun is traceable to the Sura of the 
Story, in which God caused the Earth to swallow him up. 
Thus, daytime is metaphorically eclipsed at the same time 
to the emergence of Dhu-l-Qarnayn's mighty army which, as 
the Qur anic narrative has it, was dedicated to the removal 
of evil forces like Gog and Magog. In this context, their 
action serves to illuminate and thus brighten the darkness 
of the night, e x t e n d i n g  the w o r l d  of I s l a m  into new 
territory.
In two other works similar in theme to each other, both 
again within the thematic context of madlfr, FarrukhT 
describes his patron as a traveller in the mould of Dhu-l- 
Qarnayn; in one, he praises his patron's sense of justice, 
expressed through the symbolic journeys he undertakes to 
destroy evil for the purpose of maintaining order in 
society:
0 ^  <S 0-> J?
do) iSJ**
'Every time you travelled like Dhu-l-Qarnayn 
To destroy evil people and strengthen the 
Kingdom.'
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and in the other he praises his patron's courage, again 
employing the metaphor of the traveller, whose qualities 
here slowly emerge over the extended period of the journey:
(ID j  3  J * '
'You have performed all the feats befitting a 
brave
And masculine warrior, as you traversed the 
World
Like Dhu-l-Qarnayn.'
Farrukhx, in the thematic context of m adih/ makes reference 
to Dhu-l-Qarnayn by way of congratulating his patron Amir 
Abi Y a cqub on the occasion of the birth of his son and 
chooses as a vehicle of his praise the palace of his 
patron:
X m  Jj * j! j J J  J  o L * * T  j j \  j
(1 2 )
'From the tower (of the palace) he can reach the 
Star PJ-eides, and from its roof he can see the dam 
Of Dhu-l-Qarnayn.'
conveying in the above lines an image of loftiness which 
cannot but be associated with its owner. The castle itself 
c o m m a n d s  a high e l e v a t i o n  from w h i c h  the pat r o n  
significantly looks down onto the dam built by Dhu-l- 
Qarnayn, whose height managed to reach the level of two
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mountain sides. Thus, the patron's palace, by virtue of 
its more advantageous position, commands more importance 
than imparted to the Dam of Dhu-l-Qarnayn with which it is 
b e i n g  compared, i m p l y i n g  an i m p o r t a n c e  w h i c h  is 
correspondingly conferred on the figures associated with 
the palace and the Dam respectively.
Continuing in this vein, Abu '1-Faraj-i Runi describes 
the relationship between the patron and the evil forces of 
Gog and Magog (here used as symbols of his enemy, the 
Seljuks) with the image of the dam of Dhu-l-Qarnayn once 
again featuring prominently:
'Your kindness did not serve as a breach (to 
undermine your)
Rule) but became a dam itself (in defence)
Against those who resemble the (evil forces)
Of Gog and Magog.'
Thus, the quality of kindness, a potential weakness in 
any ruler's psychological makeup, is evoked here and given 
substance through a rhetorical transformation, denoting a 
person who is both just and resolute, as represented by two 
sides of his personality: one which he displays to his
opponents, the other, reverse side, to his subjects. The 
verse parallels the tale of Dhu-l-Qarnayn as related in the
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Qur'an but, once again, the poet's t r e a t m e n t  of the 
Qur'anic m a t e r i a l  takes on a p o l i t i c a l  connotation, 
devoting little time and space to reflect the Islamic 
spirit contained in the story in the Qur'an on which the 
above reference is based.
Anvari, in a bold but e q ually subtle rhetorical 
flourish, praises his patron by describing the achievements 
of his army gained under his leadership in contrast to 
those of Dhu-l-Qarnayn:
(14)
'You have built a hundred dams, like the one of 
Dhu-l-Qarnayn (all) from the dust of your army,
Indeed, you are worthy (now) to consider 
yourself
The equivalent of a hundred Dhu-1—Qarnayns.'
The image of the dust, stirred up by the supposed 
activity of the patron's army, is suggestive of a dynamic 
power having been present in the area, but which has now 
m o v e d  on, and the m e a s u r e  of that d y n a m i c  p o w e r  is 
represented by the ratio of the number of dams built by the 
patron to that constructed by Dhu-l-Qarnayn.
Two poems by Anvari based on the Dhu—I—Qarnayn Qur'anic 
narrative throw some light on the nature of patronage as it 
obtained under the Persian court, describing above all the
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r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  patr o n  and poet. In the first 
example, A n v a r T  appears to be d i s p l a y i n g  a natural 
servility, in which his oleaginous attitude shines through 
all too evidently:
'I intended to call you the second Dhu-l- 
Qarnayn ,
Wisdom said, Oh! Your mind is defected 
Why don't you say (instead): that each boy 
(Who has benefited) through your patronage 
possesses
The equivalent to that owned by Dhu-l- 
Qarnayn . 1
The patron's standing, however, is enhanced on such a 
hyperbolic level as to be so improbable, even by Persian 
standards, that one is tempted to view AnvarT's praise here 
as a cover for hi j a 1 (mockery), in this case of a person 
whose power is in decline.
A more comic aspect of the poet's personality reveals 
itself in the second example in a madlh verse that includes 
within its lines a complaint about the poet's own status 
or, more accurately, the level of his salary:
y i *
(15)
(16)
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'The relationship between my (physical) state 
And my salary resembles the relationship 
Between the eternal water and Dhu-l-Qarnayn.'
Readers of the tafsir, with regard to the figure of al- 
Khidr, will know that whilst he managed to reach the 
eternal water and thus, by drinking it, obtain eternal 
life, Dhu-l-Qarnayn did not, suggesting that the latter's 
existence was not to be an everlasting one. Thus, through 
the poet's use of simile here we come to realize that a 
similar fate awaits the poet, suggesting that the patron 
may be delaying payment or not paying the poet at all.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
MISCELLANEOUS
In this section, we comment on the manner in which 
standard phrases not related to a particular context or 
narrative, such as tabarak Allah and naCudh billah are used 
iR the d i w a n s  of the Arab and P e r s i a n  poets under 
discuss ion.
But although such phrases are inevitably heterogeneous, 
t heir p o t e n t i a l  for being cited w i t h o u t  conte x t u a l 
reference is already a common feature, and to this may be 
added a further important element justifying lumping them 
together, namely the functional difference that sometimes 
separates them from the Qur'anic materials analysed in the 
preceding chapter. There, broadly, Qur'anic references 
were incorporated into a discourse within which they either 
t ended to en l a r g e  the p e r s p e c t i v e  by appealing, for 
example, to the exalted elements of prophetological 
narrative, or were themselves transformed by a process of 
metaphorical association. The phrases under consideration 
here, in contrast, even when occuring within the common 
area of m adlfr, are not always so integrated, standing often 
as s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d  u t t e r a n c e s  of pious intent, or 
declarations of God's power which may then be associated 
with the m amdtih elsewhere in the verse.
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The extreme example of the literal approach to such
phrases is provided, as might be expected, by the direct
invocations so typical of Abu al-cAtahiya. He employs 
C_
H.3. udh..billah, for example, in the conventional, religious 
sense, urging his audience to place their trust in God, the 
failure to do so inevitably falling on their shoulders:
if j p ' f  1 & > )  i l f  v i
'We seek help from God, the Mighty, the 
Beneficent, from this Wrath and Vengeance.1
In using na udh b i 11 ah in this particular manner, Abu
0 t
Atahiya confers on it a legitimacy in conformity with 
its Qur'anic context.
Another way Abu al cAtahiya presses home the religious 
message contained in these common phrases is to endorse it 
by combing one or two with a Qur'anic verse, as evidenced 
in his use of al-hamd lillah:
* > »- * r
the poet introducing a verse taken from the Qur'an, in this
case Sura 37, which is all but, save one or two words,
quoted verbatim, in order to emphasize God's transcendental
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2 )
qualities.
How different is Abu Nuwas's treatment of al-fram d liiilh 
in the f o l l o w i n g  verse, e x p r e s s e d  in a n y t h i n g  but a 
religious context:
(3)
'I am unaware of this haggling
Both in spirit and deed
And Praise be to God (for that).'
Abu Nuwas uses the phrase in a casual manner as he seeks 
to disassociate himself from what appears to be a dubious 
act.
Anvar! also uses the term al-ljamd lillah to introduce 
— verse extolling the virtues of his patron and, in 
particular, attributing to him divine qualities which seem 
to place him above mere mortals in standing:
(4)
l
jA.)
'Thanks be to God that (the extent of) his 
standing is not linked to that race, since his 
being will endure forever.'
Manuchehri's treatment of the term subban AllSh (Praise
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the Lord) serves but as an opportunity to excel in the 
description of nature, thus:
'Praise be to God, do you not see how the 
state of the world, and the plateaus, are 
changed in aspect from one thing to another.'
M a n u c h e h r 1 remains faithful in this rendition to the 
meaning of the Qur'anic original in both spirit and deed, 
associating God with the gardens and the plateaus in their 
g lory by e m p h a s i z i n g ,  as the seasons change, the 
corresponding transformation of their aspect in both colour 
a n d  shape. T h u s  the use of the p h r a s e  h e r e  is 
complimentary.
Of the three examples provided below of tabSrak Allah,’ 
only one is used in its Qur'anic context, again, naturally, 
by Abu al-cAtahiya, whilst in the other two, by Abu Nuwas 
and Anvari, it is used in an exclamatory fashion, serving 
to introduce, and thus endorse through its religious 
association, verses in praise of their respective patrons.
Abu al-cAtahiya combines two common Qur'anic phrases, 
using tabarak A l lah (God bless) in full, in combination 
with subhan A llah (God be praised) where the use of the 
pronominal suffix in the latter case is used to avoid 
repetition:
i
(5)
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( 6 )  \m \) . ^ 4  9 ( _ g i  J i J  4 ) 1 ^ . }  J i l  i J j L J
'God is blessed and exalted. Everything has a
term, and then must pass away.1
Contrast this pious statement with Abu Nuwas’s laudation 
of Harun al-Rashid:
/ J & l  ^  i t _ , L ;
(7) Jliij
'Blessed is He who has directed all matters 
with (great) ability, and has preferred Harun 
to all other caliphs.'
where the same technique is used to radically different 
ends.
Anvarl's motive for using tabarak Allah resembles that 
of Abu Nuwas, for it once again serves merely to introduce 
a line in praise of his patron. This, incidentally, shows 
the poet at his most skilful in the use of metaphor:
S ' j [) a S ^  Jwjj I i_-> 1 \ j \
(8 )
'God's blessing for the fire of action which 
emerges from the water's flow 
Which becomes earth beneath your steed, air 
at your bridle.'
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A n v a n  also provides us with an example of the use of 
(God save us, God forbid that we) to be 
effectively contrasted with an example of the zuhd poet,
the beginning as an exclamation, but after the object of 
the verse, tigh-i kinat, to achieve a full rhetorical 
effect; thus,
'God save us from your sword of hate,
When it strikes the body it cuts the soul 
into two halves.1
leaving us in no doubt of the patron's steely strength and 
ruthles s manner, as embodied in his hatred made tangible 
through its metaphorical association with the sword, a 
force, the poet reminds us in the second hemistich, even 
God may not be able to protect us from.
The one example we have of astaghfir Allah is employed 
by al-MutanabbT, thus:
Abu al-cAtahiya. The Persian poet inserts the phrase, not
'I ask God's pardon on behalf of someone 
who has passed away
As if (this were) his worst sin calling
11 +- +- r'i him •out to him.
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N o r m a l l y ,  as t acjh f i. r_A _1 JL ah is used to ask for God's 
forgiveness in an exclamatory fashion, but is employed here 
partly also as an expression of condolence made on behalf 
of his patron, following the death of a near relative.
The Qur'anic phrases we now propose to discuss, kull man
—  fani, k a f a ' All ah al—m u'minin a^—qital and y a w m
l~sam 'a' kafayy al-si. jil are less formulaic and less
isolated from the remainder of the verse into which they
are inserted. The phrase kull m a n Calayha fan! (Everybody
is going to die), for example, is invoked to emphasize the
ephemeral nature of existence. Interestingly, Abu al- 
c *
Atahiya, in his rendition, implies rather than directly 
refers to this phrase, when one would have expected the 
opposite, using the first word in its sequence only, kull, 
the poet then completing the hemistich with the active 
participle of the verb zala which conveys the same meaning 
as and proves an effective substitute for the verb fana':
'Worshippers of God, all (existence) is 
fleeting
We are subject to the onslaughts of fate.'
Thus, the literal meaning of the Qur'anic phrase is 
essentially retained here despite the poet's choice of 
words.
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But the following poet, Abu 'l-Faraj-i Run!, applies 
this phrase in his verse in anything but its literal 
meaning where it is cited in full as it appears in the 
Qur'an, but placed in a somewhat different context:
(13)
'His (patron's) fiery reputation 
Preceded him to Hormuz
On which was recited (as a consequence)
The words "Everybody is going to die"1.
These Qur'anic words, in fact, constitute the crucial 
element in the verse, acting as a climax which functions 
both as a dire warning and as an expression of the patron's 
annihilating power, thus serving to complete, enhance and 
illumine the meaning of the verse. This realizes the 
o b j e c t i v e  of the poet w h i c h  is to instil into the 
inhabitants of Hormuz a profound fear and respect of the 
patron; in addition, the use of kull man Calayha fan! 
provides the verse with that hyperbolic quality so typical 
of Abu 'l-Faraj-i RunT's poetry.
But Abu Nu w a s , in his example below, restores the 
_ , C
meaning of kull man alayha fani as expressed in the Qur'an 
in a way that echoes Abu al-cAtahiya’s usage:
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(14) ts-— -  J-T ‘ j X - * -  ' j ?
'All that which is abundant will pass 
away, All that
Which is memorable will be forgotten.'
not surprisingly, in view of the fact that the surrounding 
lines express similar ideas: the piece may therefore be 
assigned to the category of zuhd poetry which Abu Nuwas 
turned to late in life.
The Qur'anic reference kafa' Allah al-mu'minin al-qital
(Allah deflected their attack from the believers) provides
us with an opportunity to show how skilfully both Arab and
Persian poets use this kind of material. Anvari echoes
here, by placing the Qur'anic phrase at the end, so that
the impetus and the whole meaning of the verse depend upon
it, the technique used by Abu 'l-Faraj-i Run! in his
r
treatment of kull man alayha fan!:
(16)
'If the enemy made you frown 
The sky says "Allah will avert 
Their attack from you".'
The word m u'minin (believers) is not only omitted here 
for m e t r i c a l  r e a s o n s ^ 1 7 * but to i m p l y  also that the
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Patron's is taking their place, the reference to him being 
self-evident from the first hemistich.
Abu T a m m a m  includes the whole phrase in the following 
verse, in a parallel story highlighting the evil of people 
envious of him and his mistress, in which they fall under 
the protection of God, reflected in the reference to the 
Qur'an in w h i c h  the b e l i e v e r s  also found t h e m s e l v e s  
protected from the attacks of envious people:
'Gossip about him (i.e. her) as you will, 
but say
Has God deflected their attack from the 
believers.'
Abu T a m m a m  here may be assuring a group of his friends 
but, in doing so, associates them with the believers and, 
by implication, the prophet himself, through his skilful 
use of the Qur'anic phrase.
Of the examples we have discussed so far, only Abu Nuwas,
C
in his use of kull man alayha fan! has shown a tendency to 
paraphrase. Below, however, we include a verse by Abu 
T a m m a m  into w h i c h  is s k i l f u l l y  w o r k e d  the Qur'anic 
reference yawm tufw a al-sam a' katayy al-si:jil^ ^  (The day
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when the heavens rolled up 
written scroll).
as a recorder rolleth up a
In his example, the unity of the phrase and its 
structural form is broken down into constituent parts; some 
words are modified and repeated, the use of the verb tayy, 
for example, and words are used in both hemistichs whilst 
some others are omitted, such as al-sama3, and what is left 
is enhanced by the addition of the poet's own words, all 
expressed in the genre of lamentation, r ith a ’. Thus the 
poet idealizes in poetic form, as a speaker would do at a 
memorial service, the past achievements of his deceased 
master, in true hyperbolic fashion that one would normally 
associate with Anvarf or Abu 'l-Faraj-i RunI:
'He (the patron) held (lit. rolled) their 
fate in his hands unerringly 
As a scroll has surely to be rolled 
And a gown folded.'
Here, we can see that Abu Tam m a m  has subjected this 
Qur ^nic phrase to substantial paraphrasing in order to 
depict his patron as God's equal.
Manuchehri's treatment also is hyperbolic in spirit in
(2 0 )
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praise of his patron but, in inserting the above Qur'anic 
phrase into his verse, he manages, unlike Abu Tammam, to 
retain the essential unity and Qur'anic meaning of the 
first part of the reference, although expressed in a very 
different context to the original:
'Truly your wrath (witnessed) over one hour 
Resembles that day when the heavens will 
be rolled up.'
The second part of the Qur'anic reference, namely to the 
'recorder' and the 'written scroll' is omitted since it 
would not improve the image of the patron as a powerful 
being commanding a status equal to God himself.
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CONCLUSION
We can see from the f o r e g o i n g  a n a l y s i s  that the 
utilization of Qur'anic material by cUnsuri and his fellow 
Persian poets is far more extensive than undertaken by 
their cAbbasid predecessors, and that they exhibit evidence 
of a particular thematic development in their diwans that 
is not by any means due entirely to the imitation of Arabic 
models or their indebtedness to Arabic poetry in such 
technical areas as form and prosody, the principal themes 
exploited, and the stylistic and rhetorical techniques 
through which these are expressed.
Rather, this development reflects a distinct deviation 
from the Arabic model with the poets developing different 
techniques to those employed by their Arab counterparts, 
particularly in the genre of eulogy (ma d ifr) , in which the 
majority of poetry under discussion here is expressed, and 
a field which the Persians use to introduce innovations of 
their own. G i v e n  this point, the axis arou n d  w h i c h  
revol v e s  the a r g u m e n t  as to w h e t h e r  these Pe r s i a n  
innovations can be considered a thematic development 
separate from that followed by the Arab poets, rests with 
the different approaches the Persians and Arabs adopt to 
prai s e  their r e s p e c t i v e  patrons, revealing, in the 
composition of the poetry, their respective cultural
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attitudes towards the Qur'an from which the material is 
taken and exploited and, by implication, towards Islam 
itself, founded in the precepts contained in the Qur’an. 
In particular, we are interested to know why the Arab poet 
showed a reluctance to exploit the Qur'an's material to the 
full when, given his socio-religious background, he was 
ideally placed to do so, whilst his Persian counterpart, 
u n r e s e r v e d l y  and w i t h o u t  inhibition, h a r n e s s e d  his 
knowledge of the Qur'an to the task in hand with admirable 
verve.
The a n s w e r  in part m u s t  lie w i t h  the d i f f e r e n c e s  
obtaining between the role and function fulfilled by the 
Arab and Persian poet in his respective society, a function 
that arises out of and confirms a poetic tradition which 
itself must form an integral part of the socio-religious 
and p o l i t i c a l  s t r u c t u r e  if it is to d e v e l o p  and not 
fossilize. We will see to what extent the poet's function 
in this re s p e c t  sets the p a r a m e t e r s  of his style, 
determining how the Qur'anic material will be presented in 
his work.
The function of the cAbbasid poet resembles in many ways 
that of his pre-Islamic forerunner, to extoll the virtues 
of him who leads yet is answerable to the community, the 
warrior/hero. With the advent of Islam, this figure is 
supported by the Caliph or one of his ministers, and the 
pagan society replaced by one given a religious dimension
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with the Qur'an standing at its heart. This society, 
however, continued to identify with one particular aspect 
of pagan civilization, its poetry. The ga^Ida indeed 
served as a model of poetic excellence to be imitated by 
succeeding Arab (and, later, Persian) poets alike. The 
language it gave expression to was used as a teaching aid 
to explain the more difficult passages in the Qur'an. 
Through this association, poetry became acceptable in Islam 
and even took on a divine aspect, the exploitation of the 
material in the Qur'an now becoming part of the Arab poetic 
tradition.
This development broadened the cAbbasid poet's choice of 
material at his disposal but limited his poetic function 
since, in the field of madl.h at least, he was obliged to 
present an image of the Caliph which conformed to an 
Islamic ideal, confirming the community's expectations of 
him as defender of the faith and upholder of the divinely 
revealed law of Islam, the Shari^ah, which constitution­
ally, incidentally, limited his secular power. In short, 
the Abbasid poet was not so much respectful of the Qur'an 
w h e n  us i n g  its n a r r a t i v e s  in his p o e t r y  as w a r y  of 
misinterpreting in his portrayals the precise nature of 
caliphal (or ministerial) power to be wielded by the 
IBi*I5duh, and the man he had to fear most should he fall 
short of the required standard in this respect was the 
Caliph himself. He had to take into consideration the
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Caliph's accountability to the community founded on the 
precepts contained in the Qur'an which the poet trawled for 
his material to shore up his master's/patron's rapidly 
diminishing secular power with divine sanction.
An illustration of the tentative attitude adopted by the 
cAbbasid poet in his exploitation of Qur'anic material for 
purposes of eulogy is provided by Abu Nuwas using the 
figure of Moses, casting his patron as an equal to God but 
in a manner sufficiently arcane as to escape the attention 
of the public.
In his comparison of Moses with his Patron, Musa, the 
poe t  seeks to veil his r e f e r e n c e  by a l l u s i o n  and 
suggestion, the Prophet's namesake serving as the focus of 
the narrative around which revolves the portrayal. ^  This 
propensity to allusion is a common characteristic of 
cAbbasid panegyric poetry shared by all the Arab poets 
under discussion here, saving one, the zuhd poet Abu al- 
cAtahiya, the development of their style being encouraged 
and determined as much by social restraint as by aesthetic
i
considerations.
Abu Nuwas, for example, can afford to be more flippant 
and less reserved in his treatment of Qur'anic material 
when working within the context of qhazal which allows more 
room for the expression of the poet's personal feelings, as 
evidenced in his portrayal of his beloved using the Solomon
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figure as a means of comparison.(2) However, the Arab poet 
is still obliged, when using Qur'anic material, to imply 
what the Persians can state openly.
The Persian poet indeed sits easily, in comparison with 
his Arab predecessor, ih his seat as panegyrist, and is 
given carte blanche to exploit the material in the Qur'anic 
narratives at will, in particular those relating to the 
activities of Jesus, Moses, Solomon and Dhu-1-Qarnanyn, in 
order to portray their patrons in the best possible light, 
unencumbered by the constraints that faced the Arab poets.
What is significant above all is that Persian lyrical 
poetry originated in the Court for the purpose of praising 
the princes, panegyric therefore constituting the raison 
d'etre of the Persian poetry under discussion here.(3) 
This poetry now expressed in New Persian, with its heavy 
overlay of Arabic vocabulary, was inspired in part by 
Arabic models as Manuchehrl frequently reminded his 
readers, on one occasion likening his she-camel to the 
throne of Bilqis and an cifrit, the former reference 
evoking the bedouin's experience of desert life, the latter 
its mythology. Essentially, however, Persian lyrical 
poetry developed within an indigenous literary tradition 
based on two principal elements, the literature of the 
middle Persian period when all the important works of 
Persian literature were translated into Arabic following
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the establishment of Islam in the region, coupled with a 
lively oral tradition whose origins go back to Sassanid 
oral p o e t r y . I t  is to these origins, I believe, that 
Manuchehri pays homage to in his allegorical poem on the 
vine, in which is invoked the figure of Jesus, with the 
immediate object of endorsing the rule of K h u s r a w . ^
Thus, f r o m  the outset, the P e r s i a n  poet was a 
propagandist representing his Patron as a semi-divine 
figure in whom was vested ultimate power and absolute 
sovereignty; he was the head of a hierarchical arranged 
society from whom issued, emanated or radiated downwards 
the attributes of justice, wisdom and generosity.
It was the Persian poet's function to maintain this
image of the prince in the public mind. Abu 'l-Faraj-i
Runi's example, for instance, combining the hur image with
a r e f e r e n c e  to other Qur'anic terms, a m o u n t s  to a
deification of his patron, presenting him as the embodiment
of a cultural ideal underscored by divine sanction, ^  the
poet's elaboration here, by adorning the houris with
pearls, proving crucial to the overall image of the patron.
This embodiment takes various forms, as a writer with no
compeer (Farrukhi) where his pen is likened to Moses' 
{8)staffs ! or as the owner of a palace which has no equal, 
M a n u c h e h r i  u sing the te r m  f i r d a w s  as the i m a g e  of 
comparison, cleverly echoing in a form re-arranged to suit 
his poetical purposes the repetition and accumulation of
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the Qur'anic original. ^
This idealization of the patron by the Persian poet 
extends to his accompaniments, his sword and pen in 
particular, both often likened to Moses' staff, thereby 
c o n f e r r i n g  d i v i n e  s a n c t i o n  on, say, the e x e r c i s e  of 
dispensing justice, the patron's sword acting as the 
instrument through which the stability of the state is 
maintained, as in Unsuri's verse. ^ ^  But the Persian 
poet here, in doing so, considerably alters the image 
invoked in the Qur'anic narrative of Moses' staff to suit 
his own poetical purposes, a practice denied to the Arab 
poet for the reasons explained above.
Time and time again the attributes of wisdom, justice 
and generosity are invoked through a reference to the 
divine activities of the prophets and represented as 
emanating from the patron/prince. Abu-'l-Faraj-i RunT, 
however, deviates from this use of Qur'anic figures to 
present a similar image of his patron as the embodiment of 
justice, invoking this time the MahdT figure as a key term 
of comparison.^11) The MahdT, according to Shic ite dogma 
will, following his disappearance, reappear on Judgement 
Day to right the injustices of this world. The patron, by 
virtue of this comparison, is not only seen to be taking on 
the q u a l i t i e s  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  this figure, d e e m e d  
infallible and charismatic, to whom the Shicite community
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looked for guidance and leadership, but is placed above 
him, since he is seen also to pre-empt the Shicite leader's 
function. This concept of religio-politcal authority was 
f r e q u e n t l y  adopted, s o m e w h a t  c o n v e n i e n t l y ,  by the 
Sultan/prince, since the image of the Shic ite leader here 
is cast into an absolutist mould so beloved of Persian 
kings, and echoed ad infinitum throughout Persian poetry.
The Arab poet, by comparison, could never present his 
p a t r o n  in such a light. W h e r e  a P e r s i a n  prince is 
portrayed as dispensing justice, for example, his Arab 
equivalent is seen to restore it, as a natural birthright 
belonging to the people whom he represents, as in Abu 
Nuwas's rendition of the narrative of Moses, in which,
significantly, a reference is made to one of the titles 
frequently adopted by the Caliph, Amir al-Mu'minin, in an 
attempt to present himself as a worthy and accepted 
temporal head of the religious community. Here, the poet 
is purely functional in his verse, epigrammatic and terse, 
displaying no ornate figures of speech.
The same Arab poet uses the paradisaical image of the 
^ur to emphasize his patron's generosity, imparting an 
earthliness (absent in the Qur'anic original) which is 
extended to become a general characteristic of a portrayal 
respectful in spirit but far from servile. Abu Nuw^s 
displays elaboration of a kind associated with the Persian 
poets but at this point the similarity ends. Contrast the
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above example with FarrukhT's rendition of the illumination 
of Mount Tur as a term of comparison in the portrayal of 
his patron in which the level of hyperbole reaches Olympian 
proportions, the patron emerging from the portrayal 
occupying a position higher than that of God Himself.
The priorities of the Arab poet thus clearly lay in a 
d i f f e r e n t  area to those of the P e r s i a n  poet, this 
influencing in part their respective styles. Both the Arab 
and the Persian have access to the use of similar verse 
forms and prosody but diverge stylistically in their 
r e s p e c t i v e  use of rhetorical techniques. Anvari  
demonstrates, for example, a great command of technical 
a r t i f i c e  in his e x p l o i t a t i o n  of Qur'anic material, 
referring openly here to his term of comparison, the hand 
of Moses. The verse itself contains a conditional sentence 
structure, a rhetorical interrogative, these elements then 
being made to shorten in a stretto to a climactic level at 
which the objective is achieved.
With the Arab poet being constrained to allude rather 
than refer openly to the Qur'anic figures, places and 
objects it becomes necessary for him to rely on his skill 
in m a n i p u l a t i n g  l anguage subtly r a t h e r  than b e i n g  a 
rhetorician juggling with ornate figures of speech, as al- 
MutanabbT demonstrates in his invocation of several prophet 
figures to emphasize his patron's m i g h t ^ ^  through use of
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parallelism and syntactic dependence.
The diaphanous, unfeeling image presented of the patron
by the Persian poet is transferred to the beloved in the
genre of ghazal. Farrukhl's invocation of the paradisaical
term rawdat ridwan as a term of comparison for his beloved
serves to provide us with a portrayal in which the image
sparkles, coming to resemble - somewhat astonishingly -
that of the patron affected within the genre of madlh,
namely that she conforms to a cultural rather than a 
n s iromantic ideal.v ' Quite simply, this portrayal is devoid 
of that intimacy which can only be conjured up through 
suggestion. Here perhaps is the reason why ghazal appears 
more often in Arab rather than Persian diwans.
Contrast the above example, for instance, with the 
intimate sketch Abu al-cAtahiya provides us of his beloved, 
betraying in his portrayal a particular intensity of 
emotion suggested via the invocation of the paradisaical
/ I C  \
image. v ' Thus the Arab poet here remains faithful, 
despite his zuhd leanings, to the function of the genre, 
u n l i k e  his P e r s i a n  c o u n t e r p a r t  who, to b r o a d e n  the 
discussion here, seems more preoccupied with how his 
m a m d ufr/beloved is to be perceived by the Court or the 
general public than with his relationship with him/her as 
both man and artist. The Persian's attitude thereby gave 
his utilitarian approach to the exploitation of Qur'anic 
material in his poetry often distorting, in the process,
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the meaning of the Qur'anic original. Abu Nuwas, for his 
part, continues to imbue his portrayal of his beloved this 
time within an earthliness underscored here by perfection 
resulting from his association with the hur al- CIn.
To move on from the ghazal verse of Abu Nuwas, in which 
he reveals his hedonist leanings, to the zuhd poetry of Abu 
al-cAtahiya is not so illogical as it first appears. Both 
these poets, working within the same Arabian poetic 
tradition, are subject to its laws and, by referring to the 
Qur'an for material to exploit, share the same vocabulary. 
Despite working towards the achievement of different goals 
(the religious poetry of Abu al-cAtahiya in this respect 
offering an effective counterpoint to the secular poetry of 
Abu Nuwas and his fellow Arab panegyrists) the two poets 
share a common ground.
Abu al~cAtahiya reflects the teachings of the Qur'an in
C
two ways: in the form of an appeal, du a , to the Muslim, 
where he draws heavily on paradisaical imagery for purposes 
of comparison, as in his use of jannat a l-khuld, for 
example, (where the zuhd poet is not averse to indulging in 
a little hyperbole to press home his point). , or in his
Q
use of such Qur'anic phrases as kull m a n  alayha fan 1
(everybody is going to die) for emphasis. Interestingly, 
Abu a l - cA t a h i y a  refers i n d i r e c t l y  to the phrase, 
t e n t a t i v e l y  e x p l o i t i n g  w h a t  he c o n s i d e r s  to be holy
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material from the Qur'an, but justifiably so in the light
of . his intentions. We find Abtl Tammam, however, disposed
to paraphrase the Qur'anic term yawm tufw a al-sama1 kafayy
al-si. j i 1 (the day when we shall roll up the heavens as a
recorder rolleth up a written scroll) in a substantial way,
and to use it as a key e l e m e n t  in a m e m o r i a l  of his
(1 9 )deceased patron.' ' The Persians predictably show no 
reluctance to exploit this aspect of Qur'anic material as 
evidenced in AnvarT's portrayal of his patron directly 
invoking tabarak A l lah not for any religious motives but 
for t e c h n i c a l  reasons alone. Thus here we are
presented, in the w a y  this Qur'anic t e r m i n o l o g y  is 
exploited, with a touchstone by which the respective moral 
and aesthetic standards of the Arab poets can be judged in 
relation to those adopted by their Persian counterparts, 
the Arabs, including even Abu al-cAtahiya, disposed to 
allude in varying degrees to their material, the Persians 
exploiting it openly, to be used in the immortalization of 
their leaders.
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